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7 > rnings Up 

Lor DP Brass 
By Molly Upton 

CW Staff 
NEW YORK — Top systems and 

DP executives placed second only to 
top financial planning executives in 
the increase in total compensation 
received during 1976 compared 
with 1975, according to Executive 
Compensation, a book by the 
Financial Executives Institute here. 
Top financial planners averaged a 

13% increase in compensation, but 
hard on their heels came DP execu¬ 
tives, with a 12.7% rise, followed by 
general accounting executives, who 
posted an 11.6% gain, according to 
the survey of nearly 1,200 com¬ 
panies. The average increase for the 
middle-management sector was 
11.4% in 1976. 

(Continued on Page 4) 

Work, Welfare Rolls Matched 

Privacy Backers Hit HEW Project 
By Edith Holmes 

CW Staff 
WASHINGTON, D C. - A federal 

program using computer technology 
to purge the nation's welfare roll of 
cheats could also undermine the 
privacy of individuals' records held by 
the government, privacy advocates 
here have warned. 

Directed for the time being at federal 
employees, Project Match is a Depart¬ 
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare (HEW) program designed to 
reduce welfare fraud and abuse by 
identifying and taking action against 
those employees who are illegally re¬ 
ceiving funds from the Aid to Families 
With Dependent Children (AFDC) 
program. 

An initial raw match of payroll and 
welfare records has found 26,334 

HEW employees receiving both 
salaries and welfare funds. HEW 
Secretary Joseph A. Califano Jr. has 
pointed out, however, that many of 
these people — especially those with 
large families and those who hold 
lower paying jobs — receive such 
funds legally. 

However, plans are in the works to 
match private sector employer records 
with the welfare rolls as well. 

'File Cabinet Mentality' 

Members of Congress and the 
Privacy Protection Study Commission 
are questioning the approach HEW is 
taking with Project Match. They fear 
that individuals' expectation of confi¬ 
dentiality for the records held by the 
U.S. will be sacrificed for efficiency 
and the department’s determination to 

Compares to IBM 30 Series 

HIS Restructures Level 68 Line 
By Frank Vaughan 

Don Leavitt 
And Ronald A. Frank 

CW Staff 
PHOENIX — Honeywell Information 

Systems, Inc. has restructured its Level 
08 large-scale line to offer what the 
lirm claimed is performance ranging 
from 125% of the IBM 3031 to 125% of 
the 3033. 
The Level e8/Distributed Processing 

System (68/DPS), which has four dif¬ 
ferent levels of power — the fourth of 
which also offers dual- and triple¬ 
processor configurations — replaces 
the Level 68/60 and 68/80 models, in¬ 

troduced in 1975 and 1974 respec- 

The 08/DPS Level 1 offers 25% 
greater performance than the IBM 
3031 and 15% more than the HIS 68/- 
80, HIS said. 

The 08/DPS Level 2 system outper¬ 
forms the Level 1 by 55%, the Level 3 
configuration outperforms the Level 1 
by 235% and the Level 4 single¬ 
processor configuration outperforms 
the Level 1 by 325%, the firm claimed. 
The Level 4 single processor's perfor¬ 

mance is said to be 90% of that of the 
3033. 

By adding a second processor to the 

U.S. Dragging Feet on Issue 

Of Transborder Data Flows 

Level 4, users can gain 18% to 22% 
greater performance than that availa¬ 
ble on the single-processor Level 4, the 
firm claimed. Adding a third processor 
gives another 18% to 22% boost in 
power over the dual-process con¬ 
figuration, a spokesman explained. 

However, the firm refused to give out 
cycle times, clock speeds, memory ac¬ 
cess times, throughput or benchmark 
data to support its performance claims, 
saying that information was pro¬ 
prietary. 

The Level 68/DPS is a Multiplexed 
Information and Computing Service 
(Multics) system. Major characteristics 

Multics system, according to 
rch Cor 

By Edith Holmes 

WASHINGTON, D C - The U.S, is 
continuing to talk about "studying" 
transborder data flows while European 
governments are designing privacy 
legislation that will keep their infor- 

Direct U.S, participation in the writ¬ 
ing of an international agreement re¬ 
garding privacy or any other aspect of 
transborder data flows "may" be in 
the country's best interests, Dr. Os¬ 
wald H. Ganley, the State De¬ 
partment's deputy assistant secretary 
for advanced and applied technology, 
suggested at a recent National Science 
Foundation (N5F) meeting of federal 
information managers here 

At the same time, the French senate 
began debating the provisions of a na¬ 

tional privacy act which passed the 
lower house of that country's legisla¬ 
ture early in October. 
What began as a liberal privacy bill in 

the French legislature earlier this year 
was revised drastically" to become "a 
very protectionist" measure, U.S. ob¬ 
servers in private industry said. 

As the French Senate began meetings 
on the bill just a week ago, the 
country's private sector was objecting 
strenuously to the measure's conser¬ 
vatism. What will happen to privacy 
in France remains uncertain, the U.S. 
sources stated. 

France is one of several countries 
moving ahead with privacy legislation 
which could hurt U.S. business in¬ 
terests abroad by keeping data within 

(Continued on Page 6) 

the system through 
minals as the normal means of system 
access, multiprocessing with dynamic 
reconfiguration capabilities, a unique 
hardware-based ring structure that 
provides security for sharing of pro¬ 
grams and data, a tree-structured 
hierarchy for organization of user and 
system storage and the availability of 
multiple programming environments 
and user interfaces within a single sys- 

No new Multics capabilities have 
been added, according to 1 FIS How- 
ever, existing capabilities have been 
expanded, the spokesman said. 

Few Software Surprises 

Despite a choice of words in its an¬ 
nouncement that indicated major 
changes in the software available un¬ 
der Level 68/DPS, HIS appears to 
have very few surprises in this area. 
There are no new languages and pro¬ 
grams written in Fortran, Basic or 

(Continued on Page 4) 

prove that major social programs can 
be managed effectively. 

David F. Linowes, former privacy 
commission chairman has called the 
extension of Project Match to private 
employer records 'an abuse of per¬ 
sonal privacy rights." 

Califano exhibits "a file cabinet men¬ 
tality" in his failure to recognize that 
"the biggest threat to personal privacy 
today is computer-to-computer link¬ 
age," Linowes charged. 

Rep. Richardson Preyer (D-N.C.) has 
written to the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) asking that federal 
agency to clarify the Privacy Act and 
the Freedom of Information Act 
grounds on which agencies such as the 
Civil Service Commission and the De¬ 
partment of Defense have turned their 
personnel files over to HEW for Proj¬ 
ect Match, 

For Califano and HEW’s Office of 
the Inspector General, which handles 
Match, the issue is the need to improve 
"taxpayer confidence that federal 
funds arc being spent wisely," 

Processing on an IBM 370/168 at its 
headquarters here, HEW has com¬ 
pleted the initial runs for 21 selected 
jurisdictions with high AFDC rolls 
and concentrations of federal em¬ 
ployees. These jurisdictions include 18 
states, New York City, the District of 
Columbia and the Norfolk and 
northern areas of Virginia; they repre¬ 
sent 73% of all AFDC recipients and 
68% of all federal civilian employees, 
Califano said. 

Of the 26,334 raw matches HEW has 
found, 13,354 represent employees 
currently on the federal payroll; 
12,980 have left governn^ent work 

(Continued on Page 8) 

N.Y. Nixes Tax 

On All Software 
By Molly Upton 

ALBANY, N.Y.— The New York 
State Tax Commission has ruled that 
both proprietary and custom software 
are intangible and therefore not sub¬ 
ject to state sales tax 
The ruling came on the heels of the 

commission s decision to assess taxes 
on time-sharing services based on the 
nature of tire transaction rather than 
across the board [CW. Oct. 27). 

regulations and will scratch the assess¬ 
ments it has issued, Commissioner 
Thomas H. Lynch said, adding those 
with assessments in these areas should 
Wait for official notices being prepared 
by the department. 

Lynch has no illusions that the tax 
problems presented by DP have all 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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Moving Data via Satellite 

SBS Testing Services at User Sites 

Roger Frampton 
Hans-Jurgen Ballnath 
Hidetsuna Sasaki 

By RonaJd A Frartk access of remote data bases according burgh, Pa. Based on preliminary 

WASHINGTON, DX. - Satellite tor at HP ^' ^ ^ SU‘,S' Rockwe“ *‘ 
Business Systems (SBS) has begun test The DP portion of the project is munkalL^S 

dividet?intothreepar£***for earlv loans H «Trd! management, DP management pany spokesman said. 
II y 1 ous and document distribution manage- 
Uata communications is a major part ment" at Rockwell International Scrambled Data 

of the Project Prelude tests scheduled Corp Texaco, Inc. and Montgomery The HP 3000 CPUs used for 
by three large telecommunications Ward and Co , Inc. satellite test have 256K bytes 
tests heinriie'ld” dnd At “fh company two corporate storage, disk and tape subsystem! 
onsHatt the SRS ZZ ? f*1?' f"*5 W'“ be sel,et,ed for installi"8 600 >me/min printer and CRT 
cornorate oserSsB^ tb f conceP,s to transportable earth stations in a park- minals. Standard DS/3000 softwar 
ucmL^I'c U' r!rurirrrs °c m8lo| The earth stations will be con- being used, according to Hartge 

e ed bv SBS ^at will be of- nee,ed to an indoor conference room demonstrate high-sped transfer’ 
Ustnthe s,ree H I p l j wherc lhefHP ^sterns and other data bases between the CPUs. 

lOoX l m n aCkirdC°' equipment for voice, facsimile and TV Each data base is made up of 
3000 Series II Model 6 processor sys- will be shown to visitors. names of visitors to the demons,^;, s II Model 6 processor sys- will be 

ch site, the satellite project The f 

Omnibus Bill Introduced 

To Spark Privacy Concerns 
WASHINGTON, D.C.- In hopes of [Pri 
stimulating discussion about the need sion s] recommendations' or pre- modem. Hays explained, 

Rep SrdtnPS IDNcit' ““ ?f th,e biIL The use of ^ta scramblers will elin Kip- Richardson Preyer (D-N.C.J has It is too early in the legislative proc- nate the dead time that wot 

Pr vacvC Act h gH' “p f°r ’Vdgment5''' he added- otherwise appear on the link betwe Privacy Act of 1977 in the House of Preyer's Subcommittee on Govern- data blocks, he said 
Kepresentatives. ment Information and Individual Other DP tests in the satellite dei 
The 12 bills consohdated into the om- Rights will begin detailed examina- onstration project include use of « 

110071 Si anl kn°rWn aS, (H R *'on _of ,his legislation" after the first HP equipment to retreive remote da 
the original versons unchanged from of the year, and "I hope that other base information in both alphanumei 
I r“ =K!d SmCe l0mmi,teef vTith jurisdiction over and tabular format and use of a lex 

exceptions are in privacy-related issues will follow our editing system to create a letter th 

SSylf ^ It £ ^dealing vS “S’ 5T“ * ££*£ 
J* pas5a8e of d',s omn‘bus bill ment access to individuals’ records Project Prelude is being operated c 
far mer recordkeeping changes maintained in both the public and the Communications Technolor 

^mTr credit report "S’ TT ^ WaS amended t0 include Satellite of the National Aeronaut* 

nc ror voice, facsimile and I V each data base is made up of 
town to visitors. names of visitors to the demonstrati 
st series of demonstrations is The data base is then transferred fr 

taking place between Rockwell facili- one CPU to the other at 1.544M bi 
ties at Seal Beach, Calif., and Pitts- sec using Harris Corp. Model 52 

J J modems designed for satellite use, 
OUtlC6(l cording to James Hays, princi 

engineer at Harris. 
_„, Although data will be sent in lai 

C ntirPfflC block sizes, the Harris equipment v 
Iv-CTJ. £ 13 scramble the information. This v 

make the transmissions look like 
Protection Study Commis- “continuous pipe" to the receivi 
ecommendations" or pre- modem. Hays explained 
the contents of the bill. The use of data scramblers will elin 

> early in the legislative proc- nate the dead time that wot 
al judgments," he added. otherwise appear on the link betwe 

The 12 bills consolidated into the om- Rights will begin 
nibus package and known as H.R. tion of this legisl, 
10076 remain largely unchanged from of the year, and 
the original versions introduced since committees with 
July 12. The major exceptions are in privacy-related is; 
the areas of government access to rec- lead," he said, 
ords about individuals and confiden- As for changes 
tiality of medical records. bills, the section c 
The passage of this omnibus bill ment access to i 

would mean recordkeeping changes maintained in be 
for medical care providers, banks, con- private sector was 
sumer credit reporting organizations, telephone toll reco unnr creui repor ing organizations, telephone toll records in its list of per- and Space Administration the satelli 

:(tn'°," ‘tiri°fnSFan1 mSUranCe Mm'’' reTds Whifh th* government transmissions are SJte12and 
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We’re proud 
to unveil a 
s-e-x-y new 
SyncSort. 
You’ll love it. 
IBM’II hate it. 
Call (201) 568-9700. 
Ask for Extension 
IV-and-a-half. 

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES — 

Brussels: CAP/GEMINI/CES 
Dusseldorf: CAP/GEMINI GmbH 
Geneva: CAP/SOGETI 
Hague: CAP-GEMINI/PANDATA 
London: GEMINI Ltd. 
Melbourne: Shell Oil Co. of Australia 
Milan: SYNTTAX 
Paris: CAP/SOGETI PRODUCTS 
Stockholm: BRA 
Tel Aviv: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, Ltd. 
Vienna: CAP/GEMINI GmbH 

WHITLOW 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS Inc. 

To paraphrase the old song... there is nothing like a 
SyncSort... nothing you can name. It’s narrow where a sort 
should be narrow — in consumption of your computer 
resources — and where a sort be broad, man does it have 
interesting features! 

These descriptive lyrics are particularly true for a slick new 
sort in town called SyncSort IV-and-a-half. It's a chip'off the 
old Whitlowblockifweeverwhittled one. 

True, our new sort is not going to be too popular on Nob Hill 
in Armonk, where the Rich Hardware Merchant is already 
having enough trouble trying to marry off a somewhat aging 
debutante named 5740-SM1, Release 3. (Maybe you should 
have called it "Diane,” IBM.) 

But how the programmers and analysts down in town are 
going to love SyncSort IV-and-a-half! 

The chief reason, of course, will be performance. Like all 
its legendary predecessors, our new brainchild has a 
remarkably ladylike appetite for your computer resources. 
It eats like a bird. 

Compared to IBM’s Release 3, for example, SyncSort 
IV-and-a-half will give you: 

• 20-40% reduction in Elapsed Time; 
• 20% reduction in Total CPU Time; 
• 40% reduction in Supervisory State CPU Time; 
• 25% reduction in Channel Time; 
• 30% reduction in Disk-Kilobyte Minutes. 

And if you're into multi-programming, our new model can 
save you 10-40% on other, non-sorting jobs in the mix. 

These performance breakthroughs apply to all record types 
and access methods — including an especially sharp 
reduction inCPUtimefdrVSAMfiles. 

Then there's that broad array of operating and applications 
features.. We’ve tried to make your job a little easier and 
simpler by providing a total sorting capability, including: 

• PARM-EXIT— a sort control system that automatically 
determines the best executing mode for the sort. 

• Automatic secondary allocation for SORTWORK and 
SORTOUT, and release of excess disk space. 

• DYNALLOC — dynamic allocation of disk work space. 
• COBOL WRITTEN EXITS—The capability to write sort 

exits in COBOL, Fortran or PL1. 
• Control cards for three very useful features: 

INCLUDE/OMIT—an alternative to writing programs 
to choose records to be sorted from a file; 
SUM — to add the values in two records that have equal 
control fields and eliminate one record; 
OUTREC — eliminates or repositions unneeded data and 
reduces output by the sort; 

• SyncSim — a simulation program to predetermine the 
resources used by the sort; 

• HISTOGRM — an analyzer of variable-length records. 

Howdoyou find out if SyncSort IV-and-a-half is really the sort 
for you? Just pick up the telephone and give us a call. We'll 
arrange a free sort survey. It’s the best way we know to keep 
you from marrying in haste and repenting at leisure. 

560 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 
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DP Jobs on Increase 
NEW YORK — Most "sizable" responding employed less than 

firms that participated in a recent 1,000 employees, Deutsch, Shea & 
survey said their DP employment Evans said in describing the respon- 
will either increase or remain stable dents as "sizable." 
in 1978. Forty-eight percent of the respon- 

Respondents to the survey that dents indicated engineering jobs 
covered all types of jobs also ranked were the most difficult to fill, but 
DP functions as the second most 24% cited DP jobs as the most dif- 
difficult to fill, with engineering ficult. In many instances, there were 
first, according to Deutsch, Shea & multiple answers, the surveyed 
Evans, Inc., a human resources con- noted. 
suiting firm here. Overall, the hiring picture ap- 
Of the 201 firms responding, 38% feared Positive, with 51% of the 

indicated they expect to hire more 'flrms indicating they plan to ex- 
DP people in 1978, while another Pand ,he number of employees. 
38% said they expect the size of Forty-four percent said fh<>y plan to 
their DP staffs to remain level. add engineers. DP and engineer- 

ing therefore appear as skills in de- 
mand compared with others, such 

management. Most respondents 
. , , — 70% — indicated they plan to keep 

said the their management staffs level, and 
only J4% plan expansion 

Two percent expect the 
their DP staffs to shrink, while 1% 
didn't know and 21% either didn' 
answer the question 
question didn't apply. 

rt percent of the firms category, according to the survey. 

Top DPers' Earnings Rise 
.. , ^CoMf",ued from Page 1) with $42,300; followed by the internal manager, unrelated to either IDS or 
Although the top DPer s average auditor executive, who averaged MDBM. Linus supports the novice in 

base salary grew 9.4%, his average $38,500, according to the survey. retrieval and updating tasks, the 
bonus rose 50%, the statistics showed. Firms offering bonuses paid their spokesman explained. 

About 52.5% of the respondents in- middle management better than those , 
d‘Cjj tHey pay bonuses to the that did not, with the exception of the Other Enhancements 
middle-management group of execu- very large firms doing over $5 billion Other enhancements claimed by HIS 
lives, and 56.6% of the 631 firms in business. for the Multics/Gcos control software 
answering questions about DPers' The average bonus as a percentage of include new modules-for management 
salaries pay bonuses for their top DP base salary for top DP executives was of on-line computing and facilities for 
executive. 21.6%, according to the survey. .For dynamic reconfiguration (apparently 

Among the middle-management per- companies giving bonuses, the DPers' to change the environment available to 
sonnel listed were top executives in average base salary was $34,800 with any given user, somewhat along the 
charge ot financial relations, general' an average bonus of $7,500, while lines of IBM's Virtual Machine Facility 
accounting, taxes, financial planning, companies without bonuses paid an [VM/370]). 
systems #nd DP budget, internal audit average salary of $30,500, according to Still other software extensions br¬ 
and credit & collection. Also included the results of the survey. elude facilities supporting "dynamic 
were the corpo^te insurance executive As expected, the larger firms pay metering and tuning," "isolation of 

™ mdna8eme"t executive. their DP executive more than the user workloads" and "guaranteed re¬ 
tire DP executive ranked fourth in smaller ones. Salaries including bonus- sponse and turnaround time for prior- 

terms ot average compensation among es ranged from $27,700 in firms with ity applications," the spokesman add- 
hS J8‘vin8 bonuses' the study revenues of $25 million to $50 million, ed. 

showed. t0 $42,300 in firms of $200 million to First release of Level 68/DPS 
1 he tax executive and the financial $500 million, to $77,600 in firms over software will be available in the U.S. in 

planning executive tied for first with $5 billion, the study indicated. the second quarter of 1978, the com- 
?".ay.era8?.0f $5.2;1°,0:_f-1!°Wld, by the _The study is available from the pany said. Geos is provided with the 

HIS Reacts to IBM 30 Line 
With Revamp of Level 68 

(Continued from Page 1) previously supported in Level 68/60 
Cobol for the old Level 68s systems are and 68/80 can operate on the 68/DPS 
object-code compatible with the new system, HIS said, 
environment, a spokesman said. „ - t, 

Data files may require reformatting, Performance Upgrades 
but HIS expects to provide a utility Upgrades to different performance 
program to handle that task, he added, levels are accomplished through a 
The company claimed to have a "new change in.some logic and memory, the 

approach for data base management" spokesman noted. Going from perfor- 
including a "fully implemented rela- mance Level 1 to performance Level 2 
tional data base management capabil¬ 
ity" plus an IDS/II facility "based on 
the Codasyl standard." A Multics 
Data Base Manager with similar 
capabilities was, in fact, announced for 
the old Level 68 CPUs more than a 
year ago [" MDBM' Backs Network, 
Relational Data Approaches, CW, 
Sept. 9, 1976] and, apparently, has 
already been installed in at least one 
location. 

Also claimed as new but listed in in¬ 
dependent references as long ago as 
August, the end-user-oriented Logical 
Inquiry and Update System (Linus) is 

self-contained data base 

Itel Adds 
Another AS/5 
SAN FRANCISCO - Itel Corp. 

last week extended its Advanced 
System (AS) family of mainframes 
with a system it claimed has power 
"equal to or greater than" the IBM 
3031 CPU. 

The Model AS/5 Model^-Wm is 
also rated 10% to 20% more power¬ 
ful than the AS/5-3, Itel said. 
The'Model 7031 features a proces¬ 

sor cycle time of 100 nsec and ex¬ 
panded reloadable control storage, 
according to a spokesman. Up to 
8M bytes of monolithic main 
memory can be attached to the 
Model 7031 in lM-byte increments, 
he added, 

A 32K high-speed buffer memory 
rid a 128K entry translation 

lookaside buffer are provided to 
enhance processor execution Itel 
noted. 

Users with AS/5 Model 1 and 
Model 3 or the AS/4 can reportedly 
upgrade to the Model 7031 iri the 
field. 

First deliveries of the AS/5 Model 
7031 are scheduled for the fourth 
quarter of 1978. A typical 2M-byte 
system will cost $1.1 million, Itel 
said from One Embarcadero Center, 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111. 

x executive with $47,700. The sys- Financial Executives Institute, Inc. for 
terns and DP executive weighed in $35. 

Mongfbrra) 
W-2? 

1978 is upon us . . . and 1978 Is the year to print quarterly 
detail on your W-2 s and to use the new SSA Mag Tape format ... 

If your 360/370, Burroughs, Honeywell, or Unlvac payroll 
cannot handle four quarters accumulation of FICA, earnings 
and taxes, you have less than 1 month to solve the problem or, 
for a quick solution just call Joe Nestor (617) 851-4111, Wang 
Laboratories, Inc., Lowell, MA 01851. 

_._ r__ _ additional $9,670/mo on a 
hardware but all other software five-year lease or $512,000 if the up- 

is separately priced. grade is purchased. The move from 
License fees include $1,000/mo for Level 2 to Level 3 costs $11,700/mo or 

Linus and $l,050/mo for the basic re- $573,000. A Level 3 to Level 4 upgrade 
lational portion of MDBM. Users re- costs $9,075/mo or $555,000, and each 
quiring network-oriented data bases additional CPU that is added to Level 4 
face an additional cost of $200/mo, cos,s an extra $7,765/mo or $474,000. 
bringing the complete MDBM license A basic Level 1 system, with 512K 

$l,250/mo. 

Communications Functions 

Communications functions for the 
Level 68/DPS include resource- 

words of memory, a communications 
processor and console costs 
$31,900/mo on a five-year lease or it 
can be purchased for $1,259,000 with 

$4,124/mo maintenance fee. Addi¬ 

ct wanc)b 

sharing between DPS machines and ticmal memory, which comes in 256K- 
foreign hosts using both direct" word increments up to the lM-word 

hnks and private-line nets, HIS said. leve| and S12K-word increments up to 
The system can operate in packet- ,he 16M-word level, costs $110,000 

switching networks with X.2S and per 2S6K word. 
HDLC protocols. Enhanced Multics . 
functions include electronic mail, word A more P°iweftul communications 
processing and teleconferencing, processoJ' which comes with 65K 
which can operate on packet nets "be- "ords , memorY- c9sts $190,870 or 
tween multiple remote terminals," but *3,489'mo 
such implementations have not yet At *he fourth level, the 68/DPS has a 
taken place, a spokesman said. purchase price of $2,899,000 with a 
The DPS system includes an inte- monthly maintenance fee of $7,777. 

grated communications processor Tbe system leases for $62,345/mo. 
which provides most of the capabilities Level 68/DPS models and first re- 
of the earlier 6678 Datanet front end. leases of software will be available in 
The integrated processor handles up to the second quarter of 1978, the 
96 lines, after which 6678s can be add- spokesman said, noting that 68/80s 
ed to a DPS system. A full range of can be field-upgraded to 68/DPS sys- 
line interfaces and terminal equipment terns. " 



lbm Watson said "Think? 
So we did. 

IBM is a very remarkable 
company. 

It’s the seventh largest 
industrial corporation in the world. 
More than half of its quarter of 
a million employees are 
university graduates. 

IBM, whether one likes it 
or not, produces the world’s 
finest computers. 

The company was created 
in its present form by a Scottish 
ex-NCR cash . 
register sales- n?Q'" 
man. His name 
was Thomas 

The result is Shadow II. 
Today it’s brand leader in the 
very tough European market. 

The result of six years' 
continuous development it has 
major advantages over its 
competitors. 

For starters it takes just 
twenty minutes to install. As 
opposed to the days or weeks 
it takes to get some of its 
competitors operational. 

It is a genuine rather than 
pseudo multi-tasking, multi¬ 
threading system. It has the most 
sophisticated Transaction Pro¬ 
cessing facility ever developed. 

Shadow II 
was specifically 

designed to 
conserve pro¬ 

gramming 
resources. 
So, unlike 

> other 
systems, 

the Shadow 
II program¬ 
mer never 
has to 
establish 
address- 

Because Shadow II provides 
so many more pre written facilities 
the coding is far less complex than 
with other systems. 

Shadow II can also save the 
IBM TP user between 25% and 75% 
of his main memory and CPU time 
requirements compared with any 
other system. 

Terminal response times will 
always be faster with Shadow II - 
sometimes by a factor of three or 
four. There are many reasons for 
this, but one of the more important 
is that Shadow II provides users 
with unique high performance 
access methods to terminals and 
files rather than using antiquated 
IBM modules. 

In brief, Shadow II is the 
fastest, most cost-effective and 
easiest to use TP package in the 
world. 

So, to quote old Tom again, 
we hope we’ve given you cause to 
“think” - about your TP require¬ 
ments. 
Altergo Software Inc., 
Wellesley Office Park, 
55 William Street, Wellesley, 
Massachusetts 02181. 
Telephone: (617) 237-6132 

His motto was ^ ^ 
“think”. And a motto 
that’s good enough for Torn - 
Watson should be good enough 
for anyone. 

So when Altergo set out 
Shadow II provides 

high-level Cobol verbs and 
tocreateanentirelynewTPmoni- Assembler or PL/1 macrosforuse 
tor they did a lot of “thinking”. with either of these languages. 

■Shadow# 
The World's most advanced TP Monitor 
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Firm Claims in Survey ' 

CDC Plans No Hike in South Africa Spending 
By Molly Upton 

CW Staff 
MINNEAPOLIS - Control Data 

Corp. was the only computer firm re¬ 
sponding to a survey by the United 
Church Board for World Ministries 
(UCBWM) that indicated it does not 
plan to increase its investment in 
South Africa. 

The exception to this principle, CDC 
added, is a large-scale computer-based 
education system for blacks in South 
Africa for which it has allocated funds 
and is seeking cooperation from the 
U.S. and South African governments. 
CDC, Burroughs Corp., IBM and 

Honeywell, Inc. responded to the sur¬ 
vey of 47 multinational firms con¬ 
ducted by the UCBWM, which asked 
for corporate withdrawal of invest¬ 
ment from South Africa. None of the 
respondents indicated they had plans 
to withdraw, the church said. 

Burroughs indicated that it was in¬ 
strumental in drafting the six princi¬ 
ples, which it supports, and that it 
feels withdrawal would be coun¬ 
terproductive. 
Corporations can be effective in im¬ 

proving employment levels and the 
standard of living, the Burroughs re¬ 
ply explained, according to a 
spokeswoman for the UCBWM. 

cited the adverse effects of withdrawal, 
such as increased unemployment, 
which would harm the blacks, the 
spokeswoman said. 

IBM supported-the six principles and 
indicated that where necessary, it will 
modify its current policies in South 
Africa to comply with the principles. 

IBM also stated that it does not bid 

for business where it believes its 
equipment would be used to abridge 
human rights. The firm said it believes 
a corporation should be free to do 
business in any country where it is 
acceptable to the U.S. government. 

Withdrawal for political motives 
would represent a corporation inject¬ 
ing itself into the conduct of foreign 
policy, the IBM statement indicated. 

U.S. Trailing on Transborder Data Issues 

CDC said it sees the proposed educa¬ 
tional program as "the most practical 
means of bringing about a significant 
closure in the education gap and hence 
the opportunity gap for millions of 
underprivileged people." 

Commenting on its current opera¬ 
tions in South Africa, CDC indicated 
that although the operation is small, it 
considers that it has helped stimulate 
progress in working and living condi¬ 
tions for the families of its employees. 
CDC's objective in South Africa has 

been to assist, through its business and' 
employment practices, the progress in 
the living conditions of the deprived 
population there, according to the 
firm. 

Site Principles 

The DP firms' responses included 
support of six principles prepared b> 

dustry representatives 
NSF meeting. 

Ganley expressed the new sense of 
urgency with which the State Depart¬ 
ment is treating the European deter¬ 
mination to come up with an interna¬ 
tional convention dealing with privacy 
and the transnational movement of in¬ 
formation. "Until a few weeks ago, the 
European and the U.S. efforts in this 
area were leisurely," he said. 

But the decision by one of the Euro¬ 
pean organizations involved — the 
council of Europe — to direct its com¬ 
mittee of experts to come up with a 
draft convention in two years has put 
all concerned countries under time 
pressure, Ganley stated. 
The U.S. must decide how to deal 

with the fact that it is not a full mem¬ 
ber of the Council of Europe and 
therefore will have no role in the 
political discussions that will mold the 
final draft conventibn. Ideally, a U.S. 
effort in this area would be transferred 
to a European organization in which 
the U.S. does enjoy an equal status, the 
Organization of Economic Coopera¬ 
tion and Development (OECD). 

first time late last month under the 
auspices of the National Security 
Council. 
Out of that meeting came the deter¬ 

mination to hold an intensive two-day 
conference in March on this issue. 
Sponsored by the State Department 
and the Commerce Department's Of¬ 
fice of Telecommunications (OT), the 
conference on, transborder data flows 
is currently in the planning stages. 

In a related development, the OT is 
busy compiling, translating and 
abstracting for public use the available 
foreign national privacy laws. This ef¬ 
fort should be completed sometime 
next month, according to a Commerce 
spokesman. 

While these official U.S. government 
efforts have encouraged some, they 

support ot six principles prepared by 
Leon Sullivan, a black minister, which 
call for fair employment, equal pay, 
more supervisory training and jobs for 
nonwhites and improvements in em¬ 
ployees' living conditions. 

March Meeting Set 

The chief U.S. organization formed 
to deal with the Europeans on the 
transborder data flow question, the Ad 
Hoc Interagency Task Force on 
Transnational Data Flow, met for the 

that what they believe to be European 
efforts to use the privacy issue to mask 
concerns for national sovereignty and 
protection of national computer and 
communications industries will be ef¬ 
fectively challenged in time. 

The interagency task force "has yet 
to get its act together," according to 
sources close to the work of that 
group. "It is nothing more than a 
facade with no resources to work 
with,” they said. 

Similarly, the OT currently has no 
funds budgeted for the study of 
transnational data flow issues. 

Representatives from various seg- 

WE HAVE A 
LINE PRINTER 

FOR YOU. 
If you want to save 30 to 50 % of printer costs. 

ments of the industries affected by the 
movement of information across na¬ 
tional borders — data base creators and 
suppliers and specialized communica¬ 
tions carriers - urged the federal in¬ 
formation managers attending the 
NSF meeting to become involved in 
these issues. They contended U.S. 
business opportunities are already be¬ 
ing lost. 

The managers were invited to make 
suggestions for the conference the in¬ 
teragency task force has planned and 
to comment on a 22-page position 
paper On the subject, written by the 
State Department's Morris Crawford 
and entitled "Protecting Privacy in In¬ 
ternational Data Processing." 

Whatever the U.S. strategy turns out 
to be, interests other than those of the 
private sector should be included in 
such policy formulation, one partici¬ 
pant said. 

Another urged a reconciliation of the 
interests of the creators and com¬ 
municators of information within the 
UiS. and between the U.S. and other 
nations. 

Ultimately, transborder data flow is¬ 
sues must fit into the context of a U.S. 
information policy, several NSF meet¬ 
ing participants agreed. "We can't get 
anyone to talk about the total issue," 
one said, noting the "unwillingness" 
of the highest levels of government to 
look at the formulation of such a na¬ 
tional policy.. 

Federal information managers could 
play an important role in raising the 
level of consciousness on these issues, 
another participant suggested. 
Without a firm policy and a specific 

contact in government on transborder 
and related DP, communications and 
information issues, the other nations 
of the world will continue to see the 
U.S. as weak and vulnerable in these 
areas, still another said. 

IEEE Picks Getting 
NEW YORK - Dr. Ivan A. Getting, 

president of Aerospace Corp., has 
been elected president of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE). 
Getting defeated Irwin Feerst 24,793 

votes to 24,753, according to Donald 
T. Hess, chairman of the IEEE Tellers 
Committee. 

Elected to the position of executive 
vice-president was Dr. C. Lester Ho¬ 
gan, who defeated Carleton A. Bayless 
28,161 votes to 21,753; 

Correction 

In the CW Stock Trading Summary 
of Nov. 14, Natibnal CSS' week net 
change should have been up 1.75 after 
a two-for-one stock split. 
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IBM Decides to Phase Out Operations in India 
By Nancy French 

CW Staff 
ARMONK, N.Y. - Rather than sell 

60% of its business in India to In¬ 
dian stockholders, IBM World Trade 
Corp. has decided to phase out its 
manufacturing and sales branch there 
by mid-May, the company confirmed 
here last week. 
The decision came after a long period 

of negotiation between IBM and the 
Indian government on the conditions 
under, which the mainframer could 
continue to do business within that 
country [CW, Oct. 17]. The problem 
arose after India passed the Foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act, which per¬ 
mits 100% foreign-owned firms to re¬ 
main in the country only if their sole 
operation is manufacturing devoted 
exclusively to export. 

IBM's future presence in India will be 
"limited to a liaison office which the 
company will establish, subject to gov¬ 
ernment approval, in order to be able 
to receive authorized requests for IBM 
products and services," the firm said. 

All equipment presently rented from 
IBM will be offered for sale to the rent¬ 
ers, the spokesman said, but he did not 
know what would happen in cases 
where users could not buy the equip- 

Future equipment orders would ap- 

Two Acquitted 
In DP Spy Plot 
MIAMI — Two men charged with 

conspiracy in connection with a plot to 
transport technical data and military 

, components to Soviet agents were ac¬ 
quitted of some of the charges and 
convicted of others — but both say 
they will press for a new trial. 

A jury in federal district court here 
last week acquitted Carl Lutz 
Weischenberg and Carl Heiser III on 
charges of conspiring to export techni¬ 
cal data contained on a Memorex 
lOOM-byte disk pack. 
The jury, however, did find the two 

guilty of conspiring to export a Litton 
. 51 inertial navigation device without a 
license, according to Weischenberg's 
attorney, Richard Rachlin. 

In addition, Weischenberg, a West 
German citizen, was convicted and 
Heiser was acquitted of the charge of 
failing to register as an agent of a 
foreign government. 
Heiser faces a maximum sentence of 

five years and/or $10,000 fine while 
Weischenberg could face 15 years 
and/or a $20,000 fine, according to . 
Steadman Stahl, Heiser's attorney. 

The charges were initiated by an af¬ 
fidavit from an FBI agent alleging the 
two men were engaged in a plot to 
transport components of a cruise mis¬ 
sile to Soviet agents [CW, Aug. 8], 

After giving their verdicts, however, 
two jurors told Judge Joe Eaton they 
would like to enter different verdicts, 
according to Stahl. The foreman in¬ 
dicated he would like to change his 
vote to not guilty for Weischenberg on 
the charge of failing to register as a 
foreign agent. 

The other member of the jury said 
she believed the men were not guilty 
on all counts. However, she said, she 
had not understood that she could 
have disagreed with the other jurors 
and voted not guilty, Stahl said. 

parently be limited to purchases and 
would have to be approved by the In¬ 
dian government, he said. 

IBM's DP manufacturing operation 
will be discontinued within 60 days 
and its data center services, card 
manufacturing and DP maintenance 
operations "disposed of" — that is, 
sold to Indians. Those IBM India em¬ 
ployees currently working for the firm 
would "hopefully" be employed by 
the new owners, IBM said. 
The Indian government and IBM 

have reportedly signed an agreement 
to service IBM customers in India, 
"outlining mutual agreements on vari¬ 
ous issues including transfer of spare 
parts, tools and test equipment," ac¬ 
cording to a report from United Press 

International. However, an IBM 
spokesman here could not confirm 

IBM is the second U.S. firm to an¬ 
nounce plans to take such action since 
the Janata Party took office in March. 
The first was Coca-Cola, which 
withdrew because it reportedly would 
have had to reveal its cola formula to 
stay. 

Last-Ditch Plan 

In a last-ditch effort to remain in the 
country, IBM said, it offered to split its 
interests there into two companies. 
One, which would have been owned 
100% by IBM, would continue the 
traditional marketing and maintenance 
activities, while shifting its manufac¬ 

turing to an export-only operation. 
The other company, with 60% Indian 

ownership, would take over IBM 
India's service bureau operations. 

IBM also offered under the plan to 
support Indian technological develop¬ 
ment through a scientific center to be 
established for computer research. 

The firm's proposal also included a 
facility for assembling and testing in¬ 
tegrated circuit cards and a measure¬ 
ment and analysis laboratory for elec¬ 
tronic components, both to be oper¬ 
ated by an Indian government. 

IBM would also have made IBM pat¬ 
ents available to Indian organizations. 

IBM Chairman Frank T. Cary called 
the decision to phase out the Indian 
subsidiary "a great disappointment." 

What is System 1022 ? 
□ a software product for your 

DECsystem-10 or DECsystem-20 
□ a data base management system 
□ a query language 
□ a report writer 

a file management system 
□/a transaction processor 

all of the above 

That's right - System 1022 is the 
one answer to all your DEC-10/20 
information processing needs. 
System 1022 easily handles a 
simple report or online query as 
well as the most complex 
hierarchical or network data base 
application. Our stand alone 
environment provides a natural 
interaction for non-program¬ 
mers, while the FORTRAN/ 
COBOL host language interface 
allows programmers to design 
sophisticated solutions for 
today's large data base man¬ 
agement problems. 

Call or write us for more 
information. We'll show you why 
more DEC-10/20 users and 
service bureaus have chosen 
System 1022, and have made it 
the number one DEC-10/20 
information processing system. 

Name_ 

Title _ 

l Software House"! 
1105 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
Tel. (617)661-9440 

I 
I 

i Company _ 

I Address_ 
I 
| City- _Zip_ 

Phone _ 
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In 'Project Integrity' 

HEW Using DP to Root Out Medicaid Fraud 
By Edith I 

CW Staff 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The De¬ 

partment of Health, Education and 
Welfare (HEW) plans to use computer 
technology as much as possible in its 
efforts to root Out fraud and abuse in 
federal programs'. 

In addition to "Project Match," an 
effort aimed at uncovering those 
federal employees who are illegally re¬ 

ceiving welfare benefits, Project In¬ 
tegrity has been instituted to examine 
the computerized billing data of physi¬ 
cians and pharmacists seeking reim¬ 
bursement for Medicaid services. 

HEW has studied approximately 2S0 
million bills submitted by 275,000 
physicians and pharmacists during 
1976 for Medicaid money. Project In¬ 
tegrity compares the services offered 
per patient with a set of standard pro¬ 

cedures and practices of physicians 
and pharmacists, drawn up for HEW 
by a panel of experts, an HEW spokes¬ 
man explained. 
The computer is programmed to 

"kick out " those cases which go 
beyond the parameters set by the 22 
physician and 26 pharmacist pro¬ 
cedures and practices contained in the 
system, he said. 

For example, if a physician indicates 

Project Match Worries Privacy Advocates 
(Continued from Pagel) 

within the last 18 months. 
The department plans next to verify 

the employment of these people with 
the government and to obtain their 
earnings records from the federal 
agencies employing them. 

State and local officials will then be 
asked to determine — chiefly through 
state welfare agencies — whether these 
identified individuals are eligible for 
benefits and, if so, at what levels, the 
HEW Secretary explained. 

Based on these determinations, state 
. and local governments will reduce or 

terminate payments to those found in¬ 
eligible. Prosecution.may be warranted 
in some cases, but these decisions will 
be left up to the U.S. Attorney's of¬ 
fices and the Federal Bureau of Inves¬ 
tigation. 
Those AFDC recipients whose grants 

will be reduced but who will not face 
prosecution may be suspended, de¬ 
moted or removed from their jobs, an 
HEW spokesman said. 

D.C. Numbers 

In the District of Columbia, where 
the city government and HEW have 
completed the project's pilot program 
dealing only with HEW employees, the 
department found 216 matching cases; 
142 of these raised questions requiring 
further investigation. 
Thus far 102 of those 142 cases have 

been fully investigated for welfare 
eligibility. Fifty-eight individuals are 
totally ineligible and either have been 
or will be removed from the rolls; 32 
have had or will have their welfare 
payments reduced; two are being un¬ 
derpaid and will have their benefits in¬ 
creased; and 10 were found to be re¬ 
ceiving the proper amount, the HEW 
Secretary reported. 

HEW has'yet to decide what criminal, 
civil or administrative sanctions will be 
taken for those receiving more than 
their fair share. 

"Privacy Assured": Califano 

Developed with the Civil Service 
Commission and the Department of 
Justice, Project Match "is conducted 
under procedures aimed at ensuring 
the privacy rights of all federal em¬ 
ployees," Califano stressed. 
To this end, HEW has assumed full 

custody of computer tapes and print¬ 
outs, hand-carrying these materials.to 
federal and state agencies wherever 
possible; the agency has also ensured 
that only senior staff in HEW and 
other governmental units have access 
to sensitive information, the spokes¬ 
man stated. 

In the next few months, other states 
and localities as well as the Depart¬ 
ment of Defense and a number of large 
corporations will be asked to par¬ 
ticipate. HEW hopes to make this an 

annual program, Califano said. 
"Passage of the [Carter) admin¬ 

istration's welfare reform plan — and 
the consolidation of the major income 
maintenance programs, AFDC, Sup¬ 
plemental Security Income and food 
stamps, in one set of computers — will 
increase the scope and effectiveness of 
such checks," he said. 

While the computer tapes from the 
21 participating jurisdictions are in 
hand, Califano has authorized Project 
Match officials to check records from 
states against one another to determine 
whether any recipients are "double 
dipping." 

In the raw match done on Maryland, 
Virginia and the District of Columbia, 
131 individuals were found receiving 
benefits in both the District of Colum¬ 
bia and Maryland; 16 in both the dis¬ 
trict arid Virginia; 23 in both 
Maryland and Virginia; and six with 
benefits in two different locations in 

How far beyond federal employees 
HEW's matching efforts will extend 
remains questionable. Following an 
Oct. 13 meeting with members of busi¬ 
ness and industry, Califano reported 
that several large corporations had 
agreed to turn over their payroll rec¬ 
ords to the department for checks 
against the welfare rolls. 

Representatives from both IBM and 
AT&T indicated they would not do so. 

The DELTA 4100: 
Any way you look at it, nothing beats its price, 
performance and standard features 

PRICE: $1795 PERFORMANCE: Prcii.b,t„y. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

CALL NOW FOR 
FAST DELIVERY 

that a patient visited his office more 
than 40 times in one year, the system 
will flag that billing for further inves¬ 
tigation, the spokesman said. 
More than 20 home visits by the 

physician or more than one tonsillec¬ 
tomy for a patient would prompt 
similar investigations. 

HEW has found 47,000 physician 
and pharmacist bills which described 
services that went beyond the limits set 
by the system. To.test the usefulness 
of the computer in highlighting fraud, 
the department is now investigating 25 
of these cases involving physicians 
and 25 involving pharmacists in each 
of the 49 states offering Medicaid. 

There have been no prosecutions to 
date, but the investigations are ongo¬ 
ing, he said, adding HEW should have 
some results from Integrity soon. 

New York Nixes 

Software Taxes 
(Continued from Page 1) 

been solved. "I'm certain we've 
chipped away only the tip of an 
iceberg because there's going to be a 
constant problem with this type of in¬ 
dustry," he commented. "But at least 
we now have our philosophy straight 
and can proceed from there." 

However, he added, "I'm ecstatic 
about what we've gotten done in this 
length of time." Members of the DP 
community first met with tax commis¬ 
sioners Aug. 23. 

Time a Factor 

The three tax commissioners voted 2- 
1 in favor of the decision to exempt 
software from taxation. One of the 
reasons for the decision was the length 
of time — 11 years — during which the 
state did not publish regulations re¬ 
garding software taxation. Lynch said. 

"The presumption shifts to the tax¬ 
payer ... and we're talking about 
equities and an extremely close ques¬ 
tion of law." Lynch said. 
"It's a whole new state of art, a new 

business, and it hasn't been taxed for 
years ... I would be much more com¬ 
fortable as an advocate in court argu¬ 
ing that programs are intangible pro¬ 
perty," he added. 

Because the Department of Taxation 
and Finance recognizes new regula¬ 
tions will not make everything black 
and white for everyone, it has des¬ 
ignated the Technical Services Bureau 
to answer taxpayer questions. 
Users with questions can address 

their inquiries to Harris Sitrin, New 
York State Department of Taxation 
and Finance, Technical Services 
Bureau, Building 9, State Campus, 
Albany, N.Y. 12227. 

Furthermore, to ensure that the reg¬ 
ulations are easily understood and can 
be easily implemented, the commission 
is establishing a task force of industry 
representatives, Lynch said. Those in¬ 
terested in serving on the task force 
should write to Lynch at the Depart¬ 
ment of Taxation and Finance, Room 
215, Building 9, State Campus, 
Albapy, N.Y. 12227. 

Lynch cautioned that the decision to 
exempt software from taxation will not 
apply to over-the-counter retail sales 
of programs for home TV games. 
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User Sees Mini as Key to Data Entry Savings 
of the system s 24 keyboards to keep partment will 
track of the data that has been submit- half a dav's kp- 

By Jeffry Beeler 
CW Staff 

TORONTO — "Thinking small is 
fun; and ydu'll probably save a lot of 
money doing it," James H. Grant said 
here recently as he described the steps 
he and his colleagues took to imple¬ 
ment "one of the best data entry sys- 
terns around." 

In an address on "Minicomputers in 
Data Entry" at the Canadian Com¬ 
puter Show (CCS), Grant, who is pro¬ 
gramming manager for the University 
of Western Ontario's Information 
Analysis and Systems Department, 

ted for processing by the university's 

CW 
at CCS 

, - - - than system. Grant added a clause that pro¬ 
half a day's keypunching if the system tects his department from extended 
breaks down, he said. service charges. 

He and his associates have also pro- When the time 
grammed their punch-card system to 5vst._ Came !° ns a tbe 
automatically select the correct data posted'ins^llaHnn'TT* 
entry format based on record iden- P d inS,alla,10"d1ead'mes When 
tifiers entered at the keyboards by the you an.nounce Publ,C'y that youre 

=!*-“ *w-V 'X'ZzZS'?' ,c'"m rently accommodates 300 record for¬ 
mats, Grant said. 
This automatic format-selection fea- 

' 1 allows keyboard operators to 

,- .J stick to your 
imetable,"' Grant said.' 
Besides the Key-Edit 1000 system. 

Grant and his staff considered install- 
faculty and administrative user 
This control system consists ... ,_ „;ouml operarors to ___.... 

of placing each batch of punch cards spend 70% of their work time key- in8 a Key.-Edit 50 system and an 

conceded that th^ch^^tem "Umbered ^ IZh "V ^an unusuaMy high percen- 2740 
his staff currently uses is more than "Hi P . , tage, he claimed. It also allows systems 
twice J. “T ?. *ra1 The control system also consists of supervisors to count keystrokes rec- 
before P aS the one ,hey had ^"sferring data from.disk 5t°''agc to ords processed and total keypunching 

This increase in rental costs, how¬ 
ever, has been more than offset by 
boosts in data throughput, he added. 

His staff used to average 8,00v 
keystroke/hour. Today, that rate has 
jumped by 50% to 12;000 keystroke/- 
hour, Grant said. 

Built around a Consolidated Com¬ 
puter, Inc. Key-Edit 1000, the system 
was installed in 1976 as a replacement 
for the Key-Edit 50 system that had 
been implemented the year before. 

In installing the hardware, Grant and 
his colleagues insisted on maintaining 
tight controls that allow the operators 

NCC to Expand 

Exhibit Space 
MONTVALE, N.J. - An auxiliary 

exhibit hall that can accommodate an 
additional 270 booths will be construc¬ 
ted for the National Computer Con¬ 
ference (NCC) scheduled from June 5- 
8 at the Anaheim (Calif.) Convention 
Center. 

The "West Hall", will be completely 
air-conditioned, carpeted and well lit, 
and all exhibits will be column-free in 
order to duplicate the environment 
typical of an NCC exhibit, a spokes- 

said. Reservations for exhibit 
e in the hall will be taken from 

:e companies currently on the wait¬ 
ing list for NCC '78. If additional 
space is available after these coi 
panies have been accommodated, .. 
will be offered to other companies that 
fulfill.NCC exhibit requirements. 
The NCC committee has approved 

modification of a recently built carport 
at the center at a cost of about 
$100,000 because of the number of ex¬ 
hibitors that have requested space. 

Modifications involve adding heavy- 
gauge canvas sides as well as lighting, 
carpeting and air conditioning, to the 
port according,to a spokesman of the 
American Federation of Information 
Processing Societies, Inc., sponsors of 
the annual conference. 

z: 

Datapoint Users! 

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT 

C.O.A.W. 
612 Wall St. Station 

New York, N Y. 10005 

magnetic tape twice daily! This pre¬ 
caution ensures that the data entry de- In negotiating the contract for the 

To.evaluate these and other hardware 
alternatives, staff managers tested 
equipment at vendor sites and studied 
data entry systems at various user 
locations similar to their own. 

MVS. 
Make it do what 
it’s designed to do. 
hp^po^thTtrani^n • 1?™?'11 puts '"formation in perspec- from evaluating turnaround time 

youre .. tive by means of Its own historical data to channel loading, from TSOre- 
r!l^Sidy using MVS, we can smooth a base automatically contrasting sponse time to tarqet multi-orooram- 

0 rough spots in- today with yesterday, this month ' ming. And because PLAN I V:MVS 
overall system operation, with last. makes full use of built-in measurp- 

We are Capex Corporation . We • It details the impact of changes. ment facilities -SMFRMF or RMF2 
make a program product for system Makes management by exception or MF/1 - there's no costlv overhear! 
management called PU\NIV:MVS. feasible and Workable. And, thanks to Tyou'rSg M\f1S 

easSvav^bbTn^Prprei^Trnm0t bUllt'in trendin9Jetsyou see. where thinking MVS. the next step is PLAN 
anvnthefyou are now, and where you're IV:MVS It's the one way to make sure 

Jbf'fSrP*'8®'- 
matron you need for management load balancing, IPS modification y 
planning. For scheduling. For man- and other system tuning functions are canex CorDoration 
aging system services.controlling ' brought quietly under control. 2613N 3rdSt. Phoenix, AZ85004 
system resources. And it provides this Proven Results ' Phone 602-264-7241 TWX9io-95M594 

u^bi1fo?minaCOnCISe'readily ' Many of the most sophisticated MVS SfSS 

PL^N^MVsSo^rr^ PL-AN IV.MVS automatically monitors form the way they're supposed to 
system operation. It spots bottle- perform It is the only system man- 
necks and changes in operation agement tool that supports system 
before they can become serious prob- management decisions at all levels, 

4tj>capex 
CORPORATION 

□ Please send me more information 
on PLAN IV MVS 

□ Please contact me to arrange a 
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Women Seen as Data Entry Managers 
By Jeffry Beeler 

CW Staff . 
TORONTO — Women 

make better data entry 
managers than men, said R.A. 
Badley during the opening day 
of the Canadian Computer 
Show (CCS) here recently. 
Unfortunately, they account 
for only a relatively small 
fraction of their fields total 
work force, he added. 

Badley, executive DP officer 
for the Mutual Life Assurance 
Co. of Canada, contended that 
women are better than their 
male counterparts when it 
comes to developing rapport 
with their subordinates. 
Badley said he based his opin¬ 
ion on first-hand observations 
of male and female data entry 
managers in action. 

Badley's observations about 
the relative .competence of 
men and women data entry 
managers underscored his 
comments on the importance 
of motivating clerical person¬ 
nel in the typical keypunch or 
key-to-disk system en- 

. vironment. 

Most companies treat the 
rank-and-file members of 
their data entry departments 
as second-class citizens whose 
working space is usually 

Product Misses 

Its Own Debut 

At Toronto Show 
By Jeffry Beeler 

CW Staff 
TORONTO - If you've 

ever lost a letter or a package 
in the mail, take heart — your 
problem could have been 
worse. And if you don't think 
so, talk to Bill Barrows. 
Through no fault of his own, 

Barrows, a senior consultant 
for. Control Data Corp., lost a 
cartridge drive in shipment. 
As a result, the product, 
which was supposed to make 
its North American debut at 
the Canadian Computer Show • 
here recently, missed its own 
unveiling. 

Barrows shipped the Model 
9448 drive from its manufac¬ 
turing site in Oklahoma City, 

(Continued on Page 11) 
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"somewhere in the bowels of The surest way to a data en- 
the building," Badley said. try clerk's heart, of course, is 

For this reason, data entry through the pocketbook, but 

CW at CCS 
managers must take great care pleasant working1 conditions 
to keep the equipment - draperies, carpets and other 
operators in their departments amenities — also provide an 
as happy as possible, he ex- effective worker inducement, 
plained. Badley said. 

Managers can also motivate 
their employees by soliciting 
and respecting their opinions, 
the insurance company execu¬ 
tive explained. "Data entry 
people aren't the dummies 
they're sometimes thought to 
be, and many can provide 
useful suggestions for over¬ 
coming department pro¬ 
blems," he said. 
Other goals he urged data 

entry managers to achieve in¬ 
clude attracting capable per¬ 

sonnel, maintaining high vol¬ 
ume with quality output and 
minimizing costs. 

In their search for qualified 
keyboard operators, managers 
should not automatically ex¬ 
clude men from consideration, 
as so often happens in data 
entry departments, Badley 
told listeners. Though not 
nearly as common as women 
at the clerical level, some men 
make excellent keyboard op¬ 
erators, he said. 

I lx1 Computer 
Catch-22 
What do you do whenyouget too big for your 
small computer but youre still too smallfor a big one? 

New and Reconditioned 
Models 28 • 32 • 33 • 35 

40-43 

FEDERAL SSSS— 

It’s a tricky situation. 
You want a fast, powerful sys¬ 

tem that will supply up-to-the- 
minute information about all 
phases of your company’s opera¬ 
tion. At the same time, you need 
a real workhorse to take care of 
all your batch processing chores. 

It sounds like a job for the 
traditional big computer until 
you figure the cost — and decide 
there’s got to be a better 
way to go! 

Well, there is. Many 
manufacturing firms, distrib¬ 
utors and publishers have 
found the perfect solution in the 
HP 3000.This dramatic advance 
in computer technology offers 
you the best of both worlds: 
big computer capability at a 
small system price. 

The HP 3000 has the speed 
and power to handle inventory 
control, general ledger and 
other accounting jobs. And, 
simultaneously, it will give you 
reports on the current state 
of your business. 

A dozen different jobs 
at once. 
The HP 3000 is a glutton 
for work. It has a versatile 
operating system that keeps all 
kinds of data processing func¬ 

tions running at the same time. 
While the computer is helping 

you control your inventory, it 
will print reports, run your pay¬ 
roll, update sales figures, 
interact with a programmer, 
help you with projections, main¬ 
tain personnel records—all this 
and more without keeping 
anyone waiting. 

This “manager” of your data 
is fast and efficient. And it gives 
you a number.of other “big 
computer” advantages in the 
bargain. You can run large pro¬ 
grams, develop software 
quickly and inexpensively, ** 
and use as many as six 
languages. . _ 

Perhaps most important 
for a well-managed company, 
our computer will give you 
immediate answers to impor¬ 
tant questions. 

Turning raw numbers 
into usable information. i 
“Data Base Management” is * 
an essential ingredient in an jHjS 
effective business informa¬ 
tion system.This ability to con¬ 
solidate related information into 
easily accessible files is usually 
found only in larger computers. 

But you’ll find it in the 
HP 3000. At any time, your key 

people can call up the'facts 
they need in the form they need 
them. (Yet the information is 
protected against unauthorized 
users by a multi-level security 
system.) 

Our computer will generate 
forms, titles, page and column 
headings, data sorted by 
categories, subtotals, totals and 
averages. So you can follow 
trends, do projections and 
modeling, make informed 

product and marketing 
M decisions for 
<fr the future. 

While you’re 
IL: looking ahead, 

. will serve you 
*' • over the years. 

■ ■ Reliability, 
Ij * service and 

I IPfe obsolescence 
‘ are legitimate 

-—concerns in 

NOT THIS. this fast' 
moving 

technology. 
First, service. We can take 

care of you quickly here and 
overseas, because we have iOOO 
computer system Customer 
Engineers working out of offices 
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One-Time Hardware Investment 

Cost Should Guide Choice of OCR, Users Told 
By Jeffrey Beeler 

CW Staff 
TORONTO - If you're in a 

quandary over whether to in¬ 
stall an optical character rec¬ 
ognition (OCR) system, let 
cost be your guiding con¬ 
sideration, Tony Bloom ad¬ 
vised at the Canadian Com¬ 
puter Show here recently. 

Bloom is a marketing 
manager with OCR Concepts, 

Ltd. 
Cost constitutes OCR's prin¬ 

cipal claim-to-fame as a data 
entry technique. The only ma¬ 
jor expense item associated 
with a system employing that 
technology is a one-time-only 
hardware outlay. Bloom said. 

Depending on the variety of 
fonts it accommodates, an 
OCR system can cost from 
$1,000/mo to $150,000/mo, 

he explained. ■ to perform increases 
rhe other overhead items dramatically, Bloom Said. 

like labor are insignificant by With keypunch machines as 

CW at CCS 
comparison. As a result, an well as key-to-disk systems, 
OCR system's Upkeep re- the opposite is true, he said, 
mams fairly constant even if Looking beyond the cost 
the workload it is called upon question, the marketing ex¬ 

in 65 countries. 
What about reliability? 

One customer reported that he 
was experiencing “alarmingly 

. little downtime” with his 
HP 3000. An explanation for 
this lies in our “fault control 
memoryl’ This corrects memory 
errors while the computer is 
running and remembers where 
they occurred. During regular 
service, our engineer asks 
the computer how it’s feeling 
and fixes any problems. But 
as far as you’re concerned, the 
memory has been functioning 

perfectly all along. 
The real key to avoiding 

obsolescence is our operating 
system. It’s so advanced that it 
will be the heart of our com¬ 
puters for years to come. That 
means you can upgrade as you 
grow without having to throw 
away your old programs. 

This ability to expand your 
business without outgrowing 

your computer means you can 
coritinue to avoid the “Computer 
Catch-221’ If you’ll contact the 
Hewlett-Packard office in the 
White Pages, we’ll show you 
exactly how other companies 
like yours have done it— 
and how you can, too. Or write 
to Bill Krause, Hewlett-Packard, 
11000 Wolfe Road, Dept. 302, 
Cupertino CA 95014. 

HEWLETT^ PACKARD 

IT’S POSSIBLE FOR ONE SMALT. COMPUTER 
TO ACT LIKE A BIG CENTRAL COMPUTER. 

SU?HPl‘ed by Hew'f«-Pa<*ard, More than 20,000 HP 
/ , h d , so theres no Problem w>'h com- computers are at work in this 

lPtaenl^P,U^smnntlmar S' Patibi'^ a"dyou receive country and around the world, 
data entry stations, optical complete service, instruction and They’re helping people in all 

computers'^ eVe" trainin8fr°m3Sing,eCOmpan* kinds°fbuslnfsCget 
All the svstem _ immediate answers to urgent 

component:^ questions. And that’s how 
you stay ahead of the game. 

ecutive advised prospective 
users to acquire an OCR sys¬ 
tem only if they can control 
the major variables of forms 
design and data presentation. 
Specific criteria they should 
meet include the following: 
• Their applications must 

consist of a few, high-volume 
jobs. 

. • The data to'be read must be 
■ mechanically produced. 

• They must be able to con¬ 
trol the design of the docu¬ 
ments their reader willuse. 
• They must be able to con¬ 

trol the form in which docu¬ 
ments are submitted to the 
OCR system operators. 

Users should avoid OCR 
equipment, Bloom continued, 
•if the following conditions ap-. 
ply to their applications: 
• They perform many small 

applications. The cost of pro¬ 
gramming the system to select 
the appropriate data entry for¬ 
mat for each job will probably 
prove prohibitive, he said. 
• Their data originates from 

many sources. 
•They can obtain only a car¬ 

bon copy of the data to be 
read.. 

Exhibit Misses 
Toronto Debut 

(Continued from Page 10) 
Okl?., on Nov. 4, four days 
before it was scheduled to be 
exhibited.Because he sent the 
product by private air carrier, 
Barrows assumed it would 
reach its destination with 
plenty of time to spare. 

But an unexplained delivery 
foul-up scuttled his plans. By 
the last day of the show, the 

I would be exhibit still hadn't 
arrived, and all efforts to de¬ 
termine its whereabouts had 
failed. 
To make matters worse, the 

incident here isn't the first 
time Barrows has been vic¬ 
timized by a shipping miscue. 
A similar snag occurred only 
last October in Munich when 
another 9448 arrived two days 
late for its European debut at 
the System 77 computer show. 

"We looked and looked for 
the drive and finally found it 
sitting in a cargo hangar at the 
Munich airport," he recalled, 
shaking his head. 
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By Charles P. Lecht 

IN DEPTH While the frequency and 
size of the waves of 
technological and econ¬ 
omic change increase, 
natural and not unex¬ 

pected counterforces are building. 
These counterforces range across a 
spectrum from obviously long-term 

.beneficial ones to others which po¬ 
tentially inhibit our ability to exploit 
our own achievements. 

It is to be hoped that forces in the lat¬ 
ter category constitute unusual 
phenomena. But out of the maelstrom 
of conflicting forces we should not be 
surprised to see the emergence of an 
undertow which miy siphon U.S. 
technology offshore, only to return 
suddenly one day to swamp and 
neutralize the position of technological 
leadership we now hold. 

With leadership in computer 
technplogy at least as valuable as the 
possession of oil or gold in ensuring 
our position as a world power, it seems 
important that we re-examine our 
short-range socioeconomic priorities to 
bring them more into line with our 
long-range interests. For many de¬ 
fenders of our socioeconomic and 
political systems suggest that, as the 
waves of change in computer, 
technology are increasing, concomi¬ 
tant world political unrest bespeaks an 
increase in a larger international strife 
as well. 

Whether or not we accept this view, 
as world powers test their strength, it 
would be ill-advised for us to ignore 
that rapid change is occurring and that 
some of the currents of this change are 
not flowing in furtherance of our best 
interests. 

It seems beyond argument that social, 
economic and political unrest are on 
the upswing. Prudence suggests that, 
even if they finally do resolve them¬ 
selves into a future of peace and 
plenty, we keep our guard up until we 
can be a bit more sure of the outcome. 

While we await a global reconcilia¬ 
tion, commodities may be less valuable 
in our brave new world than are the 
means of their control. For example, 
Iran will be hard pressed to utilize its 
vast oil and gas resources internally in 
the next century (especially with low- 
cost atomic reactors on the horizon), 
but it nonetheless wields enormous 
power by controlling their flow to de¬ 
serving (or at least politically conve¬ 
nient) nations. 
With most of the world's computer 

technology heavily influenced, if not 
directly controlled, by U.S. companies 
(with a disproportionate amount of 
this influence emanating from IBM, 
and not insignificant amounts flowing 

from' the other giants of world com¬ 
puter technology - namely Unlvac, 
Burroughs, NCR, Control Data Corp., 
Honeywell Information Systems and 
Digital Equipment Corp., we,- like 
Iran, are in a highly influential posi¬ 
tion with- respect to the use of 
commodity (in this case 
technology.) 

It would be naive of 
those who willingly 
computer technology 
this, while those whc 
but to do so, because 
elsewhere, are intensely aware of this. 
And it is only the most naive who be¬ 
lieve that the privileged position we 
occupy by virtue of our level of 
technological achievement can be leap¬ 
frogged with ease. 

However young our industry is, we 
represent the most seasoned body of 
know-how in the manufacture' and 
usage of computer systems to be found 
anywhere. 
This leadership position will not be 

easily overcome by nori-U.S.-based 
companies without assistance from 
ourselves, although some 
that this situation is changi 
ous sectors of our technology are be¬ 
ginning to be visible. 

The recent success of Japanese 
manufacturers in hand-held calcu¬ 
lators, xerography and in other elec¬ 
tronics-based products clearly de¬ 
monstrates that leapfrogging is pos¬ 
sible — and happening! 

Even if technological leapfrogging is 
on the rise, it is still the exception 
mode. However, as we shall see in this 
book, U.S. governmental intervention 
in our computer industry seems to be 
increasing rapidly. 

Depending on the ways in which this 
intervention manifests itself, our frog 
may find that it is being held still just 
long enough to be walked over at 
leisure by a well-coordinated tortoise, 
a tortoise unfettered by our labor, 
social and other rules. 

And contrary to our own 
government's apparent mode of inter¬ 
vention in our technology, the inter¬ 
vention of foreign governments in 
their technology-producing industries 
supports.them to the hilt an accelerates 
their rate of improvement. 
What can and will happen if these 

trends continue? 
Like The Waves of Change, this new 

work is a technoeconomic analysis of 
the world computer industry and its 
user community. At the same time, it 
presents more of the sociopolitical im¬ 
plications of our technology. 
While I say "world," I am the first to 

admit that, in certain areas of concern. 

I, as well as you, may be drawing my 
opinions from a well of ignorance too 
eager to be tapped. But I feel that in¬ 
correctly stated hypotheses represent 
less of a danger than does the lack of 
any hypothesis whatever. 

Anyway, however provisional the 
idea expressed here may be, I believe 
most to be essentially correct and the 
others to be on the right track. If an 
idea is downright incorrect, I apologize 
at the outset; it is an imperfect world. 

And, while I may seem more con¬ 
cerned with world technology in this 
book than I ought to be, the reader 
should understand that this is the case 

Charles P. Lecht 

less by design than by simple neces¬ 
sity; to comprehend developments at 
home, we are compelled to look abroad 
for the fullest possible explanations. 

Each chapter will address what I be¬ 
lieve to be overriding factors in our 
consideration of today's endless pan¬ 
orama of computer technology. Need¬ 
less to say, our preoccupation with to¬ 
day may be better understood through 
historic perspective, but with ever 
greater portions of history consuming 
ever smaller amounts of time, current 
happenings seem to be substantially 
more important to our quest for a ' 
meaningful vision of the future. 



The waves of technological change affect 
not only the DP community, but the social, 
economic, political and psychological 
climates of the world. This week and in the 
weeks ahead, Lecht will probe the nature 
and extent of those changes. 
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Qurlet Philip Lctht is founder, president and chairman of 
Uie board of Advanced Computer Techniques Corp, (ACT), a 
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Lecht holds a B.S. in mathematics from Seattle University and 
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ami Business Equipment Manufacturers Association to argue 
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In any event, I and those who are 
helping me prepare this book have a 
great desire that it add to and enrich 
your understanding of computer tech¬ 
nology. Where it proves inadequate, 
the reader is > encouraged to improve 
upon it by interpolating his own ideas. 
While Tsunami appears with my 

name as author, it might be more ac¬ 
curate to describe me as originator, 
orchestrator and participating author. 
While many have joined to give it life, 
none played more important roles than 
Robert Fertig, vice-president of Ad¬ 
vanced Computer Techniques Corp's 
(ACT) Technology Analysis Group, 
and Carl Menkel, Manager of ACT's 
Documentation Services Division. 

I The once relatively clear 
roles of government as 
user, promoter and reg¬ 
ulator of industry seem 
to be blurring. Let's take 

a closer look at this for, in some ways, 
it represents an overriding factor in as¬ 
saying the future of our industry. 

While addressing the role of govern¬ 
ment in general, we will chiefly have 
recourse to the U.S. government for 
specific supporting examples, in rec¬ 
ognition of its (current) primacy in the 
arena of computer technology-related 
developments worldwide. Given the 
complexity of this issue, I must, at the 
outset, beg the reader's patience in 
evaluating my point of view; we all 

know the risks of holding opinions 
with which we can be too readily iden¬ 
tified. Although they are surely 
vulnerable to counterarguments, I 
nevertheless believe the following 
ideas represent more than a casual 
elegy on the subjects addressed. 

In contrast to the latest positions ap¬ 
parently taken by the U.S. government 
wherein most of its policy preoccupa¬ 
tions vis-a-vis U.S. computer tech¬ 
nology seem of either a restrictive or 
punitive nature, European and Asian 
governments are rallying around their 
indigenous industries. This constitutes 
a reversal of government vs. private 
sector positions with respect to domes¬ 
tic and foreign government/DP in¬ 
teractions and suggests that broader 
international issues, involving such 
factors as balance of payments, alli¬ 
ances, even our defense posture, are 
undergoing change. 
Thus, we seem to be racing headlong 

into a situation wherein' we may well 
have to adopt, during a period of rela¬ 
tive calm, the kinds of measures nor¬ 
mally reserved (under our law) for 
periods of national crisis. These in¬ 
clude ideas that strike at the heart of 
our socioeconomic system including 
antitrust law abridgments, privacy law 
curtailments and so on. For flowing 
through the ever-expanding networks 
of electronic technology from which 
technology great benefits may be de¬ 
rived are the means to wreak national 
and international havoc in ways un¬ 
anticipated in earlier, essentially 
mechanical, times. 

While not new, the emergence of this 
problem as a significant element in the 
equation began with technological im¬ 
provements to aircraft and reached an 
alarming level with our manufacture, 
of atomic reactors. At this point, it 
seemed as though we had finally con¬ 
cluded that too much technical sophis¬ 
tication combined with too little per¬ 
sonal sophistication might be danger¬ 
ous — and we still scurry to find ways 
to eliminate the possibility of trigger¬ 
ing a nuclear conflict in a moment of 
"accidental" madness. 

However, with computer technology, 
it's the first time that the entity serving 
to promote this phenomenon has been 
so invisible, while at the same time so 
obtainable by almost anyone. Spread¬ 
ing communications capabilities, as 
currently conceived, provide us with 
the means to create de facto violations 
of precomputer/communications era 
laws and statutes, both national and 
international. 

Can anyone doubt this when — today 
— from a small office anywhere in the 
U.S.A., a telex service can be activated 
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for global communications piggy¬ 
backed upon the environments pro¬ 
vided by time-sharing organizations, 
including (with little additional 
hardware) message switching with 
ring-up? 

We find no conflict in the fact that an 
organism must take time to locate 
and/or cultivate sources of nourish¬ 
ment, as well as reserve time for the 
digestion of its food; it is obvious that 
both categories of activity are essential 
to survival. From at least one perspec¬ 
tive, this holds true for artificial as well 
as natural organisms; government is a 
case in point. If governmental viability 
is to be achieved with all this implies, 
social structures must seek a useful in¬ 
dex to the state of their health in the 
balance struck, both through formal 
and informal compromises, between 
their creative impulses for a .better fu¬ 
ture, (the desire for change), and their 
equally compelling impulses to realize 
some benefit now (consolidating/capi¬ 
talizing upon change). 

It is a basic and proper function of 
government to encourage change so 
that our long-range goals and short- 
range needs are singly and jointly not 
compromised too much as we go about 
life's business. This is a complex task, 
wherein the goals are usually some¬ 
what more easily identified than are 
the means by which they are to be 
achieved. 

It seems incumbent upon the agen¬ 
cies of government which bear respon¬ 
sibility for developing appropriate rec¬ 
ipes to derive the most benefit from 
change, to draw upon the best advice 
available as part of that process how¬ 
ever incomplete it may be. In no other 
way can these agencies fulfill their 
functions as arbiters/synthesizers and 
analyzers of life-supporting processes. 

In the purest sense, these agencies are 
controllers of Hegelian episodes in 
tearing down the old, regenerating the 
new and minimizing associated coun¬ 
terproductive noise. In order to fulfill 
this role, self-policing action must oc¬ 
cur, a concept which, for the totalitar¬ 
ian government, remains a paradox at 
best, and for a democratic government 
requires an almost impossibly delicate 
interplay between the "by" and "for" 
of it all. 

Practically speaking, such govern¬ 
ment participation involves the crea¬ 
tion of rules and standards as well as 
the exercise of regulatory powers, all 
of them designed to serve the common 
interest. Frequently the efficacy of 
such measurescan only be known in an 
ex post facto way; some turn sour, 
hopefully before too much damage is 

(Continued on Page 14) 
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(Continued from Page 13) 
done; others prove themselves worthy 
in time ... even yielding multifold, un¬ 
anticipated benefits. 

As examples of the latter, the estab¬ 
lishment of standards affecting the 
height of bridges and width of roads 
served to encourage the freer flow of 
commerce and general.traffic, without 
imposing counterproductive con¬ 
straints upon the industries/tech¬ 
nologies involved in their production 
and usage. Others, addressing the per¬ 
missible levels of radiation emission 
from our TVs and microwave ovens, 
the presence of nitrites and artificial 
sweetening agents in our food and so 
on, have arisen out of a legitimate con¬ 
cern for pur health and well-being. Irt 
these and other instances, government 
action is taken for proven or probable 

Consider the Converter 

On the other hand, the soundest mo¬ 
tives on the part of government have 
brought forth goblins if not monsters. 
Consider the catalytic converter, a 
poor solution to a genuine problem, 

- i.e., the pollution introduced into the 
atmosphere by automobile exhaust 
emissions. Millions of dollars (and 
automobiles) later, it appears to have 
been demonstrated that the imposition 
of the converter standard by govern¬ 
ment has led to the substitution of an 
even more tokic substance for the one 
that was to be controlled. Furthermore, 
it is reported that the catalytic convert¬ 
er standard seriously reduced • gas 
mileage and automobile efficiency (by 
as much as 14% since 1967); and this at 
a time of growing shortages in the 
world's, or at least the U.S.', oil sup¬ 
ply. 

My reasons for citing these examples 
of beneficial results of government in¬ 
tervention in the activity and sub¬ 
stance of free enterprise in the first 
case, and malignant ones from over- 
reaction in the second, do not include a 
need to prove that government makes 
mistakes; why belabor the obvious? 
Government has a very difficult job to 
do. 

I am not even arguing that there are 
too many rules, however good or bad 
these may be (although the 60,000 
pages of regulations recorded in the 
Federal Register as of 19/6 might 
easily tempt one to do just that). But 1 
believe it is not unreasonable to con¬ 
clude that some regulation by govern¬ 
ment is both inevitable and desirable. 

Entertaining 'Spectaculars' 

Musing ended. It is the thesis of this 
chapter that current governmental in¬ 
volvement in the U.S. computer in¬ 
dustry is too uncoordinated, too tenu¬ 
ous and too variable in its depth to do 
either much good. Furthermore, the 
increase in public computer industry 
"spectaculars" suggests government 
action in recent years may have more 
entertainment value than real. Con¬ 
sider the following: 
• After the Justice Department filed 

suit against IBM, a fe'deral judge called 
in the two litigants engaged in possibly 
mortal combat (that is, mortal for our 
industry) only to ask why they were 
there. 
• It was finally noticed that the Na¬ 

tional Bureau of Standards (NBS), an 
agency truly containing some of our 
most skilled computer scientists, has 
had little success in standards defini¬ 
tion, let alone implementation, in the 
computer industry. This is a self- 
evident truth, not even contested by 

mental participation in our quest for 
better means to maximize the return on 
our DP achievements. But, as I stated 
above, the U.S. government has sent 
such inconsistent signals to the U.S. 
computer technology community as to 
what its true priorities are, or even as 
to whether these have been defined, 
that private industry's plans to exploit 
the waves of technological change 
crashing on the shores of our research 
establishments ate being impacted 
while we wait for governmental 

Chronology of I/O Interface Standard Development 

1959 

1955 

1965 
1969 
1970 
1974 
1976 

*1977 
1978 

1979 

ESTIMATED START OF DEVELOPMENT OF 
IBM BYTE INTERFACE 

BROOKS ACT 
INTRODUCTION OF IBM SYSTEM/380 
START OF I/O INTERFACE STD. ACTIVITY (NBS) 
JAPANESE PROPOSAL 
INTRODUCTION OF IBM SYSJEM/370 
RENEWAL EFFORTS FOR IBM INTERFACE 
FIPS PUB (REV. 1977) 
IBM 30XX PROCESSORS INTRODUCED 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF FIPS? 

INTRODUCTION OF IBM SYSTEM/80? 
(WITH NEW HIERARCHICAL I/O STRUCTURE) 

LEADING EDGE OF 
360/370 
STATE OF THE ART 

20 YRS. t 

TRAILING EDGE OF 
360/370 
STATE-OF-THE-ART 

•30XX PROCESSORS INCLUDE NEW INTELLIGENT I/O OIRECTORS IINTEGRATEDI 
SOURCE: ACT TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS GROUP 

NBS. But the explanation given by 
many vocal spokesmen of why NBS 
could not get too much done seems to 
betray their preoccupations as being 
less with the technical aspects of the 
industry than with its promise as a 
vehicle to political stardom. 
• The recent controversy regarding 

I/O interface standardization, an issue 
of major consequence to our tech¬ 
nology, politics, psychology and 
economics, is so steeped in metaphor 
that the contestants cannot help but 
conclude that conspiracy is involved. 

Less hypothesizing is needed to ex¬ 
plain the anti-I/O position (at this 
time) than the position of those favor¬ 
ing the standard. Rep. Jack Brooks, 
who chairs the House Government 
Operations Committee and who heads 
the drive for adoption of the standard, 
seems singularly reluctant to solicit the 
opinions of our leading academic in¬ 
stitutions and research organizations, 
not to speak of some of the leading and 
most scientifically oriented govern¬ 
mental bodies. 

For example, to say the Department 
of Defense is for the standard when 
the Air Force is not raises questions as 
to whether the polled parties truly rep¬ 
resent their constituencies. Anyway, in 
this whole affair, we cannot help but 
see a spectacular aborning. 
We have already acknowledged the 

need, value and importance of govern- 

clarification. 
At the same time, the number of 

foreign manufacturers, many old and 
some new, subsidized wholy or in part 
by their governments, now able to af¬ 
ford the poker chip needed to enter the 
game for capture of the world market¬ 
place, is on the increase. 

With .the dramatic, increasingly, fre¬ 
quent technical breakthroughs in 
achieving high performance at low 
costs that Are the rule these days, 
maintaining our own leadership role as 
the fountainhead of world computer 
technology is going to be increasingly 
difficult, if not impossible. Japan and 
underrated Germany have shown 
themselves to be no weak contenders, 
for example. We had better get our act 
together. 

While almost any of the current U.S. 
govemmenl/U.S. private industry 
confrontations may be used to il¬ 
lustrate our problem, the I/O stan¬ 
dards issue seems to capture the flavor 
of our thesis best. The discussion of 
this problem which follows is not in¬ 
tended to be all-embracing in its detail; 
within its technological and philo¬ 
sophical orientation the reader will de¬ 
tect any number of gaps and elisions. I 
say this to forestall the objections of 
those who may maintain that its bias, 
while intentional, is as defective as that 
of the Brooks committee. 

At the same time, I believe it needs 

little more to support our main conten¬ 
tion that current U.S. government in¬ 
volvement in our industry is generally 
not fully coordinated or thought out. 
That our argument also supports the 
anti-I/O standard position is almost 
incidental. 

Sea of Controversy 

It is self-evident that government is 
obligated to consult those who are in¬ 
timately in touch with the pertinent 
technologies prior to building fences 
around them. For example, in the case 
of the proposed I/O interface stan¬ 
dard, the Brooks committee, whether 
right or wrong on this vital issue, does 
not seem to have been able to eliminate 
the sea of controversy surrounding it. 
Too many competent organizations 
within and outside government flatly 
disagree with it. 

Furthermore, lengthy protests made 
by technical experts at great expense, 
and consuming many hours of re¬ 
search, have too frequently been 
answered with terse, imperious dismis¬ 
sals. Thus, the argument for the pro¬ 
posed I/O standard is steeped in 
enough controversy that those highly 
committed to a different route, (e.g., 
IBM, HIS, Univac, Burroughs, NCR, 
DEC and CDC) may rightly view its 
imposition as an act which fails to 
credit the integrity of their motives. 

With IBM itself against the standard 
- curiously, because it is one which 
IBM designed and which exists on 
most IBM equipment (e.g., 360s, 370s 
and the new 30XXs) — the other 
manufacturers with far less resources 
must be all the more wary of it. 

Indeed, in the private sector, all of the 
large U.S.-based mainframe manufac¬ 
turers (save Cray, Amdahl and Itel) 
and most of the U.S.-based minicom¬ 
puter manufacturers are against it. 
Those for it are essentially the 
U.S. plug-compatible manufacturers 
(PCMs) and the Cray, Amdahl and Itel 
organizations. 

Also not surprising is a high degree 
of "noise" from abroad, the purposes 
of which vary, but little of which we 
can assume to have been designed to 
benefit our industry. 
Current estimates of support for the 

proposed I/O interface by U.S.-based 
private industry suggest the constit¬ 
uencies represented by both sides ef¬ 
fectively give the anti-I/O standard 
group an overwhelming 10-1 advan¬ 
tage. 

Principle Not at Issue 

Just for the record, no one is against 
the principle of' this standard or 
against standards in general. Indeed, 
those parties in the Computer and 
Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association (Cbema) who are most vo¬ 
cal in their desire to defeat the pro¬ 
posed standard let their position be 
known at the outset in such a manner 
as to betray their disbelief that such a 
standard could actually be taken 
seriously. It was only after their own 
seeming indifference resulted in their 
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being publicly labeled "against stan¬ 
dardization" that they started to rec¬ 
ognize the true gravity of the situation. 

Their position today against the I/O 
standard is based upon many factors, 
including the relative youth of our in¬ 
dustry. Swamped with change, they 
see the proposed standard as one of a 
type more applicable to a traditional 
industry, such as steel, transportation 
or even chemicals, all quite describable 
in terms of a large body of "knowns." 
DP doesn't really have a history of 
which to speak. The time of its mcist 
vigorous, concentrated growth is now 
and over the next few years; what 
earthly reason could there be for 
hobbling it with a standard that is 
already obsolescent? 

Annual shipments of computer sys¬ 
tems (all types) by 1980 are expected to 
reach the $18 billion to $20 billion 
level, with minicomputer shipments 
growing by 25%, microcomputers 
growing by 40% and "traditional," 
general-purpose maxicomputers grow¬ 
ing by 12% to 14% annually. Com¬ 
puter-related innovations are flooding 
the market; very large-scale integra¬ 
tion (VLSI), bubbles and charge- 
coupled devices (CCD), fiber optic ca¬ 

bles, laser and inkjet printers, etc. In 
fact, these innovative products and 
ideas have been one of the major 
causes of the explosive growth of the 
DP market, and with increasing evi¬ 
dence that truly monumental changes 
to our technological beachhead — 
changes that can lead to as yet untold 
benefits for ourselves and others — are 
close at hand, many serious scientists 
are aghast. 
The principle of standardization for 

economy, unassailable as it is, cannot 
be used to rationalize a possible U.S. 
retreat from a leadership role to a 
"planet of the apes" posture. Or has 
the continuing shortage of computer 
scientists become so acute that none of 
the imaginative, nonpartisan ones are 
available to referee the matter accord¬ 
ing to the established protocol for pas¬ 
sage of a Federal Information Process¬ 
ing Standard (Fips) — which standard, 
incidentally, the Brooks committee 
wantonly abridges? 

Or, not to be discounted, is the com¬ 
mittee handling "other matters" relat¬ 
ing to interagency conflict and Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB) 
procurement policies through the use 
of a procedure that accidentally vic- 

1976 PCM Market Penetration* 

imizes the computer industry? 
Or is the Brooks committee visionary 

n its perspective? 
Unfortunately, the primrose path is 

>nly seen from its terminus and I be- 
ieve we may be on it now with regard 
o adoption of the I/O standard. 

Federal Information 
Processing Standards 
(Fips) are issued by the 
National Bureau of Stan¬ 
dards. The Secretary of 
Commerce has complete 
authority to impose such 
standards (working with 
NBS) under1 the terms of 
Public Law 89-307 and 
Executive Order 11717 
(38PR12315, dated May 
11, 1973). Standards im¬ 
posed in this manner be¬ 
come effective 90 days 
after publication. 

In any case, in addition to those argu¬ 
ments which are related to the youth of 
and accelerating waves of change in 
our industry, and the cries of con¬ 
spiracy disguised by metaphor, the 
arguments against the standard's 
adoption as a Fips are substantial. 
Grouped in classes, they include those 
which are deeply technical, others 
which relate to purely commercial, 

competitive considerations in the U.S. 
and still others that focus on interna- 
tipnal competition. 
Two further classifications of the 

same (and other) arguments center 
upon the maintenance of our position 
as the wellspring of the world's com¬ 
puter technology and the role of in¬ 
dividual governments in technology in 
an electronic era characterized by es¬ 
sentially continuous, globe-enveloping 
communications networks. With on- 
line, local public access to computer 
systems whose .power includes the 
potential for retrieval and processing 
of information on a global scale, we are 
set up to perform all kinds of mischief. 

The cryogenically entombed Joseph- 
son device, with the potential of as 
many as 10,000 IBM 3032s in proc¬ 
essor power, could suck a nation's 
economy dry in a Japanese minute by 
tapping into its banking systems un¬ 
observed. 

Cbema's position on the proposed I/- 
O Fips has become a matter of public 
record. My own point of view sub¬ 
stantially' agrees with its arguments 
and fully agrees with its conclusion. 
The government's position is also a 
matter of public record. An encap¬ 
sulated version of both follows a bit 
further on. 

The proposed I/O interface standard 
defines the functional, electrical and 
mechanical interface specifications for 
attaching computer peripheral devices ’ 
through their control units to DP sys¬ 
tems. Since a detailed technical de¬ 
scription of the standard can be ac¬ 
quired from IBM of Fujitsu, it will not 
be given here. 
Of importance to us at this time is the 

(Continued on Page 16) 
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principle. Let it suffice to say that no 
one views its 1.5M-byte (12M-bit) 

. data transfer rate as visionary, given 
the current coaxial cable 3M-byte 
rates. While recent IBM announce¬ 
ments show an improved data transfer 
rate for. its standard 370 I/O interface 
with out the use of advanced serial 
data transfer coaxial cable technology, 
this invovles yet more engineering and 
associated software. Supporting one 
rood road between city centers and 
Concorde-supporting airports is bad 
enough; two is almost too much. 
The watered-down version of the 

standard which suggests that all com¬ 
puter companies bidding on federal re¬ 
quests for proposals carry at least one 
360/370 I/O channel has recently been 
the subject of a lot of controversy, 
with Rep. Brooks leading the faction 
dissatisfied with the status quo. The 
committee wants more (if not all) I/O 
channels provided to be of the 360/370 
vintage. With fiber optic I/O cable 
connects supporting data transfer rates 
of 10" megabits, and with data com¬ 
munications bottlenecks on. the brink 
of ' being overcome, One wonders 
whether the government's plan is to 
slow down our technological develop¬ 
ment and usage in Some magnanimous 
gesture to foreign competition both 
within and outside the computer in- 

Crux of the Matter 

The government's intent is "to 
minimize the cost of satisfying its data 
processing requirements through in¬ 
creasing its available alternative 
sources of supply for I/O peripheral 
subsystems, both at the time of initial 
system acquisition and when a system 
is modified through augmentation or 
replacement of I/O peripheral subsys¬ 
tems." Figure 1 shows the chronology 
of I/O standard developments and ex¬ 
pected future actions. 
The crux of the I/O interface issue is 

that the U.S. government wishes to re¬ 

duce or eliminate the necessity of sole- 
so.urce computer procurements. The 
Brooks committee claims to feel that 
such an I/O interface standard would 
increase competition and thus lower 
prices for all future computer peri- 

plicated in its U.S. government base. 
In fact, it is estimated that IBM cur¬ 
rently has only 30% of. the federal gov¬ 
ernment computer market, a figure 
which represents less than 4% of its 
corporate revenues. Even this share is 

Current I/O Interfaces 

IBM PROPOSED STANDARD (CIRCA MID 1960S) 
•AMDAHL/FUJITSU PROPOSED STANDARD 
•ITEL/HITACHI PROPOSED STANDARD 
CDC 1. PRODUCT LINE IS UNIQUE - 

*2. PCM SYSTEM (IBM) USES PROPOSED STANDARD 
DEC PROPRIETARY UNIQUE 
NCR PROPRIETARY UNIQUE 
BURROUGHS PROPRIETARY UNIQUE 
HONEYWELL PROPRIETARY UNIQUE 
SPERRY UNIVAC 1. SERIES 90 -BYTE ORIENTED 

2. 1100 SERIES - WORD UNIQUE, PLUS BYTE 

•MUST REMAIN COMPATIBLE WITH IBM TO SURVIVE. 
NOTE: CDC. DEC, HONEYWELL AND SPERRY UNIVAC (1100 SERIES) HAVE 

DIFFERENT INCOMPATIBLE CHARACTER SETS AND WORD SIZES 
VIS A VIS IBM/370. 

SOURCE: ACT TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS GROUP 

pheral requirements or upgrades. 
One of its important concerns in¬ 

volves the implications of attaihing 
peripheral device mobility in its future 
hardware complexes. As we know, the 
software development requirement to 
allow such interchange of peripherals 
is so large that it is not unreasonable to 
suggest that its cost alone — as yet in¬ 
estimable — may offset any possible 
advantages to be gained by passing the 

Since the standard is based on IBM 
360/370 system I/O, and since IBM 
controls such a large segment of the 
world computer industry, one might 
be tempted to conclude that IBM's 
market position worldwide is re¬ 

declining. 
This in itself may not be a compelling 

argument to negate the standard, but 
when viewed in conjunction with 
other facts it takes on additional im¬ 
portance. The U.S. government has 
traditionally been the place where, in¬ 
novation, if not subsidized, was at 
least encouraged. Uriivac, HIS and the 
rest of the "incompatibles" (in the pro¬ 
posed I/O standard sense) command 
fairly large segments of the federal 
marketplace. As we noted earlier, none 
of these produce large processors with 
the proposed I/O interface. In fact, 
much of the I/O interface design im¬ 
plemented on their systems was 
heavily affected by earlier, govern¬ 

ment decisions specifying what gov¬ 
ernment wanted these companies to 
support. 

Now, it seems fair to ask why one 
branch of the U.S. government en¬ 
courages more IBM compatibility, 
while another branch — the Justice De¬ 
partment — sues IBM for allegedly 
monopolistic practices: 

Then, in view of the fact that many 
Japanese manufacturers are IBM plug- 
compatible, how can the U.S. govern¬ 
ment complain about Japanese elec¬ 
tronics dumping and unfair, competi¬ 
tion while at the same time encourag¬ 
ing Japanese plug-compatible imports 
via the proposed standard? 

Looking at the Arguments 

Let us summarize some of the politi¬ 
cal, technological and economic argu¬ 
ments for and against the proposed I/- 
O interface standard. We will do this 
in the following form: testimony by 
A.G.W. Biddle, president of the Com¬ 
puter & Communications Industry As¬ 
sociation (CCIA), before the Senate 
Antitrust Monopoly Subcommittee 
appears in italics; remarks which re¬ 
present Cbema's position will follow. 
The CCIA and Cbema positions are 
assumed to reflect those of the House 
committee and the majority of our in¬ 
dustry, respectively. 

1. The absence of standards can serve 
as an anticompetitive barrier to market 

Since this remark is equally true and 
False, little can be gained from it. If 
Biddle means he can observe anticom¬ 
petitive-barriers arising and this is at¬ 
tributable to the absence of standards, 
evidence also exists to support a con¬ 
trary view. 
Many new firms have entered and 

are continuing to enter the dynamic 
DP industry each year. The Systems 

177 conference recently held in Munich 
contained acres of hardware from all 
over Europe primarily (but from 
elsewhere, too). While most processors 

Figure 
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there were in the mini category, I/O 
channels, controllers, devices, cables 
and protocols varied all over the lot.. 

Since IBM is said to control an es¬ 
timated 60% to 65% of the worldwide 
market, an I/O standard could bring 
commensurate benefit to the industry 
leader, while hurting the smaller main¬ 
frame companies. The smaller firms 
would be forced to develop, support 
and maintain ''IBM-compatible" I/O 
hardware and software on all major 
systems. 
Furthermore, with the swift decline 

of our processor costs occurring at a 
rate roughly equivalent to the rate of 
growth of the minicomputer indus¬ 
try, some of our large mainframe 
manufacturers may be in more precari¬ 
ous positions than either we or they 
expect. IBM's need to fuel its growth 
with about two billion additional.dol- 
lars per year in order to fulfill its cor¬ 
porate plan is no simple challenge to 
its management, given an environment 
in which cost and pricing formulas are 
changing before its very eyes. 

Bright, new, innovative ideas are ab¬ 
solutely essential or the plans of all the 
Urge mainframers may be threatened 
by the marketplace confusion. It is no 
wonder that IBM is unwilling to reveal 
its I/O interface plans for the 1980s to 
anyone outside IBM. 

Value-added communications, soft¬ 
ware, processors, channels, etc. will be 
the name of the game for survival. 
And one area that's been begging for 
improvement for a long time is the I/O 
interface. 

2. A supplier (or suppliers) which 
seeks to lock in its customers opposes 
the development of standards which 
facilitate product (or subsystem) in¬ 
terchangeability. 

This assertion, too, is as true as it is 
false. Customers become locked in a 
supplier at many levels and for various 
reasons: long-term financial:.commit¬ 
ments (three- to five-year leases or 
purchase and/or purchase options), 

software lock-in (operating systems, posed IBM I/O-compatible standard 
data base, data communications, lang- would tend to further lock users in 
uiges, etc.) people lock-in (the cost to IBM. 
and.time element involved in retrain¬ 
ing a large staff on another vendor's 3. Lacking substantial economical 
equipment can be prohibitive), and so motivation through customer refusal 

forth. 
Moreover, creation of an I/O inter¬ 

face standard would not in itself 
facilitate product (or subsystem) in¬ 
terchangeability because of mainframe 
software/firmware differences, data 
format uniqueness (disks, diskettes) 
and device control logic incom¬ 
patibilities. Applications maintenance 
activities would soar as programmer/- 
analysts went back into their vast ap¬ 
plications libraries to alter programs to 
accrue short-term- hardware inter¬ 
changeability improvements. 

Occurring against the backdrop of 
swift innovation in devices, com¬ 
munications, etc., this could raise 
havoc. It also seems clear that the pro- 

■ to purchase nonstandard products, 
there is little incentive for producers to 
develop meaningful standards. 

This is completely false. The reverse 
situation currently prevails in the 
marketplace — customers demand 
standard compatible products (when 
upgrading or considering alternate 
products) or substantial per- 
formance/cost/function benefits to do 
otherwise. 

From one perspective, therein lies the 
heart of the whole affair. Trade-off 
analyses which pit the ideas of bring¬ 
ing in new gear against extending 
usage of the old are routinely made by 
all DP managements, which would 
really like to continue to have a choice. 

The user management population is 
becoming increasingly sophisticated in 
estimating conversion costs, new 
facilities requirements, etc. 

An I/O interface standard would 
force all firms that wish to remain in 
the federal government market to 
adapt to IBM specifications. Those 
whose product plans for the 1980s 
have already been launched would in¬ 
cur thereby a substantial cost penalty. 

The smaller computer firms would be 
impacted the most, since the cost to 
adapt would represent a higher per- 
centge of their total product cost. 

4. There is no institutional mechan¬ 
ism to encourage private sector volun¬ 
tary standards bodies to act in any but 
their own self-interest. 
The natural competitive forces which 

exist have already caused various stan¬ 
dards to be considered and created; 
e.g.j Ansi 74 Cobol, a pending com¬ 
munications standard (X.25), a pend¬ 
ing Codasyl data base standard, card 1/ 
O, magnetic tapes and many more 
(Micr, Ascii, etc.). 

Furthermore, large user groups such 
as Guide, Share, National Retailers 
Association, the Association for Com¬ 
puting Machinery (ACM), Associa¬ 
tion of Data Processing Service Or¬ 
ganizations (Adapso), etc., have the 
power to demand standards. The first 
two are against the standard, citing ob¬ 
solescence as a major concern. 

5. In technology-based industries, 
consumer or general interest partici¬ 
pants lack the necessary technical ex¬ 
pertise to contribute- They have little 
choice but to take on faith the repre¬ 
sentations made by the suppliers' re¬ 
presentatives. 

First, the DP business is not, by and 
large, a consumer-oriented one, such 
as those involved in the manufacture 
of TVs, washing machines or cal¬ 
culators, so the issue raised by this 
criticism is not altogether germane. 

(Continued on Page 18) 
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Second, many users today have lived 

through two or three generations of 
DP equipment, and as a result they are 
very experienced in both the technical 
and economic Factors involved in their 
usage. The first-time mini systems 
users may be a concern (strangely, 
those systems were excluded from the 
standards coverage until recently). 
However, most are recipients of ded¬ 
icated systems prepared by OEMs of 
mini systems (e.g., software houses) or 
else have access to software houses for 
help in all aspects of their work. 

Remember, hardware is declining at a 
rapid rate as a percentage of the total 
DP environmental mix. And our 
country's DP services business is be¬ 
ing entered in increasing numbers by 
the large mainframers to support their 
cash income requirements as their 

hardware assets implode in value. 
In this CC1A argument, some merit 

does exist. However, implicit in1 a con¬ 
cept of the future which envisions pro¬ 
liferation of systems throughout our 
society and in every area of endeavor, 
and which also makes no more de¬ 
mands of users in the area of 
technological know-how than is re¬ 
quired of car owners today, is a need to 
recognize that slowing down the in¬ 
novative process will not help to make 
that vision a reality. 
The kinds of systems we have, 

already require substantial expertise. 
Eliminating this requirement Involves 
(among other things) altering current 
systems architectures to facilitate ac¬ 
cess to data being processed by the 
power we have available. The pro¬ 
posed I/O standard drastically limits 
the possibility of realizing this goal. 

Example of I/O Interface Overhead j 

T1 _ 

INTERFACE 
FIXED PROTOCOL TIME DATA 

TRANSFER 

T,ME 
FUTURE "STANDARD - 

INTERFACE 
(IMPROVED) 

ONLY Tj REDUCED 

FUTURE "NON-STANDARD- 
INTERFACE 
(IMPROVED) 

—— \T\ 

BOTH T) AND Tj REDUCED 1 
SIGNIFICANTLY WITH 
NEW I/O PROTOCOLS 

1 SOURCE: ACT TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS GROUP 1 | 
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6. In a high-technology industry, the 
voluntary standards-making process 
lags behind the technology because of 
the inordinate time required to reach a 
consensus. 

On the contrary, a high-technology, 
high-growth industry such as DP 
naturaly has fewer standards precisely 
because of its high growth rate and 
fluidity. It is expanding at a rapid 
pace. Premature, standards limit innov¬ 
ation. 
However, even if we accept this as¬ 

sertion, the solution to the problem it 
poses rests more in speeding up the 
time to consensus rather than in slow¬ 
ing down the technology. 

7. Industry participants resist the de¬ 
velopment of anticipatory standards 
for fear that such standards will re- ' 
strict their available design options 
and may serve to disclose their product 
or marketing strategies. 

Unnecessary standards based on ob¬ 
solescent technology can/will seri¬ 
ously affect design trade-off options 
and may add substantially to overall 
product design, manufacturing and 
support costs. 

But, as obvious as this assertion is, it 
does not address the main issue at all. 
You would have to be extremely unob¬ 
servant not to notice that a literal bliz¬ 
zard of technological change in the 
computer industry has been taking 
place. 

8, I'Ve do not, however, have stan¬ 
dard higher level computer languages \ 
that permit a program written for one i 
machine to be run without change on I 
another's machine, nor standards for < 
efficient high speed usage of com¬ 
puter/communications networks... \ 

Standard langauges do exist, such as s 
Ansi '74 Cobol, Fortran and RPG-II [ 
(either official or so-called "de facto" s 
standards). If we take the above asser- r 
tion literally, it is absolutely incorrect, s 

It is true, however, that more often' 
thani not some changes are required; 
e.g., the user must recompile the pro¬ 
gram and/or make some modifications 
to job control steps. 
This is essential since different com¬ 

puters have unique architectures 
(word size, instructions types, data 
formats, etc.). These differ for good 
and practical reasons too lengthy to 
debate here. 

It would be unthinkable that we re¬ 
quire all manufacturers to produce the 
same system. Moreover, such rel¬ 
atively minor changes can improve the 
applications performance signifi- 

Today, all major manufacturers are 
collectively spending hundreds of mil¬ 
lions of dollars to develop and support 
"standard" languges for different 
models or series of computers. Every 
new model is conceived as requiring 
that it fully support such standard 
languages if it is to be competitive and 
marketable. 
This is a concept with which 1 dis¬ 

agree. It has been promoted by a 
seemingly unconscious dedication to 
continued proliferation of the pro¬ 
gramming tools of the early days such 
as Cobol, RPG and Basic and some 
new.oqes like.PL/I. These will all soon 
fade away with only Fortran or 
Fortran-like facilities surviving be¬ 
cause of their relationship to algebra as 
it is taught in our schools. 
Higher level language standards 

would not by themselves solve the 
program compatibility or portability 
issue. Data base and data communica¬ 
tions incompatibilities are far more 
complex and vital to this issue. 
Standards for communications net¬ 

works are currently under active con¬ 
sideration. Clearly, it would have been 
premature to impose communications 
standards on the industry prior to such 
recent technological developments as 
satellites, microprocessors or digital 

New Interface Architecture 
I (COAX OR FIBER OPTIC CABLE 5.000 FT. OR LESS) 

C0"™01 CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL 
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links.. 

Indeed, with AT&T faced with a pos- 
' sible $30 billioit wiite-off from equip¬ 

ment obsolescense and the corporation 
in a period of intense reassessment of 
its future options to fulfill its charter, 
we should pause to reflect on the 
meaning of physical standards. 

While sustaining Justice Department 
inquiries and engaged in conflicts 
caused by sudden, large encroach¬ 
ments on its heretofore inviolate ter¬ 
ritory, one cannot help but conclude 
that AT&T is faced With the following, 
unanticipated phenomenon. As the 
waves of technological change increase 
in frequency along with a product cost 
plunge, decelerating the time periods 
of technological obsolescence, we sud¬ 
denly find that driving the whole af¬ 
fair of production is not marketplace 
need, but force-feeding of technology 
to remain competitive. 
Standards enactment could serve to 

slow this process to bring it in line ' 
with marketplace need, but other mea¬ 
sures are better. With the marketplace 
expanding (and everywhere), stimu¬ 
lated by labor problems abroad as well 
as by a wider selection of product ac¬ 
quisition options, it seems a wanton 
act to slow down our computer in¬ 
dustry to achieve this effect — if it is 

9. Lack of computer industry stan¬ 
dards costs the taxpayer hundreds, of 
millions of wasted dollars per year. 

Quantifying the amounts gained or 
lost by this requires the use of black 
art. In fact, premature, ill-considered 
standards based on obsolescent de¬ 
signs can cost hundreds of millions of 
dollars by seriously restricting 
technological progress in this fast¬ 
changing industry. 

While lack of I/O standards may 
have cost the taxpayer million of dol¬ 
lars over the past 10 years, the imposi¬ 
tion of an obsolescent standard at this 
date would be of questionable future 

10. Those sieking adoption of the 
proposed Fips (PCM firms principally) 
point out there is no evidence of any 
significant technological development 
taking place in the I/O interface area. 
Future I/O storage subsystems 

(which should be introduced in or be¬ 
fore 1980) will require a "hierarchical 
structure" where data automatically 
percolates upward/downward, from/- 
to slower, less costly devices (e.g., 
magnetic cartridges or other media) to 
faster, intermediate and moderately 
priced devices (disks) and then to more 
expensive, very fast devices (CCDs or 
bubbles) using fiber optic cables and 
microprogrammed controllers (micro¬ 
processors). 
This staging arrangement will require 

careful design trade-offs and highly 
integrated packaging to ensure cost- 

effectiveness for the customer in terms 
of speed, capacity, reliability, flexibil¬ 
ity (growth) and cost. Premature I/O 
interface standards could seriously im¬ 
pact these planned innovative, pro¬ 
gressive ideas, to the detriment of the 

11. To contend that its adoption will 
stifle progress is also a red herring. Its 
adoption serves to put the //Q channel 
on the table for all to see and work 
with (PCMs). Also, standards can be 
modified in accordance with advances 
in technology. 

It is unreasonable to ask the major 
computer manufacturers, which have 
collectively spent hundreds of millions 
of dollars on developing I/O hard¬ 
ware, system control software and 
firmware, to give the PCMs their 
plans, drawings, specs, etc. And, ac¬ 
cording to the government's require¬ 

Interface Comparison 

PERFORMANCE 
CABLE LENGTH LIMIT 
NO. OF LINES (WIRES) 

SPACE REDUCTION 
COST REDUCTION 
RELIABILITY 
TECHNOLOGY 
CHECKING 
SYMMETRY 
PROTOCOLS 

ments, if the Fips were passed, it 
would require that future product de¬ 
signs needed to bid on federal procure¬ 
ments be revealed. 

It just doesn't make good sense to re¬ 
veal innovative product designs to 
foreign competition, not to speak of 
competition at home, before they are 
ready for announcement and produc- 

Typically, it takes five to six years to 
develop a major, new, advanced 
technology computer line. Many man¬ 
ufacturers, therefore, are already com¬ 
mitted to designs which may be in¬ 
troduced by 1980. To require that 
these designs be altered at this late date 
would create an enormous, unfair bur¬ 
den on the firms involved. 

In addition, the modification of the 
proposed I/O standard to adapt to 
newer architectures and technological 
improvements is not practical, since 
such change would necessarily trail 
hadware/software development by at 
least aS many years as Biddle suggests 
voluntary standards enactment may 

12. The opponents contend that the 
implementation of the I/O channel 
will be excessively costly to both 
manufacturers and users. Studies by 

' the National Bureau of Standards indi¬ 
cate the standard can be implemented 
on existing CPUs at a cost of $7,000 to 
$40,000 each, using black box adapt- 

While the hardware "black box 
adapters" may represent a relatively 
small cost increase for some manufac¬ 
turers, the software change and sup¬ 
port costs required to achieve actual 1/ 
O compatibility for operating applica¬ 
tions seem an incredibly high price to 
pay. Needless to say it will 
significantly affect final user price. 

In addition, the final-purchase price 
must reflect hardware manufacturing 
cost, software and support cost, main- 

(Continued on Page 20) 
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(Continued from Page 19) 
tenance, overhead and profit, and it • 
will present a large percentage of final 
system price depending on the size of 
the computer and number of "black 
boxes" required. 
The adoption of this I/O interface 

standard may force most computer 
manufacturers to unbundle the chan¬ 
nel logic and software handler de¬ 
velopment support cost — thus can¬ 
celling out any potential saving. 

Finally, where does' one draw the line 
- while $7,000 to $40,000 plus all the 
above "other" costs may (although I 
doubt it) be acceptable at the "high 
end" of the computer spectrum 
(IBM/370/168 or 3033,or equivalent 
competitor models), this extra cost 
may mean the difference between 
product profit or loss at the "low end." 

13. The CCIA proposed an addition 
to Section 102(b) 2 of the bill: 'Where 

two or more units, devices or subsys- they challenge the capability here- 
tems are functionally or physically tofore reserved to the host'computer 
separate and distinguishable one from systems of the middle to large ranges. 
the other, but must be joined together interconnection and interface will be- 
or interconnected to perform their in- come more a matter of convention and 
tended function, and alternative principle of manipulating physical er 
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CURRENT SYST. SOFTWARE 
NEW SYST. SOFTWARE 

SOURCE: ACT TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS GROUP 

sources of supply exist, or in all pro¬ 
bability will exist, standards for the 
proper and efficient interconnection of 
the device shall be provided ... Inter¬ 
connecting standards will define the 
physical, mechanical, electrical, opti¬ 
cal, or other, conditions necessary to 
ensure the efficient, safe, and worka¬ 
ble interconnection of the units devices 
or subsystems.", 

This totally ignores the software is¬ 
sues: (1) Interconnection without 
firmware (microcode logic) or software 
compatibility is useless; (2) 
Firmware/software device control 
handlers are part of the operating sys¬ 
tem and must be developed, supported 
and protected by the computer 
manufacturer: 
• To avoid data security breaches. 
• To insure proper operations and 

reliability/maintainability. 
• To maintain optimum performance. • 
• To provide future compatible 

growth to newer, more advanced (cost- 
effective) products. 
And we now come to perhaps the 

most disturbing of all issues. It strikes 
at the very heart of the matter when 
considered outside the domain of the 
arguments pro and con cited above. 
The very concepts of "component" 

>r "subsystem," even of I/O itself, are 
dramatically changed and still chang¬ 
ing. Some I/O functions are moving 
outbound (timing clocks, buffers, 
logic), while other functions are being 
integrated within the central elec¬ 
tronics complex or CPU. Some channel 
computers or computers contained in 
intelligent controllers are becoming in¬ 
creasingly powerful to the point where 

tities. Indeed, when the next genera¬ 
tion of computer systems is inHoduced 

.by 1979-80, one may legitimately ask 
where the "mainframe" (or CPU) is. 
The mainframe logic/arithmetic and 

control circuits (function) will have 
been distributed within the central 
electronic complex and/or network in 
order to improve performance, func¬ 
tion, cost, reliability and security. 
The PCMs have been doing well 

lately as the market penetration chart 
in Figure 2 indicates. We would be re¬ 
miss in not noting that part of their 
success may be traced to their "free 
ride" on the system software of main- 
framers with whose products their 
own products connect, thereby releas¬ 
ing them from the obligation of fund¬ 
ing heavy software development. 
Moreover, many PCM firms import 

peripheral or computer-related compo¬ 
nents or subassemblies from Japanese 
manufacturers which enjoy the ben¬ 
efits of a relatively cheap labor force 
and are substantially subsidized by the 
Japanese government. 
In fact, Japanese imports to the U.S. 

have increased 148% between 1975 
and 1976 (see Figure 3). And now it 
appears that the U.S. government is 
prepared, perhaps without fully un¬ 
derstanding the implications of the 
course upon which it has embarked, to 
stimulate yet greater foreign imports 
by effectively forcing the subsidizing 
of PCM activity via the proposed I/O 
interface standard. 

In addition, this would appear to 
cause an underwriting of Japanese 
OEM and PCM activity by compelling 
all the computer manufacturers to pro- 
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Proposed 
I/O Interface 
Standard — 
Summary 
and 
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Figure 18 

vide one to four already Japanese- 
compatible I/O channels and inter¬ 
faces as well, thus adding cost to U.S. 
manufactured computer systems while 
lowering costs for domestic and 
foreign PCM firms. 

Leaving the business competition and 
economics arenas, let's examine a few 
technical factors: 
• Computer memory -cost improve¬ 

ments have been most impressive in 
the past and will be even greater dur¬ 
ing the next few years. QCD devices 
vyith 65K-bit densities are already in 
production today, and 262K-bit chips 
are expected by 1980. Disk recording 
densities have improved significantly 
from less than 5M-character capacities 
in the early '60s to over 500M- 
characters today. These are expected to 
double again by 1979. 

These credible technological innova¬ 
tions and improvements will require 
not only higher speed channels, but 
also new architectural approaches (as 
shown in Figure 4). The proposed I/O 
standards cannot effectively handle 
these new devices, higher data rates 
and more efficient I/O structures (see 
Figure 5). 

• "Small" computers usually have in¬ 
tegrated designs to optimize perfor¬ 
mance at the lowest cost. Thus, back¬ 
end I/O functions and front-end com¬ 
munications functions time-share the 
basic CPU logic, buffers, etc. 

In contrast, "large" computers must 
optimize for highest performance; 
therefore, the backend and front-end 
functions are distributed to off-load 
the CPU (see DEC, Honeywell and 
Burroughs computer system exam¬ 
ples). 
"Medium-scale" computers typically 

represent compromise designs or a 
partly distributed design trade-off. 
Each manufacturer must be free to op¬ 
timize and explore new approaches. 
Government interposition of an in¬ 

hibiting standard which would be 
costly to implement and support, re¬ 

duce performance and increase system 
and operational complexity seems 
strange at this time. Note in Figures 
6-10 that many vendors also have' 
character sets of word sizes which are 
incompatible with the 8-bit byte; the 
software/hardware _ overhead as¬ 
sociated with handling this "foreign" 
byte structure is very high. , 

Furthermore, how would the pro¬ 
posed I/O interface work in a dis¬ 
tributed network of computers or 
nodal processors — some of which do 
not need I/O peripherals or only 
limited, special I/O devices? Does it 
make sense to force this interface (and 
its related cost) on all future proces¬ 
sors?. 
• The block multiplexer, byte multi¬ 

plexer and selecter channels implied by 
the standard are obsolescent when 
evaluated in the following terms: 
1. Protocol overhead (request/- 
acknowledge/byte transfer/etc. se¬ 
quence) fundamentally limits the 
bandwidth of the channel. Future 
high-density disks and CCDs could 
not attach to this early 1960s "plug" 
without significant performance 
penalties (see Figure 11). 

2. I/O software path lengths could 
increase up to sixfold, thus reducing 
performance and needlessly consum¬ 
ing additional main storage. 

3. Duplicate sets of channels (the 
primary and proposed standard) 
would be inflexible and restrictive in 
that separate I/O subsystems would be 
required, with the added problem of. 
system load balancing. 

4. The proposed standard is bit 
parallel, half-duplex (38 lines or more), 
less reliable and more costly vs. more 
advanced serial I/O interfaces (see 
Figures 12 and 13). 

5. Computers which have other 
than 8-bit byte designs would be re¬ 
quired to convert data constantly dur¬ 
ing I/O operations — thus adding sub¬ 
stantial overhead to all software I/O 
functions. 

• The standard is less reliable because 
more lines (wires) and handshaking 
(protocol) are required (Figure 14). In 
addition, failure in one part of the 
daisy chain affects the total chain (rip-, 
pie factor). 
Moreover, error correction is not part 

of the standard as proposed. 
Finally, forced coexistence of old and 

new I/O structures would compromise 
future data security and system integ¬ 
rity requirements (Figure IS). 
Concluding the I/O interface issue, 

we return to economics for the follow¬ 
ing, final note. ACT's 'Technology 
Analysis Group (TAG) looked at the 
current pricing structure for the IBM 
3032, 3033 and 370/168-3. Its conclu¬ 
sion was that IBM 30XX channel costs 
are high and increased relative to the 
older 168-3 on a percentage basis (see 
Figure 16), 

If these I/O channel prices have some 
relationship to IBM internal costs 
(hardware and software), then the 
other computer manufacturers are be¬ 
ing asked by the Brooks committee to 

add from approximately 20% to over 
29% to their mainframe costs. Ob¬ 
viously this represents a very substan- 

■ tial burden which would drive some 
firms out of the federal government 
business — thus reducing competition 
and ultimately increasing user costs. 

The bottom line economic analysis 
(see Figure 17) dramatically illustrates 
the false economics of the position of 
the government or of those who would 
support the proposed I/O interface 
standard. While one may argue a few 
percentage points plus or minus about 
our large-scale system scenario, it 
seems impossible to avoid concluding 
that the standard at best would not 
save the government users any money; 
at worst, if could, in fact, cost the tax¬ 
payers 10% to 20% additional by 1980. 

Finally, and most important, the 
economic scenario does not consider 
the essential costs associated with 
changing the thousands of applica¬ 
tions software programs which would 
be required to use the obsolescent I/O 
channel standard. 
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Editorial 

One Small Step for Privacy 
The bill calling for a Federal In¬ 

formation Practices Board, recently 
introduced in the House of Repre¬ 
sentatives [CW, Nov. 14| is a small 
step in the right direction — but 
only that. 
True, the board would take re¬ 

sponsibility for assuring that 
federal agencies are complying 
with the Privacy Act of 1974 — a job 
now vested in the already overbur¬ 
dened Office of Management and 
Budget. But without further legisla¬ 
tion, the board would have no 
authority to deaj with matters in the 
private sector. 
The organization described in the 

legislation introduced by Represen¬ 
tatives Edward I. Koch (D-N.Y.) and 
Barry Goldwater jr. (R-Calif.) — a 
starting point for discussion, they 
admitted — could turn out to be an 
impotent paper-pushing organiza¬ 
tion rather than the effective data 
protection authority envisaged by 
the now-retired Sen. Sam Ervin and 
the original privacy protection 
architects. 

As described, the board would not 
even have the power to monitotr the 
"voluntary compliance" that or¬ 
ganizations in the private sector 
have suggested as the solution to 
the occasional privacy abuses their 
recordkeeping practices engender. 

SeCond, ' U!S. firms providing 
domestic data base.services for ac¬ 
cess by foreign comparflfes stand to 
lose a good deal of business if these 

domestic firms are unable to meet 
the data protection requirements 
now being discussed and imple¬ 
mented by other nations. 
The data protection authority 

would be the mechanism for assur¬ 
ing U.S. cooperation with foreign 
data protection laws or an interna¬ 
tional convention that protects the 
privacy rights of foreign citizens 
whose data is being processed 
within our borders. 
The Council of Europe, in its draft 

International Convention on Data 
Protection, described the data pro¬ 
tection authority as the body that 
would coordinate and investigate 
complaints on behalf of foreign na¬ 
tionals. It would also assure that 
governments and foreign busi¬ 
nesses in each country where data 
is processed comply with the laws 
that prevail in the nation where the 
data subject lives — or the country 
where the data is registered as 
domiciled. 
The data protection authority was 

watered down by those well aware 
of the political realities that prevail 
at this lime. Indeed, if the President 
can’t convince Congress that there 
is an energy crisis.or that a federal 
consumer protection agency is' 
needed to protect the health, safety 
and pocketbooks of the buying 
public, how can Congress be ex¬ 
pected to see the need to protect 
something as vague as personal' 
privacy? 

Letters to the Editor 

Data Past 
Five Years Ago 

Nov. 22,1972 

YORK, Pa. — A jury here ruled 
that a salesman's promises, even if 
made only orally, could be binding 
if they were made to clarify vague¬ 
ness or generalities in a contract. 
Observers saw this as jeopardizing 
the validity of thousands of "stan¬ 
dard” contracts. • 

In the breach-of-contract case, a 
user sued Burroughs Corp. because 
of problems in implementing ac¬ 
counting applications on a small 
system. 

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. - IBM an¬ 
nounced compatible subsets of the 
OS-based Information Manage¬ 
ment System (IMS), the Vancouver 
Data Language-One and Data 
Language/I-DOS/VS. The packages 
provided data base capabilities for 
conventional 380/370 DOS installa¬ 
tions. 

Eight Years Ago 
Nov. 26,1969 

LOS ANGELES — An IBM expert 
told the Los Angeles County Elec¬ 
tions Security Committee here that 
while it theoretically would be pos-. 
sible to tamper with the counting of 
election ballots under the IBM 
Votomatic system, security mea¬ 
sures, testing procedures and the 
complexity of the system make rig¬ 
ging “virtually impossible." 

William Kanaga said the system 
would have to be tampered with 
during the card-to-tape phase or 
during the compilation run. 

LAS VEGAS — The financial posi¬ 
tion of the Association for Comput¬ 
ing Machinery (ACMf was improv¬ 
ing, it was reported at an ACM 
Council meeting here. Ceorge 
Glaser, Council treasurer, said the 
ACM position had been improved 
by about $43,000 since the previous 
June. 

Editorial Rubbish 

In the editorial “The Real Wcrrld" 
[CW, Oct. 31], you argue that the an¬ 
nouncement of new IBM processors 
is proof of IBM's “power in the 
computer marketplace." 

"In a truly competitive industry,” 
the editorial concludes, "the other 
manufacturers would constantly of¬ 
fer products and price improve¬ 
ments and wouldn't wait to play 
‘follow the leader.' " 
To subscribe to that theory, one 

has to accept that: 
• Competitors other than IBM 

seldom or never offer new products 
with better price/performances, 
except in reaction to IBM. 

• IBM seldom or never has to react 
to the announcements of com¬ 
petitors through improved products 
and better price/performance, but 
does so anyway. 
That is rubbish. 

J.R. Young 
Vice-President 

Communications 
IBM 
Armonk, N.Y. 

Potential Pandora's Box 

The editorial "U.S. Out of Step on 
Privacy” [CW, Nov. 7| unfor¬ 
tunately treats only the simplest 
and easiest consideration of the 
data privacy protection issue. 
There is no real dispute about the 
need to protect the rights of privacy 
for individuals. The U.S. informa¬ 
tion industry is, and has been, a 
practicing proponent of this. The 
tough problem is how to provide 
privacy protection for individuals 
without invoking a host of other 
serious new difficulties. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that in¬ 
formation and the control of its 
movement is intertwined with 
many potentially dangerous factors 
such as censorship, trade protec¬ 
tionism, cultural homogenizatien, 
national power and control, na¬ 

tional sovereignty, economic viabil¬ 
ity, tax revenues and postal, 
telephone and telegraph authority 
monopoly policies. Many of the 
techniques and procedures being 
proposed for the ostensible purpose 
of protecting individual privacy 
happen to be rather effective tools 
for many of these other dangerous 
factors. 
The U.S. information industry 

proposes that governments take the 
tipie required to study and under¬ 
stand these interrelationships so 
that legislation can be developed 
and enforcement procedures 
created that will provide protection 
to individual privacy, but avoid 
these related and dangerous fac¬ 
tors. 
Perhaps the future of journals like 

Compuferworld will depend upon 
developments'in this area. 

Alden Heintz 
Vice-President 
International & 

Corporate Operations 
Tymshare 
Cupertino, Calif. 

Almost Like Richter 

Your expressed intent to establish 
a CPU rating system meaningful 
and fair to all should certainly be 
supported by all users ["Apples 
and Oranges," CW, Oct. 24]. 

With a multitude of variables to 
measure and ways to describe these 
measurements, you must feel as 
Richter did when he developed a 
system to describe earthquakes. 

I feel a base configuration of 
equipment could be chosen from 
any leading vendor and that univer¬ 
sally compatible exercising soft¬ 
ware could be written. When a run 
time had been established lor that 
hardware, it could be assigned in¬ 
dex 1.00. All or any other configura¬ 
tions and vendors could also be 
evaluated and assigned a positive 
or negative index. 

Walter B. Campbell 
Minot, N.D. 
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Last Responses to Litman 

and Cons on Requiring Degrees More Pros 
By Jack Stone 
Special to CW 

Here is the final column of reader 
commentary on Regina Litman's 
letter |CW, July 4] dealing with the 
question of the need of employers 
to have DPers with college degrees. 

M.S. Bump, DP manager for Du- 
Quoin Packing Co. [in Illinois) ex¬ 
tended Litman's explanations as to 
why employers may prefer degreed 
people. He wrote: "First, employers 
are aware that a great many more 
college graduates exist today than, 
say, 10 years ago. So why not hire 
an individual with the educational 
background as well as the exper¬ 
ience? 

"Second, one of the benefits of a 
degree is exposure to a number of 
subjects... to broaden the pers¬ 
pective ... Doesn't it follow that 
such a [degreed] staff is probably, 
on the average, more promotable, 
more innovative and more adapta¬ 
ble? 

"Third, Ms. Litman has offered a 
number of alternatives that could 
be substituted for a degree, all of 
them very good. But wouldn't such 
substitutions require an inordinate 
amount of screening to assure that 
acceptable standards are being 
met? And isn't it more effective to 
specify a degree rather than at¬ 
tempt to establish alternatives to a 
recognized standard? 

"No doubt there are some 
companies . . ..that feel .only a col¬ 
lege graduate is capable of doing 
|DP| work . . . This is snobbery in 
its worst form! . . . [Actually] I sym¬ 

pathize with Ms. Litman. I have 
been in the computer field since 
1955 and have repeatedly encoun¬ 
tered exactly the same closed door. I 
don't have a degree and have seen 
many advertisements for positions I 
felt sure I could handle, but for which 
I couldn't get an interview because of 
the degree requirement." 

Postmilitary Experience 

James Shannahan, a data systems 
programmer with Lockheed (in 
Sunnyvale, Calif.) described his 
job-hunting experience after leav¬ 
ing military service. "...I found 
the degree almost a universal re¬ 
quirement |for an outside 
hire] ... I found several employers 
who viewed the degree as. . . 
evidence of a person's ability, but 
did not find any employer who re¬ 
lated the degree to the work to be 

• done. 
"My experience . . . has been that 

having a degree will not do all that 
much for you other than get your 
fool in the door, but not having one 
will certainly hurt you. 

"Could the answer [to recruit¬ 
ment! be a probation period where 
the applicant is provisionally hired 
for a short period?" 

Leonard Jagoda, DP auditor with 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of 
Georgia/Columbus, related the de¬ 
gree to management potential. He 
stated: "... Users are becoming 
more educated ... To satisfy the 
user requirements and meet high 
professional standards, the pro¬ 
grammer analyst that can compre¬ 

hend these needs has a distinct 
edge. 

"... A college education provides 
much training in management skills 
that are needed in today's business 
world. Granted, extended expe- 

The Human 
Connection 

rience can be very beneficial to 
businesses in the short run and 
training costs can be minimized: 
but, firms do not hire only for today 
— they must prepare for tomOr- 

The subject of educational attain¬ 
ment as a measure of compentence 
was addressed by S.J. Haremza, DP 
manager for Roblin Steel (Tona- 
wanda, N.Y.). He said that "Criteria 
need to be established for (DP) pro¬ 
fessional positions on the 
whole ... I am sure there are peo¬ 
ple who would make good doctors 
or attorneys who are not practicing 
medicine or law because they do 
not have a degree .. . Would Lit¬ 
man want one of these . .. people 
operating on her or representing 
her in court?" 

Robert Hoberman, director of 
educational services for Insco Sys¬ 
tems (Neptune, N.J.), talces the non¬ 
degreed position. ", . . Actually, 
there is very little support for the 
attitude of requiring college de¬ 
grees for programmers . . . Unless 
the college graduate is trained in 

some field which he can apply to an 
applications area, most of his col¬ 
lege education will tend to be 
superfluous . . . 

"From a personnel viewpoint, a 
college degree may in fact actually 
be a negative qualification for pro¬ 
grammers. The turnover of grad¬ 
uate programmers has been consis¬ 
tently higher than that of college 
dropouts or high school graduates. 
The reasons are reasonably 
simple: . . . Much of ... program¬ 
ming involves mundane main¬ 
tenance chores and a degreed pro¬ 
grammer is often made 
restless . . . People with degrees 
lend to think well beyond their cur¬ 
rent jobs . . . and people with de¬ 
grees in a personal market requir¬ 
ing degrees tend to have inflated 
views of their abilities and worth. 

"On the other hand, the' college 
dropouts .. . and high school grad¬ 
uates . .. seem to have a lower self- 
perspective and a great deal more 
staying power ..." 
Hoberman's viewpoint is suppor¬ 

ted by this note from a reader over¬ 
seas who offers his "Observations 
based on experience: There is no 
clear correlation between having a 
degree and productivity. Many de¬ 
greed people create ways of think¬ 
ing that often are coUnterproduc- 

William S. Turner III, 
B.A. M.A. Ph.D." 

Letters to Slone should be addres¬ 
sed to him at Suite 222,2233 Wiscon¬ 
sin Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20007. 

But Costly to Customers 

Some ‘Errors’ for Sake of DP Convenience 
The automatic charge feature pro¬ 

vided by the Merchants National 
Bank of Allentown, Pa., is much like 
many other such options provided 
by banks around the country. It pro¬ 
vides a check-protection system 
that comes in handy at, the end of 
the month when 
small checks may 
push the checking 
account balance 
into the red. 
This happened 

recently to Ron¬ 
ald Krikorian, a 
reader of this col¬ 
umn, who would 
have gone $13 
into the red on 
Aug. 15 if it were 
not for such an 
automatic trans¬ 
fer of $50 to his account. So far, so 
good. 

One of the system's characteristics 
is that the due date for this "Instant 
Money” is selected by the de¬ 
positor. Krikorian had selected the 
15th of each month. On the day 
prior to the Sept. 15 due dale, he re¬ 
paid the loan in full plus 49 cents in¬ 
terest. That was, obviously, Sept. 
14th. In fact, he had only used $14 
for one day, $26 for two days before 
normal deposits had brought his 
checking account back into the 

black. However, interest on the 
whole $50/mo was due and was 
paid. That should have ended the 
transaction — but it didn’t, as 
Krikorian found out when he got his 
next statement. 
The Merchants National state¬ 

ment showed that although the due 
date for the instant money was the 
15th, the bank had withdrawn a 
partial payment of $10 — from 
Krikorian's account on the 14th. 
Moreover, when the full balance 
had been paid, meaning that now 
the bank had received "instant" 
money from its depositor, it was 
just left sitting there and not re¬ 
turned to his checking account. 

A month went by. In October, 
another statement arrived that 
showed another 41 cents "finance 
charge" on top of the eight cents 
shown on the September statement. 
The $10 was still in the Instant 
Money account. Krikorian subse¬ 
quently changed some banking ar¬ 
rangement and informed me of his 
experience. 

'Inside' Story 

From the inside, the story 
significantly differs in point of 
view. The bank apparently puts 
priority on its own computer cycle 
rather than the calendar date when 
it establishes "due dates." Despite 

the date printed on the statements 
— "Due Day —15. — and the bank's 
agreement with its customers, the 
due date the bank uses is based on 
when it ran the prior cycle — and it 
then allows 25 days! 
Effectively, the bank was running 

on a 360-day-year calendar and 
pulling five days action from all af¬ 
fected customers per year. This was 
"Error” No. 1. 

Its second error was in setting up 
the dates to see that while the cus¬ 
tomer might occasionally find him¬ 
self one day off on due dates, the 
bank would not have the same prob¬ 
lem when it came to taking money out 
of a customer's account for any 
reason. The withdrawal of $10 from 
Krikorian's account on Sept. 14th was 
not — as I had expected — a Sept. 14 
mistake in not processing Instant 
Money payments before assessing 
the amounts to be taken out. 

In fact, it was not a Sept. 14 trans¬ 
action at all, although labeled as 
such. The bank had determined the 
previous day, Sept. 13, to remove 
the cash the next day without even 
considering whether or not there 
would be any need to do so when 
the due date arrived. Again, this is 
only a one-day difference but if un¬ 
iversally applied, that can add up to 
a lot of money. 

It also adds up to a lot of cost in 

another way, however. When these 
small errors are "one-sided" peo¬ 
ple won’t see them as errors. 

In this, they are quite right. As the 
appropriate person in Merchants 
said to me: "This is the way we 
calculate due dates. Don’t you think 
it is right?" 

It was wrong, but he seemed sur¬ 
prised that 1 didn't think that DP 
convenience outweighed a calen¬ 
dar and the printed output state- 

The public's perception that the 
apparent "errors" may not be er¬ 
rors at all but actually reflections of 
policy is, correct. 

As a result, the grass roots objec¬ 
tion to the spread of automation — 
and with it the opportunity to make 
similar profitable “errors" — can 
be expected to continue, as eviden¬ 
ced in the dissenting portion of the 
report by the National Commission 
on Electronic Fund Transfers |CW, 
Nov. 71. 

So the public/industry split will 
grow to a chasm, and into it will fall 
various opportunities for valuable 
new applications which need pop¬ 
ular support, but won't get it until 
we are even-handed in our pro¬ 
gramming. 
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I would like to comment 
on the article "Newkirk .__ 
Calls Motivation Rea) ]ob of their jobs well. This point is reinforcement) and punish- way to remove the road- 
UP Manager [CW, Nov. 7|. poignantly highlighted in ment suggests that neither is blocks to succes 
Behavior theory is pretty the letter to Jack Stone |CW, really effective in human should realize that , 

fi!!r !uf?<S_cl'!yi!_aboU' the N°.V'7I- relations. The only way that the great rewards of work 
idea that people are not The way most managers “reward’' works 
motivated by others. They seem to try to "control," "motivator" is if the person 
motivate themselves. I which is one of the classical being rewarded is in a state 
would propose that the role concepts of a manager's of deprivation with respect 
of a really good manager is function, is by reward and to that specific reward, 
not to see people as needing punishment, as Newkirk Thus, if money is to be a 

, motivation, but as needing a pointed out. motivator, then the em- DisDersine Incomnefenre 
leader who will clear away The scientific literature on ployee must perceive him- P® 8 P* 
the blocks to their doing reward, [better known as self as underpaid. While Having been so impressed 

'his may make money a with Waves of Change, I 
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host complex. It is unfortu¬ 
nate that the discipline and 
quality control which will 
be required have been so 
rarely exercised in tradi¬ 
tional DP operations. 

Ve Lecht’s assessment of 
of IBM's stance on DDP should 

quite a shock to the 
being allowed to do one's Systems ' Communications 
best and being appreciated Division. I'm sure it was not 
for 'hat. aware that the 3790 line is 

Herbert A. Seidman merely a temporary market- 
San Mateo, Calif. 

DEALERSHIPS OFFERED 
BILLINGS COMPUTER CORPORATION, 

lo approved dealers. 

BILLINGS COMPUTER CORPORATION ' 

ing gimmick to tide it over 
the DDP “fad." 

Lee R. Prescott 
Lebanon, Conn. 

No Laughing Matter 

Joe Rigo’s "hip-shot" at¬ 
tack on certified DP profes- 

■NTELUGENT SYSTEMS 

THE INTERACTIVE 
COMPUTING SYSTEM 

THE PREMISE 

1. Computers are not magic, they are only necessary. 
2. Computer assistance in the areas of money, people, material and facilities 

modeled and integrated by proper Data Base design. 
3. Interactive computing can be highly cost affective but has its own special problems 

THE PROBLEMS 
• The intrusive nature of a system installation r 
• Internal company controls for data security 

management. 
• Audit trails for all transactions must be provided by the system and archived by the user 
• Checks and balances for data integrity must include at least those of a manual operation and 

must be reviewed by the user. 
• ^e“^rry from Da,a Base corruP'ion must be fully supported by the system and understood by 

» Recovery from Data Base destruction must be fully supported by the system ar 

• The utilization of the computer as a limited resource must 
managed by the user. 

• Data entry facilities must be efficient, simple, unambiguous 
verification and validation procedures. 

• Data entry, data processing, inquiry, and report generation 
possible to permit change and enhancement. 

• design must Perm" new ™ster to be appended as enhancements with 

:r files with 

relative_ 
• The Data Base design must permit extensions to the record structures of the 

limited or no implication to existing programs. 
• The relationship between programs and riles throughout the system must be an executable 

structure, which when listed is therefore an exact statement of that relationship. 
• The same set of application system programs must be executable against similar, but distinct 

and independent, data base structures belonging to different users. 

MASSACHUSETTS • CONNECTICUT • COLORADO 
• WASHINGTON . NEW HAMPSHIRE 

460 TOTTEN POND ROAD . WALTHAM, MA 02164 . (617) 890-9393 

motivator, it also makes for was 'disappointed to “read 
one angry and frustrated the comments of Charles 
employee, who will indeed Lecht at the Systems 77 con- 
"equalize the situation." ference [CW. Nov. 7). As- sionals was not 'funny 
On the other hand, punish- suming accuracy of quota- J"Grasshoppers vs Ants " 

ment cerlainly does not tion and validity of in- CW. Nov. 7|. Its effect is 
alter behavior; it merely de- terpretalion of his remarks, libelous, 
fers it to another time. Thus, his prediction of the early After 13 years of dem- 
when a goal is not met, and demise of distributed DP onstrated achievement I 

the employee or team [is| (DDP) from the disease of am now self-employed as a 
punished In some way," “distributed incompetence" consultant in DP. I have 
that will also make them an- is based on questionable held the Certificate in Data 
gry and frustrated and premises. Processing (CDP) since 

"»nf,!,ii he!b Se,‘ °“! t0 ,?rante5* ‘hat a lunatic 1968, have maintained my 
equa lze the situation. fringe of the user commu- knowledge and expertise in 
I believe the successful mty will jump into an ill- the "state-of-the-art” to the 

manager is one who is seen advised and indiscriminate best of my ability and con- 
by his subordinates as a embrace of DDP, most users tinue to abide by the CDP 
person who goes out of his will plot their courses care- code of ethics. 

—i fully- Potential clients, especial- 
In many, if not most cases, ly those unsophisticated in 

the result will be a hybrid the use of computers, may 
network of facilities encom- be influenced by Rigo’s 
passing the strongest ele- comments to exclude my 
ments of each mode of services from considera- 
operation, centralized and tion. Such a situation would 
distributed, based on the result in a financial loss to 
business function needs of me. 
the individual enterprise. Rigo's diatribe may not 

In the insurance industry, only affect the consultant's 
for instance, distributed income, however. It could 
processing is a logical an- also have a negative in- ' 
swer to distributed business fluence on the employment 
problems such as policy market for anyone who uses 
quote and issue, claims the. CDP designation in a 
handling and even under- resume, 
wjjllng- Rigo demonstrated his atti- 
The shortcomings of host- tude toward the command- 

driven terminal technology merit “Thou shall not bear 
are not merely functions of false witness again thy 
host equipment cost. They neightbor" when he iden- 
are largely the result of tified (by inference) certifi- . 
overwhelming complexity cate holders with the 
of central hardware and Aesopian grasshopper, 
layers of mediocre operat- when he stated the Institute 
mg systems software to- for the Certification Profes- 
gether with the delay and sionals (ICCP) was set up 
failure potentials of heavily "to sell certification exams” 
exercised communications and when he ascribed 
components. pseudo-arguments to the 
Such ills are not likely to target of his insults, 

be cured by more and The Data Processing Man- 
cheaper centralized hard- agement Association 
ware- ... (DPMA) originated the cer- 
Lecht s vision of platoons tification program as a 

of incompetent technicians means of furthering its goal 
perpetrating mischief at toward professionalism in 
corporate outposts is hardly DP. I am unaware of any de- 
realistic. Aside from viation from that goal by the 
growth, which will occur re-' ICCP. 
gardless of processing en¬ 
vironment, DP function is Robert R. Cromer 
being distributed, not add- Dal,aa- Texas 

be correctly 

understood by 

be supported by the system and 

and capable of a variety of data 

must be table driven where ever 

ed. 
One or more languages 

may have to be learned,, but 
it is the central staff of 
designers and programmers 
who will supply and man¬ 
age the application tools for 
the field as well as those ^umpuierworia, 
functions which properly 797 Washington St.. New- 
remain at the large«central ton, Mass. 02160. 

Compulenvorld wel¬ 
comes comments from its 
readers. Preference will 
be given to letters of 150 , 
words or less. Letters 
should be addressed to: 
Editor, Computerworld. 



, , , , , of all of today’: 
magnetic media, Since then, we ve had plenty of time to put together the best-performing, 
most comprehensive line of information processing media on the market. 

Whatever you need in magnetic media, BASF makes it and makes it better. Ask 

our customers ... most people who choose BASF make it their only choice. And, BASF 
quality costs no more than the competition. For details on BASF information processing 
media, write BASF Systems, Crosby Drive, Bedford, Mass. 01730, or call our nearest 
ESronalotfice: m Los Angeles, (213) 451-8781; in Chicago, (312) 343-6618; in Clifton, 

(201) 546-9111; in Montreal, (514) 341-5411; inToronto, (416) 675-3611; in Dallas, 
(214) 233-6607. 

Hi BASF The Original. 
Computer Tape Hard and Flexible Disks Cassettes Mag Cards 



hMZEUINE 1520= 
,4 BREAKTHROUGH 
IN PRINTER 
CONTROL 
The Hazeltine 1520 is truly remarkable, with features 
found in no other terminal in its price range. A 
microprocessor-based editing terminal with extended I 
-/stem flexibility, the Hazeltine 1520 has a unique, 
buffered interface for controlling a slave printer with 
either a parallel or EIA serial interface. 

Independent Operation 
The Hazeltine 1520 uses two microprocessors, 
one dedicated to the terming! functions and 
oneforthe printer interface, allowing your CPU to 
interact with the terminal and printer independently. 
What does this mean to you? It means that an operator 
can be entering data through the terminal to the CPU 
while the printer is receiving and printing information 
from the CPU totally independent of the terminal 
function. 

Printer Buffer 
The Hazeltine 1520 has a separate 2K printer buffer. 
Data communicated from the CPU to the Hazeltine 
1520 printer interface at high baud rates are 
buffered down to the printer's speed. This allows you 
to attach a low-speed and perhaps low-cost printer to 
a high-speed communications system. 

Transparency 
The Hazeltinejl520 permits data to flow through from 
the CPU to the printer without any change. You are not 
limited to formatting printed output, in accordance 
with the CRT A display (typically limited to 80 columns). 

/ 

Printing is limited only by the printer's own capabilities. 
The terminal is transparent between your CPU and 
printer. 

Hard to believe that all of these unique features can 
be found in one low-cost terminal? Call your local 
sales representative today for a demonstration. 

A Hazeltine Puts Performance Into Economy Terminals. 

Hazeltine Corporation. Computer Terminal Equipment, Greenlawn. New York,11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex 96-1435 



NCR Test Site Reports: 

VRX Puts Programmers Into High Gear 
ATLANTA- On-line program allocated 3,600 man-hours of de- so main memory can be ft 
Srj; ,s helP‘"8 velopment time. utilized at times when sev, 
tAHAi c j A,u h°rlty °f,en Programs to produce programs run simultaneously. 
(AHA) accelerate .ts apphcat.ons special reports or to incorporate For example, if AHA is runn 
programming schedule to the tax changes must be developed a typical five-job mix on one 
point where we will achieve 0n short order. So productive use its NCR Criterion 8570 CPI 

memory can be fully the neighborhood of a 50ft i 
t times when several production,” he noted. 

is running Morale Booster 
on one of On-line program development 

»70 CPUs, also improved department 

Jsrf fensj'c xsm-zxrs 
^ - 'S*—1-. h. -M ssjr *riTTS- dbAS&.'a&r 

^he" AHA aisr°aeS Customer ",f on;Iine Program development computer's 640K bytes of actual pilations being postponed when 
verification tes site for NCR onV advantage offered memory could be tapped. other jobs are given priority, 
Virinlf rJ * * C • N.CR by VRX software' 1 stil1 would Last June, when AHA became a operators aren't interrupted by 
K operfhnTs'vstem which ^ jUmped 3‘ \\ W* hT a'S° S‘te for VRX" »• a'“> «P- Programmers, who no longer re¬ 
makes on lln.^f y ™i' r H 8alned _v,rtually unlimited graded its equipment. The quire computer room access and 
meSt posie ? 8 P‘ “TT "lore authority had previously had an a keypuncher has beenheldfor 
Thianthn Lt, ,i . Produc,'ve Keypunching jobs NCR Century 25X with 16 NCR other duties. 
The authority has 11 computer have been eliminated. Disk 657 disks. Since VRX Wales files (u-„ 
Thianlhn L h ,i . Produc,1jve Keypunching jobs NCR Century 251 with 16 NCR other duties. 
The authority has 11 computer have been eliminated. Disk 657 disks. Since VRX locates files thev 
nalysts and programmers. Ten- storage is used more efficiently, Today it has two NCR Crite- don't have to be placed on a 

eeneral ledcne8r' H , *» ■ h™ increased proc- rion 8570s, each with 640K main specific spindles; this saves 
vekrned hit eSSm8 ^ mem°ry' P‘US a do2en °f the fas‘ °P*'a«or time. Also, two nonre¬ 
authorities across Ihe country. Chopped Into 'Pages' l^C b^^ Pr°Vide S* £ P‘aCed °" £.* 

o1HseveCral SUP‘ ^i,h ^ °ld ^uiPment and cienl use' ofpellpher^Vati 
NCRS^200* minicomputers''and Pof,s. virtual stora6e' Main mem- real-storage software, AHA slid, tiling other"benefits5' 
invk 8200 minicomputers and ory is only a small portion of needed more than six hours to 
NCR 7200 terminals are used to addressable space. Programs are run its maintenance work-order Links to Pro)ec,s 
ttansmitinformahon toAHA via divided by the system into IK program. Now the identical pro- About 50 NCR 796-401 and 

AHA li« f processing. pages, which are usually gram is processed in less than 796-101 CRT terminals link pro- 
under devPloonmcn|a,0IJr stored on disk, to be brought into four hours, Bates said, crediting grammers and accounting and 
hl7r in V in !l'- i hi ram mem0ry individually as the the increased speed to both VRX project supervision personnel 
bracing 10 to 20 individual pro- logic is needed. Bates explained. and the more powerful hardware, located in AHA's main office and 
onTn; oapn»rTd'°|Vlrh^U u‘tS BuHt-in priorities let the "In this case, for approximately individual housing projects with 
on-line general system has been software juggle processing times a 10% cost increase, we gained in the Criterion. 
g ■w-w . _ — ff "With this network and the in- 

Fsort Handles Larger Files 
O and Query Data Base software, 

LEXINGTON, Mass. - A ma- files with or without headers. sort as many records or keys as «n inquire interactively IntoTu! 
!LU.i87k °na f S°rrtrUnmn8 also contains modules which an RSTS file can hold, the data base, thus enabling them to 
r-nder ocTc/r'8' 3 Equipment can be substituted for DEC'S spokesman added. operate with up-to-date complete 

FsXP3 caI sor7bWkSSr^o?d MQW'K fadli*ieS' W‘of F,sort3 is said ,0 be information. " Ernest C. Jackson, 
fil« dir^tlv I^?h U iiu l a 4K machine-language runtime executive director of the author- 

unuer aeve.opment, eacn em- mam memory individually as the the increased speed to both VRX project supervisi 
bracing 10 to 20 individual pro- logics needed, Bates explained. and the more powerful hardware, located in AHA's i 
grams, Bates said. Overhaul of its Built-in priorities let the "In this case, for approximately individual housin; 
on-line general system has been software juggle processing times a 10% cost increase, we gained in the Criterion. 

'Fsort' Handles Larger Files 
O and Query Data 

LEXINGTON, Mass. - A ma¬ 
jor upgrade of 'a fast sort running 
under the Digital Equipment 
Corp. R5TS/E operating system, 
Fsort3 can sort blocked record 
files directly, according to the 
vendor, Evans, Griffiths & Hart, 
Inc. (EG&H). 

The enhanced utility is also able 
to handle far bigger sort runs 
than the earlier versions, which 
were limited to 65,400 key re¬ 
cords, a spokesman noted. 

Fsort3 is compatible in impor¬ 
tant respects with DEC'S 
R5TS-11 sort package, he said, 
adding that Fsort3, for example, 
accepts key files and "Type 1" 

files with or without headers. 
It also contains modules which 

can be substituted for DEC'S 
SQWIK and MQWIK facilities, 
he added. 
The EG&H - package accepts 

combinations of the following 
types of keys: ascending and de¬ 
scending Ascii, ascending and 
descending integer; and ascend¬ 
ing and descending floating¬ 
point numbers. 

Fsorf3 is up to 40 times as fast 
as DEC'S utility, according to 
stand-alone wall time compas¬ 
sions, and up to 70 times as fast 
in CPU time comparisons, the in¬ 
dependent vendor claimed. It can 

sort as many records or keys as 
an RSTS file can hold, the 
spokesman added. 
The heart of Fsort3 is said to be 

a 4K machine-language runtime 
system installed under RSTS/E 
(Version 6B or later), which may 
be used with jobs whose user 
area is as small as 7K or as large 
as 28K, depending on conditions 
under which it is run. 

Fsort3 costs. $2,500 for a single 
CPU license, which includes up¬ 
date services and warranty for a 
year. OEM and quantity dis¬ 
counts are available, the com¬ 
pany said from 55 Waltham St., 
Lexington, Mass. 02173. 

AHA's conversion to the NCR 
Criterion and VRX was "pain¬ 
less," Bates added. The 
peripheral equipment was simply 
switched from one system no 
another, he said. 

NCR's VRX will be available on 
a controlled release basis through 
the remainder of 1977 in cities 
where support is available. It is 
expected to be a general release in 
early 1978. 

Our General Ledger Improves Ybur 
^ Chances lor Victory. 

When your company's management makes decisions without warn mm m hJ 
timely, accurate information, it has about as much chance for |Get v°“' backiieid m motion, software international, and! 

You can help your decision-makers stay on tfietr*feefby giving ■ ■ toountsLFa?abie □ s/3EGenBer”?Kdgm"er I 
them a// the information they need, in any format, with the "o Accounts Renewable □ 1/3 Amounts p$!bie ■ 

GENERAL LEDGER and Financial Reporting System, §n Net Change mrp 11 s/3 Accounts Receivable- 
only from Software International. |Name _ 1 

jven financial reporting system, GENERAL LEDGER _ Title ■ 
is rolling up an impressive record in more than 1,000 I company i 

major corporations around the work). -■ 
The GENERAL LEDGER and Financial Reporting | ----—■ 

System is data-base designed and knows all the — - -1 
playbooks for DOS, 0/S, IMS, IDMS, DL/1, Bs,ale- --_ 

TOTAL, as well as operating on-line under CICS. ISys,em -Phone_I 
Scout the whole Software International line of all-pro I (jAryri efcvrenna • 1 

systems featuring Accounts Receivable, Accounts Pay- I SlPJ.B? tviViV tf Pt ■ 
FILEJAB. Net Change MRP and three for Systems/3 - I TWrERNffTTniNAT I 

General Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable . I^Ts^e " 
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Independent Has Spitbol Compiler for PDP-11 
OAK PARK, Ill. - A Macro Spitbol 

compiler for Digital Equipment Corp. 
PDP-11 minis has been announced by 
Dewar Information Systems Corp. 
The Macro Spitbol language is identi¬ 
cal to Bell Telephone Laboratory's 
Snobol4 "with only some minor ex¬ 
ceptions," according to a Dewar 
spokesman. .. 

The DEC-oriented compiler is a full¬ 
blown Spitbol, he quipped, hoting that 
the Dewar package is not a subset of 
the IBM 360/370-based version of the 
language that has been available fox 
some time. 

Spitbol is a string-processing 
language with "excellent pattern re¬ 
cognition facilities," he claimed. With 
that basic focus, it should be very ef¬ 
fective in many business-oriented DP 

tasks; it is not designed for "scientific" 
number-crunching work, he added. 

Instructions to Order 

The macro facility enhances the 
language's usefulness since it allows 
the user to create instructions unique 
to his situation, the vendor noted. 
Most SnoboM programs will run un¬ 

der Macro Spitbol with minor 
modifications, subject to PDP-11 
memory constraints, he noted. 
The Dewar software will initially be 

released with interfaces to the RSX, 
RSTS, Unix and Duress operating sys¬ 
tems. Under RSX, Macro Spitbol is a 
32K task while under Unix and Duress 
it can be split into separate data and in- Park, Ill! 60302. 

struction segments. This would pro¬ 
vide a 32K data element, the spokes¬ 
man said. 
The Macro Spitbol license costs $750 

for commercial users and $550 for 
educational and nonprofit institutions. 
Quantity discounts are also available, 
Dewar said from 221 W. Lake St, Oak 

'CA-Sort' Performance Enhanced 
NEW YORK — Computer As- ment and flexibility, 

sociates, Inc. has released an updated The improved performance was 
version of its CA-Sort package for brought about by several features, a 
IBM DOS, OS and VS shops. Release spokesman explained. 
78vis said to have "significantly", im- The sort itself has been fine-tuned 
proved sort performance, I/O manage- for VS operations through use of 

HOW WE HELP 
SOLVE THE 1403-N1 

USER’S TWO BIG 
PROBLEMS: 

TOO MUCH SPEED. AND NOT ENOUGH. 

The IBM 14Q3-N1 is a great printer. 
Trouble Is. 11001pm Is an awkward speed 
for lots of systems. 

Either It’s too slow for your 360/370’s 
high-speed needs, and you can’t afford the 
jump to 20001pm. 

Or you're paying for speed you don't 
need, but It sure beats trying to live with 
6001pm. 

Well, we offer two more logical printers 
to fit your needs: one substantially faster, 
the other slightly slower than 11001pm 
Both can save you money, t Also floor space 
and power.) 

For instance, for less than you’re now 
paying for the 1403-N1. you can get our 
15001pm printer. And 
up your speed by 400 
lines per minute. 

Or. for a whopping 
$500 per month (ess 
than you’re now pay 
ing for that 1403-N 1. 
you can have our 
900 lpm model. 

At only a slight reduction In speed. 
In fact you can mix and match our 

300. 450.600, 900. and 1500 lpm printers 
to meet all kinds of performance needs. 
And economy ones. Same goes for our com¬ 
plete line of card peripherals, too. 

Just talk to us. ’ 
We’re already saving money and 

improving performance for over 6.000 IBM 
customers. With over 13,000 add-ons. 
plug-ins, and auxiliary units installed. 
Including hundreds and hundreds of 
printer installations. 

And better yet we don't sell, and then 
send you off in search of service. We service, 

too. Wherever. Whenever. From 
70 key-city locations. 
Call us. Toll-free: 
800-523-5948. 
Or write. 

Decision Data 
Computer Corp., 
100 Wltmer Road. 
Horsham PA 19044 

^DECISION DATA* 
makes computing cost less 

monitor systems, he added. 
Full support of Model 3350 disks, as 

provided by IBM's DOS/VS Release 
34, has been built into the appropriate 
version of CA-Sort Release 78. 
Optimum work devices assignment 

through internal resolution of work I/- 
O conflicts is still another enhance¬ 
ment for DOS users working with Re¬ 
lease 78, he added. 
The Sort Reentrant Access Method 

(SRAM), a highlight of the earlier CA- 
Sort, is included in the packaging for 
DOS sites but is a separately priced 
option for OS installations. 

The DOS and DOS/VS version of 
CA-Sort Releae 78 costs $5,500. The 
OS version for "stand-alone" single 
sort operation costs $5,050 while the 
SRAM option would add another 
$2,200 to that license fee. 

Monthly leases are also available, the 
spokesman said from, 655 Madison 
Ave., New-York, N.Y. 10021.. 

'Edpep' Courses 

Back User Needs 
WELLESLEY, Mass. - A series of 

courses sponsored by Babson College 
and QED Information Sciences, Inc. 
will be offered over the next 10 weeks 
at the Babson campus here. The cour¬ 
ses are open to DPers generally as well 
as the members of the Electronic Data 
Processing .Education Program (Edpep) 
under which they were developed. 

Edpep is supported by almost 30 cor¬ 
porations and government agencies, 
largely in the Boston area, as a means 
of pooling resources to get better train¬ 
ing than would be available to them in¬ 
dividually. A council of member repre¬ 
sentatives meets periodically and de¬ 
termines what courses are most 
needed. The member organizations 
fund their employees' attendance at 
the courses. 
Opening the courses to nonmembers 

is a recent change, an Edpep spokes¬ 
man noted. "Public" tuition for the 
courses is $125/student day, he added. 

A four-day course on "Leadership — 
Managing and Motivating People" 
will start next Monday, Nov. 28. A 
week later "Structured Design and 
Programming" will be the subject of 
another four-day program. 
The final 1976 offering will run Dec. 

13-16 and be a data base design 
workshop. 

"Programming Strategies and Tac- 
s" will make up the agenda of a 

three-day course from Jan. 16-18 and a 
systems analysis workshop has been 
scheduled for Jan. 31-Feb. 3. 

Further information is available from 
Phyllis Tibbetts, Edpep Registrar, 
School of Continuing Management 
Education, Babson College, Wellesley, 
Mass. 02157. 



The new Visual I™ Electronic Accounting 
System. It lets you move into data 
processing without changing your present 
accounting procedures. 

The Philips Visual I System brings you a rapid 
answer to the question, “How do' I select one 
system from the hundreds that are available?” 

It does so by showing you exactly how fast 
and easy a move up to electronic data process¬ 
ing can be. With the Visual I System, there’s nc 
need to scrap your present accounting setup. 
Or your current invoice. In fact, just two days 
after we receive one of your invoices, we’ll 
demonstrate the performance of this versatile 
system on that invoice. How? By already 

having the software you need the day we walk 
in your door! Software proven in dozens of 
businesses just like yours. That’s a benefit of 
our more than 5,500 installations ih North 
America. We’ve kept our nationwide expansion 
and development program a secret until we 
were convinced that you couldn’t make a faster 
—or easier — move into data processing than 

with an Electronic Accounting System from 
Philips Business Systems, Inc. 

Would you like to know another secret? In 
just 30 days, we can have your Visual I System 
delivered, installed and operating. With your 
operators fully trained (and smiling, as well). 

It’s available now and it’s backed by a 
nationwide network of sales, software and 
service professionals. 

Like to see the Visual I System in operation? 
Contact us today. 
Philips Business Systems, Inc. 
Data Systems Division, 
a North American Philips Company, 
175 Froehlich Farm Blvd., Woodbury, 

, New York 11797.(516)921-9310 

Data 
Systems PHILIPS 
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'Look' Extended for MVS, 
Also Gains Option for TSO 

Look, its real-time performance spokesman said the Look TSO support 
monitor for IBM OS and OS/VS in- includes analytical features to identify 
stallations, by adding several MVS- the percentage of CPU time used by 
related features, improved displays for TSO and the percentage of time 
existing Look commands and a pair of available to the background partitions. 
separately-priced options. 

Two new commands a 
tracking the Auxiliary Storage Mon¬ 
itor (ASM) and System Resource 
Manager (SRM) facilities within OS/- 
MVS. Other related features include 
commands that dynamically control 
the actions of the SRM, ADR said. 

It also shows the average swap loads i 
keyed to each region and-the number of availa- 

‘' ble buffers, he said. 
The basic Look package ranges from 

$4,800 to $6,000 depending on the 
user's environment. The EPA option 
costs an additional $3,600 while the 
TSO Support adds $1,000. Monthly 
payment plans are also available, ADR 
noted from Route 206 Center, Prince- Two Options 

The optional extensions of the pack- ton, N J. 08540. 
age provide, in one case, more exten¬ 
sive analysis of the performance data 
captured by Look than was previously 
available and, in the other, tracking of 
the use of IBM's Time-Sharing Option 
(TSO). 
The Extended Performance Analysis 

(EPA) option extends Look's long¬ 
term measurement potential by pro¬ 
viding summaries, line graphs and his¬ 
tograms for better perspectives on sys¬ 
tem performance, the spokesman ex- 

Package Supports Use 
Of Array Processors 
Plugged Into Minis 
NEWTON, Mass. — Computer De¬ 

sign and Applications (CDA) Has a 
program development , package fdr its 
MSP line of programmable array 
signal processors, which plug into 
Data General Corp., Digital Equip¬ 
ment Corp. and Interdata Corp. minis, 

The software is written in Fortran 
and includes a symbolic assembler, a 
simulator and a programmable read¬ 
only memory (Prom) formatter. 

The symbolic capabilities of the as¬ 
sembler make the microcode more 
readable, a spokesman explained. The 
simulator provides a high degree of re¬ 
liability, he claimed, because it emu¬ 
lates the logical flow of data on the 
printed circuit board, down to the 
component level. 

The software is free to users of 
CDA's processors but can be pur¬ 
chased by others for $9,900. Courses 
in programming techniques will begin 
shortly, the spokesman said, and will 
be held at company offices, 375 Elliot 
St., Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 02164. 

'Receivables' Run on 8080 
HOLLIS, N.Y. — An interactive will be applied to the oldest i.... 

accounts receivable system designed standing in the customer's file, 
for use on an 8080- or Z80-based 
microcomputer with floppy disks 
and a hard-copy printer has been 
introduced by Synchro-Sound En¬ 
terprises (SSE). 
Written in an extended Basic, the 

software supports file maintenance, ceivable 
query and reporting functions, ac¬ 
cording to a spokesman. This sup¬ 
port includes creation, modification 
and deletion of customer records 
and processing of transactions to be 
posted against the files, he Said. 

Support for interactive inquiries 
about individual files is another fea¬ 
ture of the package, he said. A 
batch-oriented reporting facility in¬ 
cludes preparation of monthly 
statements, an aged accounts re- 

and delinquency 

The vendor generally sells a hard¬ 
ware/software combination that 
costs "less than $10,000" and in¬ 
cludes a microcomputer, the 

The system creates a history file of a a 
charges, credits and payment re- *' —*— 
cords for audit purposes. Payments 

be against a particular invoice 
i specified, the money Hollis, N.Y. 11423. 

s at 193-25 Jamaica Ave., 

joSaccounIL 
& BILLING 

FOR DOS. DOS/VS, OS 

NEW FEATURES 
■ WIZARD REPORT 

GENERATOR 
■ CICS BILLING 
■ RJE ACCOUNTING 

This is anad 
for Xerox computers. 

tfy°q doo’t Xtox comparer mjw. loot into o—. Sy 

lUl-<im.(CP-R).CP-V proridwumoW 

ptrmcy. Fait delivery. L< 
Better features. Strong K 

Compliments of a friend. 

What we’ve done for Xerox users, 
will now be done for Univac. 

Xerox computers aren’t gening 
older. They’re gening better. 

And that’s all the more remarkable 
since Xerox hasn't built one in years. 

Computer Enhancement is 
the 

It’s a I 
by Telefile. Applying latest technology, 
we revitalize computers so they can do 
more work faster. It may mean faster 
memory or peripherals. Or simply “black 
boxes” that extend a computer’s capa¬ 
bility beyond previous design limits. 

Take Xerox. Since early 1975, 
when our ad appeared. Telefile has 
announced over 24 new Xerox- 
compatible products. 

Compact main memory, high 
speed printers, communication 
processors, solid state RAD’s, array 
processors, and on and on. 

Most have powerful performance, 
reliability, and cost advantages over 
the Xerox units they replace. More 
important, they’re available. 

Recently, we announced a 
re facility that brines 
’ disk drive technology “Winchester” disk drive tcchnofe^, 

to Xerox users-something previously 
available only to IBM users. 

Tclefile has even taken over com- 

Our service network now stretches to 
over 20 cities and it’s growing monthly. 

And now to give Xerox users 
room to grow, Telefile is embarking 
on the development of two new micro¬ 
programmed Sigma mainframes for 
introduction in 1978. One will run four 
times faster than Xerox’ biggest machine, 
yet cost only about half as much. 

That’s computer enhancement. 
To Xerox users it means a way to take 
their computer investment and superior 
software into the 1980’s in style. 

Univac users, you’re next 

Talafila 
■vlwl IRP 
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Who Cares About the Forgotten Old End User? 
y Robert J. Bergstrom more complications than the others. or administering a data V,ac.     . By Robert J. Bergstrom 

Special to CW 
Not to be forgotten midst the great 

technical and intellectual debates con¬ 
cerning structures and administration 
of data bases is the man who makes it 
all possible - the Forgotten Old End 
User (FOE). 

The FOE does not care a great deal 
about the structure of the data base. 
Hierarchies remind him of corporate 
superstructures or governmental 
bodies. The network approach — no 
matter how rational or well-thought- 
out — is not within his normal frame of 
experience, consisting as it does of 
webs of lines interconnecting dots for 
mysterious reasons. The newer rela¬ 
tional structures sound more promis¬ 
ing, but a closer look reveals even 

more complications than the others. 
The FOE quickly realizes the 

knowledge required to decide which 
type of structure to use, let alone how 
to apply that structure to his data re¬ 
quirements, is not within his scope of 
business or recreational activities. 
Furthermore, the subsequent manage¬ 
ment of that mass of data does not re¬ 
quire his attention. While he re¬ 
cognizes the need to add,' delete and 
change elements of data, he has no 
need to participate. 

All of these realizations are positive 
— not negative — jf understood and 
placed in perspective. 

Input Essential 

The FOE will not (or at least should 
not) be involved in either structuring 

or administering a data base, whether 
it is a major corporate information sys¬ 
tem or a more simple special-purpose 
data base. His inputs to the process are 
essential — what information does he 
have, what would he like to have, how 
does he alter it, how does he use it. All 
these elements must be taken into ac¬ 
count by the expert who designs the 
data structure and the administrator 
who subsequently manages it. 
What does the FOE need to become a 

friend? (Find a Reasonable Incorpora¬ 
tion of the End user Needs for Data!) 
For a FOE to take advantage of the 
work put into the construction and 
maintenance of a data base, he must be 
able to access the information he needs 
and display it in some understandable 
form. The important aspects of the 

t This is an ad 
tor Umvac computers. 

(But not fromUnivac.) 

linn UTaC’S SUCC?.SS has,been its evolutionary approach to systems design The new 
mnigltmng *“ descenda“* the Univac 1108, first installed in 1964 aLd still 

in a* U08 • ai!,d °1therJmode,S have grown older, remarkable evolutionary advancements 
couWer.?rnphraluand maSS St°rage facUities bave up around them. One way users 

i. ...y ““ * si,"ni-e — 

of laS^cWl^ f COMrible *id-°n TZ* f°r UniVaC -Vters. By taking advantage 
mnS faster’takes UP less space, and runs on only one-third the 8 

about 70 p^mVaC mem0ry “ reP CS- N° S°ftWarC chan8es «e required And costs are cut 

Both memory types are currently up 1"~ 

and running on Univac computers. On one, -- 
overall system throughput has been UJ 
boosted by a remarkable 30 percent! 

But this is just the start. Coming down ]|HI Eljl - 

^d 3 S0^d^tatc drum replacement j|^BH Bp 0 

technology. Not to mention some other J^B| H 
exciting developments we’d rather not H I ,^-LJ J 
mention right now. j 

We don’t expect Univac to run an adgM^HH 
for Telefile, but someday the users J* 
Write: Telefile Computer Products, Inc. 
17131 Daimler St., Irvine, CA 92714. 
Phone: (714) 557-6660. 

Telefile’s Vnivac-compatible 
memory (left) saves money, 

power and floor space. 

ler system are thus retrieval (selectivity), 
>is- sorting (meaningful rearrangement) 
>se and reporting (simply and clearly). 
‘re Those data base management (and 
he data management) systems that have 
)w been designed to accommodate these 
Ml seemingly "simple" requirements in a 
ic- manner clearly understandable by a 
he nontechnical end user provide oppor- 
or tunity for substantially higher return 

on the investment in installation. 
: a The remote computer service (RCS) 
a- vendors have traditionally had two 
i!) major concerns in the development of 
he software - efficiency of operation (to 
id minimize costs) and customer ease of 
he use (to maximize revenue). Some of 
as the products available on these 
>le networks are impressive results of ef- 
le forts to enable the users to access data 
__ easily and precisely. 

For the most part, the RCS vendors 
operate with specific data bases, rather 
than a massive, interconnected cor¬ 
porate system. The reasons for this ap¬ 
proach are basic and sound — the sales 
cycle is relatively short, the installation 
can be almost immediate, and cus¬ 
tomer satisfaction with actual use 
closely follows the decision to go 
ahead. 

Many special-purpose systems exist 
that efficiently deal with public data 
bases in the economic and securities 
areas. These were designed from expe¬ 
rience with user activities and effec¬ 
tively conceal the technical aspects in a 
conversational environment. The next 
step was to provide a more generalized 
system that could be used with a wide 
variety of data - both public and 
private (or corporate) data bases. The 
aspect of real value to the end user is 
the retrieval and reporting system - 
either as an integral part of the data 
base management system or as a stand¬ 
alone system that can interface with an 
established base of data. 
Three areas of major importance are 

addressed in an understandable form 
by these user-oriented systems — 
selection, statistical extracts and re¬ 
porting. In combination with inherent 
logical arithmetic functions, the end 
user has great facility opened to him 
directly — no need for technical assis- 
tance to answer his questions. 

For example, to find out the names of 
female employees in New York who 
are in upper job classes, how about 

SELECT SEX = F' AND LOC = 
NY' AND JOBCLASS GT 14' or 
LIST IF SEX IS F IF LOC IS NY IF 

JOBCLASS EXCEEDS 14 
To find out how many employees or 

(Continued on Page 32) 

"SPEEDY 

Compliments of Teleflle. 
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Programmerless DBMS Aids Manufacturer 
By C. Thomas Driscoll 

Special to CW 
MONTREAL — Spar Technology, 

Ltd. can be characterized as a sophis¬ 
ticated, high-technology manufactur¬ 
ing environment with very strict re¬ 
quirements. Spar Technology has two 
business groups each with its own 
plant. One, Communications Systems, 
manufactures earth station and 
microwave communications equip¬ 
ment, while the other, the Aerospace 
and Government Systems group, 
manufactures spacecraft (satellite) an¬ 
tennae and transponders. 
Until recent years. Spar has fixed 

product lines and very little change in 
product definition. At that time we 
were using a standard preprogrammed 
batch DP system which was designed 
for our classic product line environ- 

Then Spar's manufacturing process 
changed to a project environment, in 
which we were manufacturing only 
limited quantities of highly specified 

projects at a time. This change to a 
dynamic project environment was 
characterized by a high quantity of 
engineering and other change activity. 

At the same time, more sophisticated 
user groups were demanding more of 
our DP system. Our users now re¬ 
quired on-line access to updated infor¬ 
mation. They wanted a system which 
would be able to incorporate changes 
more rapidly and to simultaneously 
analyze the effects of these modifica¬ 
tions on the entire manufacturing cy¬ 
cle. 

While the batch DP system had been 
adequate when Spar manufactured 
static product lines, the changeover to 
a project environment left us with a 
system unsuited to our business. 

Primarily, the batch System was not 
flexible, enough for our new needs. It 
was incapable of responding to more 
frequent change and it could not be 
modified quickly. In addition, the in¬ 
formation we needed was relatively in¬ 
accessible. The system had to be run in 

• Display: 24 Lines. 192 
• Addressable Cursor 
* Keyboard may be dec 
* Mo Bell Compatible 

• 110 — 30 cps. 132 CHARACTERS. 
• Upper — Lower Cose 
• RS232C Compatible 
*9x6 Dot Matrix 
• Height 5 V, ", Width 18", Depth 21V. 

Weight 30 lb. 

What DEC-10 and DEC-20 users are saying about DPL: 

“Cuts programming time in half” 
“Excellent query language” 

“Very efficient and easy to learn” 
Over 30 DEC sites have installed DPL, a Data Base Manage¬ 
ment System for the DECsystem 10 and DECsystem 20. More 
than a DBMS, DPL is a complete environment for reporting, 
updating, query and data entry—using either indexed or 
sequential techniques. DPL’s structured programming 
language is fast and is compatible with existing files. Send 
for the facts and learn how DPL can reduce your development 
costs by as much as 50%. 

National Information Systems, Inc. 
885 N. San Antonio Road 

Lbs Altos, CA 94022 
(415) 941-8345 

its entirety with a fairly long turna¬ 
round cycle. This cost us time, money 
and convenience. 
The batch system lacked some 

significant subsystems. We now' 
needed capacity planning and mat¬ 
erials requirements planning (MRP), 
which was becoming increasingly im¬ 
portant in our project-related business, 
with tight time scheduling. With these 
increasing areas of inadequacy and 
dissatisfaction with our DP system, we 
knew we had to find an alternative. 

We rejected the idea of rewriting our 
old system because it was too complex. 
A rewrite would have required expen¬ 
diture of time and money we could not 
afford. We considered buying another 
preprogrammed package but, because 
of our previous experience, we felt we 
needed more flexibility than a package 
could provide. 

In addition, we did not see any pre¬ 
programmed packages that were 
oriented toward project manufacturing 
or that could accommodate our special 
cost tracking and configuration 
management requirements. 

Different Approach 

Given those conclusions, we knew 
we needed to move to a higher level of 
technology, to an entirely different’ap- 
proach. The solution was to utilize a 
fully integrated data base manufactur¬ 
ing system. 

We decided to install a system de¬ 
veloped by Mitrol, Inc. of Lexington, 
Mass., because it offered us the ability 
to incorporate changes as we learned 
more about our requirements, and how 
we wanted to handle them. It was a 
system that could be easily modified 
and quckly updated. Mitrol also of¬ 
fered a system that could be specified 
and operational within a short time be¬ 
cause there was no need for traditional 
programming, since Mitrol is a self- 
contained programmerless system. 

In addition, the system offered direct 
access to the user groups. 11 could pro¬ 
vide our users with on-line access to 
updated information under their direct 
control. Perhaps most importantly, 
Mitrol's system could easily be 
modified directly by the user groups, 
without requiring DP expertise. 

In designing the new system, our 
user groups talked directly with the 
Mitrol people to define their require¬ 
ments on the system. Basically, the 
users designed the system they needed. 
It was particularly useful to have the 
users participate in the design stage 
because they not only got the system 
they needed, but they became much 
more aware of the importance of their 
role in the efficient functioning of the 
entire system. 

The conversion period was very 
short. Since more of our data was 
already computerized, we went from 
computer to computer, which was 
quite convenient. It took less than five 
months, from the time we chose the 
Mitrol system, to have it fully opera- 

Our current application of the system 
incorporates 18 data sets with over 300 
separate updating and reporting trans¬ 
actions that we defined. Our applica¬ 
tion includes bill of materials main¬ 
tenance, purchasing and receiving, 
production planning and scheduling 
through MRP, labor reporting, work 
in process control and cost reporting 
and control. 

We actually developed a total 
management information system for 
these two manufacturing facilities, 
almost entirely through the interactive 
Mitrol request language. Our expe¬ 
rience indicates that programmerless 
systems have truly come of age. 

Driscoll is technical systems coor¬ 
dinator with Spar Technology, Ltd., a 
division of Spar Aerospace Products, 
Ltd., Montreal. 

Don't Forget the End User 
- (Continued from Page 31) 

how much salary expense is in specific 
departments in each area, how about: 

COUNT EMPLOYEES BY DE¬ 
PARTMENT ACROSS AREA, or 

TABULATE SALARY ACROSS 
AREA BY DEPARTMENT 
To report on sales activity by month 

across sales areas (including spacing, 
report titles and headings), how about: 

LIST BY MONTH SKIP 1 ACROSS 
AREA SUM (SALES) 

TITLE MONTHLY SALES' 
To prepare a report by product (and 

in total) for the first six months and 
compare first and second quarter re¬ 
sults, how about: 

SUM SALES AND COLUMN 
TOTAL ACROSS MONTH 

COMPUTE RATIO 
(C4+C5+C6)/(C1+C2+C3) 

BY PRODUCT IF MONTH FROM 
1 TO 6 
Try some of these oversimplified 

problems on the automated system 
you are currently using, or compare 
the conversational response to the 
manual search time. 

As you can see from this review, 
hope exists for the FOE. Some of the 
available software has been designed 
to make it easy for him to find what he 

wants, compile needed answers and 
display them as desired. These systems 
may still be in the minority, but their 
superiority is so evident that the de¬ 
mand will soon force a new level of ex¬ 
cellence in this most important ap¬ 
plication area. 

Bergstrom is executive vice-president 
of Real Decisions Corp. of Stamford, 
Conn. 

Pascal Ready 
For DG Units 
PALO ALTO, Calif. - A Pascal com¬ 

piler for 32K Data General Corp. 
Nova and Eclipse systems using 
RDOS is now available from Gama 
Technology. 

Pascal is a high-level language which 
facilitates structured programming. It 
was originally designed by Niklaus 
Wirth of ETH in Zurich, Switzerland. 

Gama's compiler, developed at the 
University of Lancaster in England, 
implements the P4 standard of the 
language. 
The program binary code is dis¬ 

tributed on 9-track 800 bit/in. 
magnetic tape in RDOS dump format 
and it costs $70, he said from 800 
Welch Roa<f, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304. 



/ A nnG Applied Digital 
I *11/1/0 Data Systems Inc. 
/ J00 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge. 

' New York 11787516-231 -5400 

I want information on System 50. 

SYSTEM 50.$5250 
Processing Station that saves you a bundle. 

Well, think about this. $5250 buys you 
in. intelligent video terminal with a 
built-in microcomputer and a vast 
array of software. Such as an 
advanced diskette operating system 
(ADOS) with extensivefile manage- 
-'’"'."’i Assembler, 

Editor and Debug package. You 
also get extended 
ApDS*BASIC and 
ANSI standard 
ADDS*FORTRAN IV. 
So besides an afford¬ 
able price, you get 
languages you can 
speak 

And there's much more. 
Like System 50’s 32K 

memory, expandable to 
48K. Plus a single IBM 
3740 compatible diskette. 

i an optional second 
diskette. 
All those features. And 

aren'tfinished yet 
Because with System 50, 
you'll have both a key¬ 
board designedfor 
operator convenience 
and a large 12" screen 
with 25 lines of 80 
legible upper and lower 

se Characters. All this' 
integrated into an 

elegant office-quality 
desk 

If you thought buy- 
n advanced video 

processing station was 
out of the question. 
System 50 is the best 
answer around. 

Quality, Reliability and 
Integrity. It all adds up 
to ADDS. 



A multiple choice 
quiz on Keybatch, 

A multifunction 
data entry system 

from Data 100. 
(WARNING: there i 

| For more information on 
'• Keybatch, you should: 

search frantically through your EDP 
literature files. 

write Data 100 at 6110 Blue Circle Drive, 

Minnetonka, MN 55343.' 

call your nearest Data 100 sales office 
or one of the numbers we’ve listed. 

.• Keybatch is: 
a multifunction intelligent 
key-to-diskdata entry system, 

a brand new multifunction system 
from Data 100. 

a multifunction system which supports 
high volume concurrent batch 
capabilities. 

Keybatch is also: 
a multifunction system offering 
stand-alone RPG'for expanded user 
flexibility. 

a multifunction system that can operate 
with on-line file inquiry capabilities 
(3271 compatible) via common key¬ 
stations for both data entry and on-line 
file inquiry. 

a system capable of handling 
mail sorting and other office tasks. 

'•Asa data entry system: 
Keybatch has up to 20 megabyte disk 
storage capacity. 

Keybatch is proven with approximately 
900 units now in use. 

Keybatch can be configured with 
2 to 16 keystations. 

Are you a multifunction expert? 
Check these correct answers. 

All answers but fourare correct. 
lb: Keybatch isn't brand new, was 

introduced in 1974. 
2c: Sorry, Keybatch can’t do everything. 
3b: There are actually 1500 Keybatch 

systems on the job worldwide'. 
3a: No need to search when we’re so 

easy to write or phone. Do it now. 

'•For the end user: 
Keybatch meets short range goals 
such as appreciable dollar savings. 

Keybatch provides for long range 
system growth. 

Keybatch offers both of the above. 

DATA lOO 
multifunction data processing 



Charges Harm to Private Lines 

Adapso Asks FCC to Put Curbs on IRCs 
By Ronald A. Frank 

CW Staff 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - International 

data base services being introduced by in¬ 
ternational record carriers (IRCs) are "an 
unlawful means to curtail and/or eliminate 
the availability of private line Service," ac¬ 
cording to a document recently filed with 
the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC), 
The charge was made in a petition by the 

Association of Data Processing Service Or¬ 
ganizations, Inc. (Adapso) to deny interna¬ 
tional service applications made by ITT 
World Communications, Inc., RCA Global 
Communications, Inc. and Western Union 
International, Inc. (WUI). 

According to the Adapso filing, the ITT, 
RCA and WUI services are identical in that 
they are designed to provide users with a 
half-duplex, 2,400 bit/sec service between 
host CPUs, or data terminals using packet¬ 
switching techniques. 
The proposed services will provide links 

between the U.S. . and Hong Kong 
"specifically engineered for the transmittal 

of data from-computer to computer or from 
terminal to terminal," Adapso told the FCC. 
Subscribers in the U.S. will be able to ac¬ 

cess the services through the Tymnet, Inc. 
or Telenet Communications Corp. 
networks; in Hong Kong, access will be by 
private lines and the operating center of Ca¬ 
ble and Wireless Ltd. 
The proposed links to Hong Kong repre¬ 

sent "an attempt by the IRCs and their 
foreign correspondent Cable and Wireless 
Ltd. to eliminate private-line service in the 
Pacific Basin," Adapso said. 

Letter Cited 

• The petition referred to a letter sent by Ca¬ 
ble and Wireless to General Electric Co. 
which said "we would not be prepared to 
provide General Electric Information Ser¬ 
vices with a private leased circuit from Hong 
Kong to either Singapore or the United 

others like yourselves." 
Adapso told the FCC the services being 

proposed by the IRCs "involve the absolute 
elimination of basic private line service ..." 
Such a move would be a violation of the 
commission regulations and specifically Sec¬ 
tion 214 of the Communications Act of 
1934, which states that private line service 
"cannot be curtailed without appropriate 
authorization from the commission," 
Adapso said. 

If the carriers plan to eliminate private line 
service offerings, detailed information 
would have to be provided to justify such a 
move; a statement would also have to be 
provided showing the public convenience 
and necessity would not be adversely affect¬ 
ed by such discontinuance of service, the 

The letter called attention to the data base 
services being planned by the IRCs and said, 
"It is our hope and desire that this service 
will satisfy your needs and the needs of 

Emulation System Withdraws 
Bank's Compatibility Problem 
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Banking was one of 

the first major businesses to utilize data 
communications on a large scale. However, 
the proliferation of computer equipment 
from a wide variety of vendors in the mid- 
1970s often created compatibility problems. 
The Union Planters National Bank here be¬ 

lieves it has solved that problem with a data 
entry and communications system that emu¬ 
lates 18 other devices. 

The System 2405-2 from Mohawk Data 
Sciences Corp. (MDS), which is used ex¬ 
clusively as a remote job entry terminal, 
"has allowed us to consolidate several dif¬ 
ferent data communication functions in one 
reliable 'black box.' As a result, we have 
been able to increase our capabilities in re¬ 
sponse to new demands without increasing 
our costs'," according to A1 Bacon, Union 
Planters vice-president. 
The System 2405-2 utilizes an IBM 2968 

protocol emulator which allows an on-line 
communications link with twin IBM 360/65 
mainframes via modem simulators. Both 

systems are located at Union Planters' cen¬ 
tral Memphis facility. 
The MDS System 2405-2 fulfills four ma¬ 

jor functions which might otherwise have 
required four separate communications sys¬ 
tems. The MDS system, which features pro¬ 
tocol emulators for 18 different devices, 
links Union Planters with the St. Louis- 
based Master Charge network; allows the 
bank to tie indirectly into the Visa charge 
card network through an issuing bank in 
Georgia; and performs data communi¬ 
cations with a Michigan service bureau rele¬ 
vant to "lock-box" operations. 

The System 2405-2 also features selectable 
transmission rates which allows Union 
Planters to transmit data at 1,200-, 4,800- or 
9,600 bit/sec — whatever is required by the 
devices on the other end of the communica- 

If GE is required to uSe the data base 
sevices to serve its time-sharing customers, 
additional and needless costs will be in¬ 
curred because GE will have to acquire inter¬ 
face equipment to accommodate the non- 
standard features of the proposed services, 
Adapso said. 

The petition also referred to a recent rec¬ 
ommendation to Consultative Committee 
on International Telephone and Telegraph 
(CCITT) by the Italian postal, telephone and 
telegraph (PTT) authority which recom¬ 
mended that "in order to safeguard revenue 
... point-to-point based circuit service 
[private lines] should be disciplined with 
rates based on volume of data transmitted or 

(Continued on Page 36) 

Coupler Designed 
For Teletype 43 
SKOKIE, Ill. — Comdata Corp. is offer¬ 

ing an acoustic coupler designed to 
operate with the recently released 
Teletype Model 43 terminal. 
The 150A2-14C, an addition to 

Comdata's 150 series of Couplers and 
modems, operates at 110- or 300 bit/sec 
in either half- or full-duplex mode. It 
weighs 24 oz and draws its power directly 

Bacon estimated monthly net savings of 
$700 to $750 as a direct result of implemen¬ 
tation of the System 2405-2 last January. 

(Continued on Page 36) 

from the 43. Comdata said. 
The coupler is available for $147 from 

the firm at 8115 Monticello Ave., Skokie, 
111. 60076. 
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Emulator Helps Bank Cut Compatibility Snags 
(Continued from Pave 15) U_.... i_.l , . . (Continued from Page 35) 

That figure is based on the actual c 
of two devices the System 2405-2 
placed and the projected cost of t 
new devices that would have been 
quired to handle new applications. 

bureaus which handle their central drives. 
data processing. However, certain applications require 

Accordin to Bacon, Providing lock- the 800 bit/in. capability. For example 
box services and transaction process- Union Planters does accounts recon- 
!nfJSerViCeS related to na,io,nal cred‘t ciliation for a number of commercial 

customers who have their own com- ■ ,. -- - -- card systems are increasingly an mi- customers wm 
According to Bacon, Union Planters portant and highly competitive part of puter systems 

considered several vendors when it de- the banking industry " 
cided to OraamliW. it* PIE - XU. C,...-„ 

drives and o 

o streamline its RJE functions. 
“The MDS price was comparable or 
lower than the other vendors we ....__ 
looked at," he siad. "However, what issuing bank in Columbus, Ga. 
really convinced us to go with the Sys- A fourth System 2405-2 
tern 2405-2 was the fact that MDS allowed Union Planters to remove an 
would comit to performing the whole 800 bit/in. tape drive from its 360/65S. 
job in a timely fashion. All four ap- The mainframe configurati 
plications were up and running in less ally included - - - - • 
than 30 days." 
The MDS System 2405-2 replaced 

two RJE units, a Sycor 340 and an 
MDS 6403 data recorder, for $49/mo 
less than the combined cost of the 
units. 

Utilizing two different protocol 
emulators, the System 2405-2 allows 
Union Planters to tie into a fixed- 
format Sycor-based Master Charge 
network and to transmit lock-box data 
to an MDS 6403 in Michigan. In lock- 
box operations, organizations such 
insurance companies and utilities co 
tract with banks in local areas to t 
ceive, preprocess and forward remit¬ 
tances to the company or to the service 

The System 2405-2 also allows Un¬ 
ion Planters to transmit Visa docu¬ 
ments to an MDS System 2409 at an 

„ ink in Columbus, Ga. , pruviue 
A fourth System 2405-2 application different densities which .. 

the customers' equipment. In order to 
provide that service 1 

Tapes Provided 

In addition to issuing printed state- 
..tents-on checking account activity, . .. .... --1- 
Union Planters provides, tapes with ,el^‘405-2 will be used to solve a com- 

in. tapes on the MDS system and vice 

In November, Union Planters will 
add an additional communications link 
— via the MDS System 2405-2 — be¬ 
tween the 360/65S and an NCR 615 
mainframe at another bank 75 miles 
away. This link is in support of 
another on-line automated teller 
machine. In this case, the MDS Sys¬ 
tem 2405-2 will be used to solve a coi 
patibility problem for both banks. 

"The NCR link was an unanticipated 
benefit of the MDS System 2405-2. 

origin- effective way, Union Planters' DP Because we already had the RJE sys- 
,600 bit/in. tape staff created a communications pro¬ 

dual-density 800- and gram that allows transfer of the 
place, what could have been a 

Hr £ zszszsi&gss*- upgraded to 6,-50- and 1,600 bit/in. 360/65 6,250 bit/in. tapes to 800 bit/ Bacon said. 

TFs new portable 
means remote 

Adapso Asks 
Curbs on IRCs 

(Continued from Page 35) 
elapsed time of transmission. . 

In a similar petition filed with the 
FCC, the Computer and Business 
Equipment Manufacturers Association 
(Cbema) said "there is now a real and 
present danger of not merely [flat-rate 
private line] impairment, but absolute 
curtailment of the tariffed offering." 
Flat-rate and volume-sensitive ser¬ 

vices should be allowed as "co-existing 
alternatives" for providing data trans¬ 
mission services between the U.S. and 
Hong Kong, Cbema said. 
"The facts clearly suggest a passive 

acceptance by the IRCs of [Cable & 
Wireless'] intent to replace one service 
with another" and it would be hard to 
believe the refusal to provide service 
was made without the knowledge of 
the IRCs, Cbema said. 

A U.S. government source said there 
is serious.concern about the perceived 
attempt to eliminate private line flat 
rate international service. A letter to 
this effect reportedly has been sent to 
the U.S. State Department urging that 
policy be established supporting 
private line facilities. 

.§ 

i 

Until now, remote order entry 
meant expensive on-line operation 
with a computer via a telephone 
line. 

But TI has changed all that. 
The new Silent 700* Model 765 

Portable Memory Terminal 
has built-in bubble memory. Stf 
it can remember, even when 
the power is off, while it waits to 

talk to your computer. 
With the 765 you 

can enter sales and 
order information all 
day long using the 
typewriter-like 
keyboard. 

Then you can edit 
when you have time. 

The 765’s powerful, yet easy-to- 
use text-editing functions let you 
add, delete, locate, and correct 
data on the spot. So you can 
transmit more accurate data when 
the phone rates are lower. At a 
fast 30 characters per second. 
Traveling companion. 
Lightweight portability is the key 
to convenient field use. And at 17 
pounds, the 765 is really compact. 

But it’s no lightweight when it 
comes to fea¬ 
tures. With 
its built-in 
numeric clus¬ 
ter, keyboard 
with upper and 
lower case 
characters, 
quiet 30-cps 
printer, and 

acoustic coupler for telephone con¬ 
nection, the 765 is a heavy-duty 
operator. 

Arid the 765 gives you plenty of 
storage space. The basic terminal 
comes with 20K bytes of memory. 
And it can be expanded to 80K 
bytes—the equivalent of up to 20 
fully typed pages. 





INTRODUCING THE ONLY DISK DRIVE 
WITH A BUILT-IN COMPUTER 

ITEL'S NEW 7350. 

offers superior performance and 
100% compatibility at a significantly 
lower cost. 

When it comes to price/perfor¬ 
mance, Itel has always been a 
sensible alternative to IBM. Now, 
when it comes to reliability, availa¬ 
bility and serviceability, the 7350, 
with its built-in computer, makes 
Itel the only alternative. 

Data Products Group 
One Embarcadero Center 
San Francisco. California 94111 
Telephone: (415) 955-0000 

Not only does our 7350 offer 
all you expect from Itel disk drives, 
like our exclusive Dual-Port Feature, 
our patented Advanced Function 
Capability and the industry's fastest 
access time (4 ms track to track vs. 
10 ms for IBM's 3350), but another 
unique technological innovation as 
well. Our exclusive microprocessor 
makes Itel's new 7350 the most 
maintainable drive in its class. And 
with other Itel standard features, the 
7350 provides improved perfor¬ 
mance of up to 25% over IBM's 
equivalent, the 3350. 

Our exclusive Dual-Port Feature 
(dynamic device switching), which 

increases subsystem availability 
by up to 875%, is a marked improve¬ 
ment over IBM's string switching. 
And Itel's patented Advanced 
Function Capability increases the 
effectiveness of dynamic device 
switching and provides a potential 
system throughput improvement 
over IBM's Write Format Release. 
These standard features, plus 
the fastest access time currently 
available, allow an increase in 
throughput of up to 25%. In addition, 
the microprocessor also provides 
substantial diagnostic capability 
which further enhances the 7350's 
performance. And as always, Itel 



Cluster System Handles Dispersed Data 
CORNWELLS HEIGHTS, Pa. - A 

cluster system that reportedly suits 
small business applications requiring 
immediate access to . local data bases 
has been introduced by Delta Data 
Systems Corp. 
The Delta 6500 system holds up to 

1,5 million characters of storage and 
allows up to eight Delta 4000 display 
terminals to share a processor, host 
communications port' and two print¬ 
ers, the company said. 

Systems modules include a 64K-byte 
processor, IBM 3780-compatible bi¬ 
synchronous communications inter¬ 
face, printer and floppy disk interface. 

Delta 6500's three-level software 
package incorporates an operating sys¬ 
tem, file management system and pro¬ 
gram development system, a Delta 
Data spokesman said. 
The operating system controls the 

operation and interaction of all system 

DTS Scanner 
Eliminates CPU 
In Back Room 

MAYNARD, Mass. — Data Ter¬ 
minal Systems, Inc. (DTS) has un¬ 
veiled its Model 540 Scan-A-Lone, a 
free-standing supermarket scanning 

. system. 
The Model 540 system offers full 

Universal Price Code (UPC) slot- and 
wand-scanning capability without re- ■ 

. quiring "a complex and expensive 
back-room computer," according to 
the company. 

, DTS estimated a typical Model 540 
installation will be approximately 60% 
of the price of back-room computer- 
based scanning systems that cost 
$12,000 to $15,000 per checkout lane, 
plus installation, maintenance and 

The Model 540 terminal includes a 
20-char, display and 23-column dot 
matrix printer, both of which have full 
alphanumeric description of items 
purchased to enhance consumer accep¬ 
tance of UPC price marking. 
With an expanded memory file, the 

Scan-A-Lone has access to price 
lookup or stock keeping unit (SKU) 
code records in selectable amounts up 
to 15,000, replacing manual erjtries 
with scanner input, DTS said. 
With the DTS modular design, the 

Model 300 and 440 electronic cash reg¬ 
isters already in the field can be up¬ 
graded to Model 540 capabilities, the 
firm said. 

DTS is headquartered in Maynard, 
Mass. 01754. 

WUI Enhances Telex 
NEW YORK — International Telex 

users can now select up to eight over¬ 
seas numbers at one time with Multi- 
Call, an option from Western Union 
International, Inc. (WUI). 
To use Multi-Call, a subscriber ac¬ 

cesses WUI's international Telex 
network and enters up to eight over¬ 
seas selections using the Multi-Call 
format. WUI then tries each overseas 
number. When all possible connec¬ 
tions have been completed, WUI 
automatically retries unsuccessful 
numbers. Multi-Call is available to 
Telex users at no additional charge. In¬ 
formation on the option is available 
from local WUI offices. I 

modules and offers functions like sys¬ 
tem IPL, applications software loading 
and loading/execution of various de¬ 
bug routines, the company explained. 

The. file management system allows 

Terminal 
Transactions 

operators or applications programs to 
create, retrieve and edit information 
stored on diskette files, the firm added. 

The program development system 
comes with 48K bytes of additional 
memory for custom-written Fortran 
programs and expands the system's 
repertoire of specialized applications 
or information retrieval schemes, the 

spokesman said. 
Combined with the company's Delta 

4300E text-processing CRT terminals, 
the system suits text-editing and word- 
processing applications of all kinds; 
Delta Data said. Other applications in¬ 
clude data or order entry, financial in¬ 
formation management and small 
business transactions, the firm added. 

The Delta 6500's peripherals inter-' 
face processor accommodates up to 12 
RS-232-compatible hardware devices 
operating at up to 9,600 bit/sec. Delta 
Data said. The system's floppy disk 
unit incorporates up to six drives, each 
storing up to 242,900 characters of 
IBM 3740-compatible data. 

A basic Delta 6500 system costs 
$5,950. Delta Data is at Woodhaven 
Industrial Park, Cornwells Heights, 

Terminet Put 
On TWX Net 

CAMDEN, N.J. - The DE-100 
TWX/DDD data set available from 
RCA Service Co. is said to allow 
utilization of the high-speed GE 
Terminet 30 teleprinter on the TWX 
network as well as- in Bell 
Dataphone applications. 
The unit automatically senses and 

adjusts printer speed to the incom¬ 
ing call (30 char./sec for Data¬ 
phone, 10 char./sec for TWX) and 
meets Federal Communications 
Commission certification rules. 

On a one-year lease basis, the 
TWX/DDD terminal including the 
DE-100 data set costs $17l/mo 
from the RCA Service Co., Cherry 
Hill Offices, Camden, N.J. 08101. 

SARA does wonders for your system. 

SARA 
Take one spoonful arid 

sj*!!BCS ... anytime- 

SARA (Systems Analysis and Resource Accounting) is good medicine for any¬ 
body s system. It’s the most comprehensive, versatile and cost effective computer 
performance and accounting system ever developed. Now SARA is being offered 
by BCS on a 30-day trial basis for a nominal charge. This is an excellent oppor¬ 
tunity to diagnose your entire configuration. Mail the coupon today, or for faster 
action, call (703) 821-6275 or (800) 336-0135 (toll free). 

Boeing Computer Services, Inc. 
7700 Leeshurg Pike, Suite 201 North. Fells Church, V* 22043 

□ Contact me regarding your 30-day trial. 
□ Send more information. My installation is (IBM, Honeywell, Univac. COC) Specify 

Organization_1___ 

Type of Activity/Industry _ 

Address _ 

City/State/Zip __ 

The best reason to go outside. 

See us at Info 77...Booth 306 



INFORMATION 
SERVICES 
COMPANY 

Perhaps no one — deliberately. But 
data Vital to your company’s manage¬ 

ment can “leak” in many ways. 
Some may be stolen. Some simply 
misplaced. Then there’s inaccessible i 

data. Unconsolidated data. DP 
centers which can’t interact with 

each other. Yesterday’s software and 
last year's hardware. 
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City Saves $13,000/Mo with IBM 3800 
Special to CW 

NEW YORK — The nation's largest social 
welfare agency is using an IBM 3800 high¬ 
speed printer to produce negotiable docu¬ 
ments — over one million documents in just 
35 hours during a recent test. The Human 
Resources Administration's use of this 
printing method, believed to be the first 
such application in the U.S., is helping this 
financially plagued city save $13,000 per 
month in printing authorizations for the 
purchase of food stamps. 

Last June, in a capability test, the city 
agency printed one million food stamp 
authorizations in 35 hours for 500,000 reci¬ 
pients, meeting the July 1 deadline of a new 
federal regulation requiring that two food 
stamp authorizations be sent out once a 
month instead of one being mailed twice 
each month. 
"At that time, we were faced with a re¬ 

quirement to print food stamp authoriza- 

Bits & Pieces 

Executives Offered 
Assertiveness Training 
NEW YORK - A course designed to teach 

the executive to respond to any situation ac¬ 
cording to personal desires, feelings and in¬ 
terests is being offered by American Man¬ 
agement Associations (AMA). 

The "Assertiveness for Career and Per¬ 
sonal Success" program is an 
audiocassette/workbook course that pre¬ 
sents a series df exercises, self-evaluations 
and personal inventories as well as self-- 
awareness sessions to develop a person's 
potential, according to a spokesman. 
The course is available to AMA members 

for $90 and to nonmembers for $100. AMA 
is at 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 
10020. 

Fiche Unit Makes Enlargements 

STAMFORD, Conn. — Xerox Corp. has 
introduced a microfiche reader/printer that 
it said can produce enlargements from 
multiple film formats and handle a broad 
range of microfiche from 24X to 48X reduc- 

The Xerox 710 is reportedly capable of 
producing four 8.5- by 11-in. enlargement/ 
min from a 4- by 6-in. microfiche card con¬ 
taining up to 270 frames of information. 
The 740 sells for $3,700 and can be leased 

for a minimum of $120/mo from Xerox ip 
Stamford, Conn. 06904. 

tions which was far beyond the capacity of 
our installed printers," according to Frank 
Farnsworth, deputy director of the DP of¬ 
fice. "We needed equipment that could print 
much faster." 

However, the agency's decision to change 
to the IBM printer was not dictated only by 
the federal rule regarding the food stamp 
authorizations. For two months the DP of¬ 
fice had conducted a study of its printing 
workload and the types of printers that 
could help cut operating costs, Farnsworth 

"We were thinking in terms of cost ben¬ 
efits as well as increased printing capa¬ 
bilities," he recalled. 

If the agency had not chosen the 3800 
printer, its alternative would have been to 
print the negotiable food stamp authori¬ 
zations on three other printers and hire more 
people. 

"It would have tied up more printers and 
limited our control of the negotiable docu¬ 
ments. We needed to control the continuity 
of the numbering sequence," Joe Rocco, DP 
director, pointed out. 

Next January, the city agency will install 
another 3800, retaining one older printer. 
This final configuration will replace the six 
conventional printers formerly used by the 
agency. 

Reducing the number of printers frogi six 
to three will enable the DP office to greatly 
increase the quantity of work at a reduced 
cost, but with no increase in the size of staff, 
Rocco said. 
The food stamp authorization form had to 

be redesigned to accommodate the optical 
character reading requirements of banks, 
where the authorization slips are presented 
to buy food stamps, as well-as the new 
federal regulation and postal requirements. 

Although the new design requires the 
printing of eight lines compared with the 
previous four lines, the 3800's printing 
speed has remained constant; under the pre- 
vious method, an increase in the number of 
lines would have increased printing time. In¬ 
corporating the latest lineage requirement 
would therefore have required 140 hours 
compared with the present 35 hours. 

The agency can now print one million food 
stamps in two days, once a month, saving 
$156,000 a year on the printing of food 
stamp authorizations alone. 

An added benefit to the city has come with 
a change in the procurement of preprinted 
forms. Instead of purchasing all of these 
forms, the city agency now prints 50 of 
them on the 3800. 

Also, paper costs have been reduced by the 
elimination of multiple-part paper and DP 
printouts can be reduced and printed on 
smaller size paper (8.5- by 12 in.). 
"The reduced printouts of the hard cdpy 

are clearer and easier to read when done by 
the 3800," Farnsworth commented. "We 
definitely save money by doing printouts on 
smaller sheets." 

An example of these savings is the month¬ 
ly printing of the food stamp rolls. 
Originally, this involved 28 boxes of stan¬ 
dard six-part paper. 

In August, the IBM 3800 was used to run 
six copies of each report - all originals. The 
printing took the same amount of time as if 
did with the old six-part form printer. 

All copies since they are originals, have 
equal legibility, Farnsworth said, and costs 
were reduced and decollating eliminated. 

Installing a second 3800 in January will 
give the agency a 22,000 line/min capability, 
compared with its previous 14,000 line/min 
capability using six printers. 

Water Leakage Detector 
Sensitive to 1/64 of Inch 

GREENFIELD, Wis. — A water detec¬ 
tion alarm that can reportedly provide an 
early indication of liquid leakage in com¬ 
puter installations has been introduced by 
Dorlen Products. 
Water Alert provides an alarm in the 

form of a loud, high-pitched "on-off" 
sound for up to 24 hours, a flashing light 
or a telephone call through an automatic 
dialer, according to a spokesman. 

Detection takes place very early, since 
only a thin film of liquid on the surface 
monitored by the device will activate the 
built-in alarm, he added. 
The unit "is roughly the shape of a fris- 

bee," the spokesman said. Its diameter 

Water Alert is self-contained and 
operates on a battery with a one-year life 
span. The sensor on the device can be ad¬ 
justed to activate the alarm with a water 
film between 1/64- and 1/8 in., the firm 
claimed. 

The detector is priced from $30 to $80 
depending on options such as an 
automatic phone dialer or a remote in¬ 
dicator. 

Dorlen Products, a division of Elec¬ 
tro-Consultants, Inc., is located at 7424 
W. Layton Ave., Greenfield, Wis. 53220. 

ABENDS like him eat computer time-they gobble it up and then turn 
it into re-runs or even shutdowns. But with Computer-Link's innovative 
Data Media Maintenance Systems you can search out ABENDS and 
banish them forever—the Tape Evaluator/Cleaner performs five tape 
evaluation tests and gets at the causes of more ABENDS than any 
other similar unit-the Disc Inspector/Cleaner eliminates the causes 
of permanent disc errors anywhere in the field-and for trouble-free 
print runs, Computer-Link's Line Counter records only printed lines 
lor optimum ribbon life. 

Find out how much more reliable your system can become by filling' 
out the coupon. Immediate detailed information is available by 
calling toll-free-800-225-1616, or in Massachusetts: 617-272-7400 

j /S5 COMPUTER-LINK 
IVW CORPORATION 

14 Cambridge SI . Burlington MA 01803 
Please send me a brochure on 
□ Tape Evalualor/C leaner 
□ Disc Inspector/Cleaner 
□ Line Counter 



The 
loneliness of the 

long-distance computer. 

From a distributed processing 
site, the staff and support of your 
headquarters data center seem 
a long way off. Successful 
operations therefore require that 
every remote site be supported 
by fast, effective field engineering. 

Since 1970, Four-Phase 
Systems has been building a field 
engineering organization 
specifically designed to support 
distributed processing networks. 
Today, a staff of more than 
350 Four-Phase field engineers 
provides round-the-clock 
service from over 70 offices 
nationwide. And each office is. 
staffed by technical professionals 
with an average of seven 
years of data equipment service 
experience and six months 
full-time classroom training at 
our corporate education center. 

These skilled, experienced 
technicians are supported 
by such advanced maintenance 
fools as remote diagnostics, 

ahi 

a national alert center, 
computer-managed spare parts 
inventories at over 200 sites, 
and a critical spares program that 
can deliver needed components 
almost anywhere in an average 
of six hours. 

But quick, effective maintenance 
is only part of the Four-Phase 
field engineering concept. 

Our rigorously-administered 
preventive maintenance program 
helps insure maximum system 
'availability. And each service 
incident is carefully analyzed by 
our headquarters field support 
group to guide Four-Phase 
product engineering toward even 
higher equipment reliability. 

By building a field engineering 
force specializing in network 
support, and by continuously 
refining equipment designs 
to enhance reliability, Four-Phase 
achieved a nationwide multi-shift 
uptime record of better than 
99% in 1976. And when a 
service incident did occur, the 
mean-time-to-repair was 
less than three hours including 
dispatch and travel time... 
nationwide, 24-hours-a-day. 

For further information, contact 
Four-Phase Systems 
19333 Vallco Parkway 
Cupertino, California 95014 
408-255-0900. 



After Meeting Own Needs 

Insurer Enters COM Service Business as Extra 
Special to CW 

SHORT HILLS, N.J. - When the 
Chubb Corp. began producing com¬ 
puter output microfilm (COM) for its 
operations in 1970, its lone application 
was a loss dictionary of less than 
500,000 frames annually. Now the in¬ 
surance* holding company produces 
more than 42 million frames annually 
~ and i< has entered the COM service 
bureau business. 
“The loss dictionary lists every com¬ 

pany loss within a given period," 
David Burnett, a systems analyst, ex¬ 
plained. "The report is an important 
underwriting tool, one we like to check 
before renewal notices go out. But un¬ 
til 1970, the loss dictionary took so 
long to print that we were able to issue 
it only quarterly. 

Mailing the 200 boxes of printout 
consumed by the report was also cost¬ 
ly,' he said, adding those costs were 
trimmed with the switch to COM. 
"W* an Eastman kodak Co. ’ 

KOM-S0 microfilmer, we found that 
we could produce the loss dictionarv in 

"Ou^riistnm f A ^irm is coded for automatic re- 
n* W J can fLee^ accounts trieval, it can be searched quickly and 
payable documents checks, state- the desired information usually can be 
ments and personnel records into the found in seconds. 

The Chubb Corp. is profiting two ways, from its COM 
capabilities - through efficient records management and by 
selling its services to outside companies. Its total COM output 
has grown from half a million frames per year seven years ago 
to 3.5 millioh images a month today. , 

mediate use and have "For example," he said, "several 
n microfilmed for pharmaceutical companies use Kodak 
:t pointed out. "Since Miracode II retrieval terminals for 

locating invoices. As invoices are paid, 
they are grouped by the computer and 
transferred to 16mm encoded film 
when they are no longer current." 

The manufacturer then can find the 
invoice at a later date, even if all the in¬ 
formation is not available. The date is¬ 
sued, date paid or customer number 
can be used for lookup. The retrieval 
terminal will search the film auto¬ 
matically, stopping first at the most re¬ 
cent documents. 
When random access is not needed, 

the edge of the film is "blipped" by the 
microfilmer with marks which make it 
possible for retrieval terminals to 
count the images. When the specific 

(Continued on Page 50) 

spies instead of bulky computer 
rintout," Burnett said. 
Since that first project, Chubb's DP 
nd COM departments have grown 
ramatically. Chubb/COM Services 

flexible disks 
* 

such as banks, industrial 
publishing houses. 

information on their computer tap 

O 
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LEASE OR SALE 
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3270/3790 Users: 
Therefc no way you can build or expand 

PACKET DATA 
SENT BETWEEN NODES 

AT UP TO 56KB 

FULL-DUPLEX 
LOCAL LINK 

(TO 9600 BPS) 

ASC II 
NETWORK CONTROL 
TERMINAL 

Put a PTS-100 controller, with up to 32 
terminals, at each site at which you want to 
run 3270-type applications. Load it with Ray- 
pack software. Next, arrange a local leased 
line - up to 9600 bps - to the closest public 
packet network node. At your host System/ 
370 CPU site, load the DMEP-II software 
package into your 3704 or 3705 front-end 
controller. Arrange a similar leased line to the 
node closest to your CPU. Your network is 
now ready to operate. 
DMEP-II and Raypack take care of every¬ 
thing else. They provide the X.25 device 
interface and the Higher Data Link Control 
(HDLC) line protocol-the international stan¬ 

dards used in public packet networks. Plus 
an operating system that enhances the Emu¬ 
lation Program in your front-end to allow it to 
perform under both bisynch and HDLC simul¬ 
taneously. Thus, even when using public 
packet networks, your other communications 
networks remain operational. 

The result: your existing network investment 
is preserved, your existing applications soft¬ 
ware remains unchanged, and you have added 
the capacity to extend your 3270-type network. 
And when you set up a public packet network, 
you get six capabilities no conventional 
3270-type network can provide. 

• With Raytheon’s public packet network pack 
age, you can forget about VTAM, NCP, SNA 
forever. Add network links using your current 
access methods. 

370X FRONT-END 

» Most 3270-type messages are easily convertible into 
“packet” messages used in packet networks. A single 
kilopacket-equal to about one million bits of data-cosl 
less than a dollar to send from node to node, regardless 
of the distance between them. So your biggest line costs 
will be for local connections. And packet networks use 
efficient protocols, line-sharing techniques, automatic 
error correction, and no polling, so overall efficiency is 
improved too. 

3 Cut Equipment Costs 
• Start with Raytheon PTS-100 terminal t * Start with Raytheon PTS-100 terminal prices - up to 30% 

below IBM’s. Add to those the savings in front-end con¬ 
troller hardware by reducing memory overhead, eliminating 
extra ports and avoiding the extremely costly and complex 
implementation of VTAM/NCP. Then consider the ad¬ 
vantages of full-duplex operation, higher data rates, and 
better response times - all of which reduce hardware 
requirements too. 



an existing network in a hurry Right? 
it* 

A Immediate Availability 
OMEP-II and Raypack are available right now 
from Raytheon. The PTS-100 system is de¬ 
liverable within 60 days. When you get those 
products, you load DMEP-II in the front-end 
using the same system used on your 370X. 
You load Raypack on the PTS-100 controller. 
Each loads in just minutes, You are ready 
to send and receive. 

6. )a Public packet networks use multiple data 
paths - land lines, microwave, satellite - 
interchangeably. Each node searches for 
and uses the fastest, cleanest path available 
at the instant of transmission. Thus, your 
long-haul transmission links are continuously 
backed up to assure accurate and reliable 
transmission. 

H am currently running_3270 network 
links and have a requirement for 
adding:_more: 

— In the U.S. only 

— In North America only 

— Throughout the world 
Please — send me more information 

on your packet network 
capabilities 

— have a salesman call 
Name: . ' 

Tifle:' ; V 

Company: . •■. : ’ ■ ■'' . 

Street:_ 
City: _ '' 

instate: _ -Zip:. 

Multiple GPU Links Without ACF 
i If you have a number of CPU’s supporting 

3270-type functions, you don’t have to wait 
for, (or pay for) IBM Advanced Communication 
Function (ACF) to allow terminal-to-terminal, 
CPU-to-CPU or multiple domain functions. 
You get them built into Raytheon's public 
packet software as standard features. 

Providing instant data networks with advantages never 
before available to network users is only part of the 
Raytheon commitment Over the years, our customers 
have learned that Raytheon tackles the toughest problems 
in data communications, and solves them. And over the 
years, Raytheon has learned what users want. Like prod¬ 
ucts that work - the 50,000 Raytheon terminals and con¬ 
trollers in use today are known for superior quality. Like 
worldwide service—Raytheon customer and equipment 
service is on the spot in 120 cities in 35 countries around 
the world. 

Raytheon: our business is to anticipate your needs and 
meet them, long before anyone else does. 

Intelligent Terminals, Minicomputers, and Distributed Processing Systems F^r, . VT U r rv kl^ 

RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS ' 
1115 B°STON-Pfl°V|DEHcE TURNPIKE • NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062 
Call Dennis J. Reardon, Director, Field Marketing, at (800) 225-9874 (toll free) 
Inside Massachusetts call (617) 762-6700 • TWX: 710 336-0646 • TELEX 92-4408 
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Problem-Solver Solves Own Problem 

Inforex 5000 Keeps Client Data Base Current 
Inc. 

Special to CW 
WORCESTER, Mass. - Wright line, 

firm that has devoted itself to The company first tried to maintain 

customers and with duplicate mailings, costing the Not only did Wright Line want to re¬ 
company thousands of dollars a year." diice duplicate mailings, it also wanted 

solving computer-related filing prob- its data base in two other ways with 
lems, has turned — -- - -- • ■ ’ — n Inforex, Inc. 

Keypunch Cumbersome 

After using the Service bureau for a 

"We had no way of controlling o 

o help solve its own business devel¬ 
opment problems. 

Wright Line designs, manufactures 
and distributes specialized filing sys- ..._ 
terns for DP media. Its business de- critical data. The outside bureau 
velopment efforts are centered around tained the data base and we n 
its catalog ordering programs, with knew, for example, whether vital 
direct mail to over -85,000 customers tomer 1 ' 
and prospects. 

In order to avoid duplicate mailings, 
which are quite costly, Wright Line 

to be able to use the customer/prospect 
data for a variety of purposes, includ¬ 
ing identifying high- and low- c — -..•' - --tside service bureau and with on m- m«r using me service Dureau ror a ing idei 

System 5000 file management system house keypunch system. The service year, the company then maintained its potential accounts “and proiectine 
to help solve ,ts own busmess devel- bureau posed many problems for the data base with an in-house keypunch catalog maZg demand and fre 

VPof adminisfrahonhaf eS ° mstead' sy^em’ wh,Jc.h was^slow and cumber- quency, as well as maintaining com- 
S™f' according to Olmstead. plete mailing, shipping and billing in 

There was no breakdown of detail formation, 
in our data, up-to-the-minute valida- A number of alternatives were con- 
tion was impossible and there was no sidered by the company before select- 
way for us to instantly access the data ing the System 5000, including main- 

prospect information base. We tended to focus our sales ef- frame upgrading and stand-alone 
, T%Tre-o,er rece!ved,or entered forts on large coiriputer sites simply minicomputer.system. 

into the files, Olmstead said. because our keypunch system couldn't • "Tki. __r.-..i ... 
"What was worse," he added, "our handle additional volume data ii 

»t be able to maintain complete and catalog mailing program was riddled on smaller computer users," he 

"This was our first attempt at decern 
input tralizing our DP operations. We sc 
aid. lected Inforex's System 5000 because 

42,178 buyers attended the 1977 
Computer Caravan 9-city tour... 
thars an increase of 32% 
Computer Expo 78 is part of a nationwide Conference and Exposition 
program, which each year serves the computer community by bringing 
nine regional Computer Expos to the most important business areas in 
the U S. 

If you're marketing computer products or services, then yoU'll want to be 
in one or more of the regional Computer Expos beginning in March. How 
else can you meet well over 50,000 computer buyers across the country 
in just nine short weeks? 

You'll want to exhibit at one or more of these shows, but for PRIME 
positioning, you've got to reserve space NOW. 
For complete information on how the 1978 Computer Expo tour can work 
for you, use the coupon below or call Kim Wichert at (617) 964-4550 (collect). 

Keep in mindf your prime prospects will be at 
Computer Expo'78... so will your competition. 

Exhibitor List as of October 1977. 

ial Data Corp. Racal-Milgo 
Delta Data Systems 

Computer Corporation of America Diablo Systems 
ruu.n.1. Dlgltronlcs 

Epic Data 

General Computer 
General DataComm 1 

Intense Data Systems 

Lear Siegler 
Marketechs 
Mathematica 
McCormick & Dodge 

Midwest Marketing 

Wanda Electronics 

I'm interested in exhibiting in the following Expos: 
To: KIM WICHERT 

President 
THE CONFERENCE COMPANY 
60 Austin Street 
Newton, MA 02160 

□ Have Sales Representative call me 

□ Send Reservation Agreement 

□ Send Copy of 1977 Attendee Analysis 

: Southern California Computer Expo 
I 1 Northwest Computer Expo 
I i Southwestern Computer Expo 

Southeastern Computer Expo 
I I Gateway Computer Expo 

Midwestern Computer Expo 
i Mid-Atlantic Computer Expo 

Great Lakes Computer Expo 
1 I New England Computer Expo 

Name_._ 
Company _ 
Address ■ __ 
aty__ 

St. Louis 

New York 

March 21-23 
March 28-30 
April 11-13 
April 18-20 
April 25-27 
May 2-4 
May 9-11 
May 23-25 
May 30-June 1 

of the speed with which it could ii 
piement our program," Olmstead said. 
"Other vendors couldn't even com¬ 

pete with the start-up speed. Our 
operators were using the system in just 
a few days after it was installed. In a 
matter of weeks, we were up and 
working," he added. 

Data Base Doubled 

Since being installed last November, 
the system has solved many of Wright 
Line's business development prob¬ 
lems, doubling the size of the customer 
data base, reducing billing errors and 
reducing duplicate catalog mailings in 
the process, Olmstead said. 
Wright Line's customer data base has 

increased from 43,000 to over 64,000 
names since November, with' several 
hundred customers and prospects be¬ 
ing added each week. The company 
expects to quadruple its data base 
while using the system. 

The disk-based file maintenance sys¬ 
tem at Wright Line includes two 30 
char./sec serial printers, nine CRT ter¬ 
minals, a control unit with 64K bytes 

memory and four 25M-byte 
disk drives. 

In addition to .the customer and pros¬ 
pect data base, Wright Line is using 
the system for a variety of additional 
applications, including forecasting 
catalog requirements and advertising 
program dollars; providing mean¬ 
ingful sales support information re¬ 
garding prospective accounts, as well 
as mailing, shipping and billing infor¬ 
mation; identifying industry/- 
marketing trends; compiling historical 
data regarding ordering cycles and 
company productivity; and determin¬ 
ing manpower deployment, quota as¬ 
signment and industry segmentation. 

Compiling All Sites 

The company is also using the Sys¬ 
tem 5000 to develop what it hopes will 
be the most complete listing of com¬ 
puter sites in the U.S. and Canada. 
This data base is, to a great degree, a 
key ingredient in the continuing 
growth of Wright Line, Wayne 
Clemens, marketing vice-president ex¬ 
plained. 
"We've purchased several lists of 

computer sites, and already we’ve been 
able to compile a greater number of 
computer users than all those lists 
combined. The more computer users 
we're able to identify, the more data 
we can compile and, in the end, the 
more catalogs we can mail out. 

" As.a result, we anticipate a projected 
sales volume increase of 25% as a result 

(Continued on Page 50) 



Quality.\Vhen you have it, the world finds out fast. 

™ Tllll 

"i , iifi. 11 j 
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llic reason Epoch4has made it to thetop 
in the Netherlands is because it deserved ta 

When you’re moving into the several years back, we promised a 

tuture as fast as the Netherlands, you tougher tape, a hilly certified tape 

^ a lot of computer tape. And you a tape that would guarantee more’ 
qiuckty find out which ones deliver throughput, and less downtime and 
and which ones don’t. overtime. 

When Graham introduced Epoch 4 And we’ve delivered on those 

promises. So much so that we’ve 

delivered millions of reels of Epoch4 
all over the world. 

Epoch 4 is the patented one. The 
one that!? proven itself through 
billions of passes. 

i MAGNETICS Proven around the world. 





x nine uiiicsiuuuig systems, iiKe awiss Army Knives, 
are multifunctional, compact and easy-to-use. Both provide a 
collection of tools, each fitting a different need, all fitting 
together in one very reasonably priced, elegantly-engineered 
package. But a Prime computer, unlike the army knife, lets many 
people use all the tools all at once. 

One Prime computer system has the right mix of tools. 
A family of program-compatible central processors, a broad 
range of input/output subsystems and a sophisticated interactive 
multi-user operating system are the starting points for selecting 
a system tailored to your exact applications mix. 

One Prime computer system plays many roles. By 
providing virtual address spaces of up to 512 million bytes for 
each of up to 63 simultaneous users, up to eight million bytes of 
main memory and 2.4 billion bytes of disk storage, one system 
can be used for both interactive software development and 
computational processing. 

One Prime computer offers many problem-solving 
alternatives. Any user can program in any mix of languages, 
including FORTRAN IV, ANSI 74 COBOL, BASIC, Macro 
Assembler and RPGII. 

One file structure is used by all Prime system software. 
Thus, all Prime data management resources are totally compatible. 
User files managed by MIDAS, Prime’s Multiple Index Data 
Access System, are interchangeable with common data bases 
managed by DBMS, Prime’s CODASYL-compliant database 
management system. 

One Prime computer can do it all: complex simulations in 
FORTRAN, straightforward calculation in BASIC, text editing, 
transaction processing, massive number crunching and more. 

Typical systems for computational timesharing appli¬ 
cations range from $41,000 to $300,000, or about $1,300 to $9,800 
per month if leased from and maintained by Prime. 

To find out how one Prime computer can do it all for you, 
contact David R. Johnson, Business Manager, Prime Computer, 
Inc, 145 Pennsylvania Avenue, Framingham, MA 01701, 
(617) 879-2960. 

PRIME 

Prime can help 
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File Management System Keeps Data Current 
(Continued from Page 46) 

of our comprehensive data base ap¬ 
proach," Clemens said. 
"We've traditionally been forced to 

focus our sales effort on large main¬ 
frame users, but now we're able to 
pursue the small business computer 
market as well," according to Beverly 
Kilinsky, business development man¬ 
ager. 

"Up until now," Kilinsky continued, 
"we've never been able to break down 
customer information into smaller, 
more detailed and usable parts of in¬ 
formation. Now, instead of being de¬ 
centralized in our overall program de¬ 
velopment, we're centralized, and 
we re in complete conrol. 

"Eliminating outside services and im¬ 
proving our keypunch techniques has 

finally given us genuine control. Now 
we know what catalogs are mailed, 
when, to whom and whether that con- 

"In addition, the system has helped 
us improve our credit and returns, has 
drastically reduced duplicate catalog 
mailings, has reduced our billing errors 
substantially and has lessened the 
paper work workload of our sales 
force, providing us with up-to-the- 
minute data when we need it," she 

The company completed an esti¬ 
mated 70% of its catalog deliveries 
with the outside service bureau, accor¬ 
ding to Kilinsky. Now over 90% of its 
combined main catalog and direct or¬ 
der catalogs are delivered. The reduc¬ 
tion of duplicate mailings has saved 

Wright Line $20,000 to 30,000 an¬ 
nually, she said. 
Prior to installing System 5000, the 

company could only, maintain one con¬ 
tact per customer account on the data 
base. Now up to eight contacts per ac¬ 
count can be maintained. 

Long-Range Gqal 

The company's long-range goal, 
Kilinsky said, is to determine who the 
buying, influence is at each customer 
and computer site. "The amount of 
business we do is directly proportion¬ 
ate to the number of people who get 
their hands oh our catalogs. So we 
went to be sure the right people get 
them," she said. 
The company maintains basic cus¬ 

tomer data on its IBM 370/125 main- 

ATTN: 3270 Users 

frame, which is used periodically for 
accounting purposes. All customer 
data transferred to the host is merely a 
subset, however, of the Inforex data 
base. 

"Everything is added or subtracted 
from the 5000 data base," Kilinsky ex¬ 
plained. "That's where the real detail is 
for our custoemrs and prospects. 
"We expect a retufn-on-inyestment 

in less than two years," Olmstead add¬ 
ed. The 5000 "drastically reduces the 
time ordinarilly spent in many of the 
usual development steps, such as sys¬ 
tems. planning, design, functional 
specifications and testing. 

"It allowed us to plan, design, install, 
convert from batch and go 'live' with 
our applications in just weeks, rather 
than months or years." 
"We'ye already received very quan¬ 

tifiable benefits from its use, and we 
expect to see continued benefits as 
more and more applications are de¬ 
veloped," Olmstead concluded. 

Insurer Enters 

Here’s a tailor-made 3270 
system to fit'the 
requirements of your job 
today. In addition, 
BRAEGEN’s multi-tasking 
intelligent controller offers 
the flexibility you will 
require in the future. 
Systems Programmers, in 
particular, find the following 
features very valuable. 

Both Local and Remote 
3270 are-available, of course, 

PLUS_ 

Local Job Entry. Line 
printers up to 1200 LPM 
with 1403 addresses and 
card readers with 2501 
addresses can be placed next 
to any BRAEGEN CRT. 
These “hot” printers and 
readers are located in the 
users’ areas up to 7,500 feet 
outside the computer room. 
Most popular uses are for 
programmer listings and 
accounting work. Users get 
the benefits of increased 
productivity because turn¬ 
around time is reduced to 
minutes. 

PLUS_ 

Address Switching. Any 
BRAEGEN CRT terminal 
provides as many addresses 

as required for Console, 
TSO, Applications, etc. Any 
CRT can have both Local 
and Remote addresses. This 
feature can reduce the 
number of CRT’s required 
and will eliminate NCP, 
VTAM type software 
overhead requirements. 

PLUS_ 

Multiple Controller 
Interfaces. The BRAEGEN 
controller allows multiple 
channel and remote 
interfaces. Any CRT can 
access multiple local IBM 
CPU’s or. remote CPU’s. 
Just 2-3 seconds to switch a 
CRT between CPU’s or 
addresses. 

PLUS .... 

Fast Cursor, Programmable 
Keyboard, 7500' Coax, 
Multiple Drops per Coax, 
Wide range of speeds in 
3286/3288 compatible 
printers; from 45 cps to 1200 
LPM, Offline Data Entry; 
and our Offline TSO Editor. 

PLUS .... 

Features others have 
promised for 1978-1979 are 
AVAILABLE NOW . . . 
Local Copy, 128 character 
set CRT, Typamatic keys, 
Home key, etc. 

PLUS_ 

Low Prices — I, 2, 3 year 
leases available. 

COM Business 
(Continued from Page 43) 

microfilm "address" of a desired docu¬ 
ment is known, the user can find the 
item in seconds. 

Such retreival eliminates the need to 
retain information indefinitely in the 
mainframe's memory. 
Chubb now has three COM micro- 

filmers: the original Kodak KOM-80 
microfilmer plus- one additional 
KOM-80 and one KOM-90 
microfilmer. The three units give the 
company flexibility in the amount and 
types of tapes it can handle, Burnett 

"The KOM-90 microfilmer is used 
only for native-mode tapes — tapes 
already processed for COM," he 
explained."With machine commands 
and other formatting data included, 
t|iey can be run through the micro¬ 
filmer at a very high speed. 

"Customers with their own computer 
systems can change their microfilm 
format without our intervention by 
changing their native-mode tapes." 

The KOM-80 microfilmers handle 
print-image tapes (raw tapes formatted 
only for impact printers). These must 
be run through one of Chubb's 
minicomputers before they can be 
used to produce microfilm. 
The minis feed directly to the 

microfilmers, allowing print-image 
tapes to be run in sequence, although 
at a slower speed than on the KOM-90 

[ microfilmer. If the customer desires, 
the tapes also can be run through one 
of Chubb's large mainframes and then 
run on the KOM-90 microfilmer in na¬ 
tive mode, but this step is seldom 
necessary. 

"It s a valuable capability, though," 
Burnett said. "If one or more of our 
COM units were down, we could run 
all tapes on the remaining microfilmer. 
That's another advantage we have 
over smaller computer services that 
may not have the equipment we 
have." 
Chubb is currently producing more 

than 3.5 million COM frames a 
month. About 25% of that output, or 
875,000 frames, is for Chubb's use, 
while the rest is for service bureau cus- 

fnS°mraJ8 throughout the U.S. are benefiting from these features now. For more 
information please contact Bob Beaver; The BRAEGEN Corporation, 20740 Valle) 
Green Drive, Cupertino, California 95014. (408) 255-4200. J 

BRDEGEn 



Mini 'Locks Out' Delinquent Borrowers 
By Esther Surden 

CW Staff 
PHOENIX — Delinquent bor¬ 

rowers are the bane of libraries, 
but a minicomputer-based turn¬ 
key system is helping the public 
libraries here "lock out" patrons 
who have overdue books. 

Before the system was installed, 
the libraries used microfilm 
checkin/checkout procedures. 
"Patrons were going from 
branch to branch, checking out 

books" with their activities only 
loosely monitored, according to 
Terry Terrell, computer systems 
analyst in the City of Phoenix's 
Management Information Sys¬ 
tems Department. 
Terrell, along with Juanita 

Robison, library technical ser¬ 
vices administrator, researched 
the field tea find the right system 
to fit the city’s needs. 
The resulting system has al¬ 

lowed the libraries "for the first 

Mini Bits 

Three-Day Meet 

Set for Six Cities 
NEW YORK - The uses, 

economics, programming and 
implementation of minicom¬ 
puters are the focus of a three- 
day seminar to be presented in 
six cities in the U.S. and Canada 
next year. 

Sponsored by the University of 
Chicago Center for Continuing 
Education, the seminar will deal 
with minicomputers as an exten¬ 
sion tp or replacement of the cen¬ 
tral processing department. It 
will analyze the planning and in¬ 
stallation of minicomputers on a 
stand-alone or decentralized 
basis, according to a spokesman.' 

Leading the seminar will be 
George R. Trimble Jr., president 
of T-Logic, Inc., a consulting 
firm. It will be held in Atlanta in 
January, in Los Angeles In Feb¬ 
ruary, in New York in March, 
Chicago in April, Toronto in 
May and San Francisco in June. 

Attendance costs $435 plus a 
$60 registration fee which is ap¬ 
plicable to the first person of a 
company who attends. Addi¬ 
tional details are available from 
the New York Management Cen¬ 
ter, Department 14NR, 360 Lex¬ 
ington Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017. 

Topaz Adds Regulators 
SAN DIEGO — Topaz Elec- 

tronicsTias a series of ac line reg¬ 
ulators'designed to protect mini¬ 
computers and related equipment 
against brownouts and other 

voltage fluctuations. 
The units feature dynamic reg¬ 

ulation and response, operate 
quietly and are compact for ease 
of installation and relocation. 
Topaz claimed. They are offered 
in power ratings from 600 Va to 
1,600 Va. 

Prices begin at $360, the firm 
said from 3855 Ruffin Road, San 
Diego, Calif. 92123. 

Supplies by Mail Offered 

HOLMDEL, N.J. — Minicom¬ 
puter users who need supplies in 
small volumes can get them from 
Misco, Inc. 

The firm offers a product 
catalog for mail orders and said it 
will ship supplies to customers 
within 24 hours. Products in¬ 
clude media storage devices, ac¬ 
cording to a spokesman. 

Misco can be reached through 
Box 399, Holmdel, N.J. 077?3. 

PDP-11 Cable Reduced 
PALO ALTO, Calif. - Mini¬ 

computer Accessories has re¬ 
duced the price of its Digital 
Equipment Corp. PDP-11 Uni¬ 
bus cable from $100 for the first 
2-ft length and $5 for each ad¬ 
ditional foot to $100 for the first 
2-ft length and $3.50 for each 
foot thereafter. 

The cable has a bus connector 
functionally equivalent to the 
M929 connector on one end and 
a bus connector equivalent to the 
M919 on the other end, the com¬ 
pany said. 
The firm is located at 1015 Cor¬ 

poration Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 
94303. 

time in years" to perform delin¬ 
quent processing on a current 
basis. Notices of overdue books 
previously were mailed out later 
than they should have been to be 
effective, Terrell said. The 
libraries have also saved some 
manual labor, Robison added, re¬ 
calling that notices were formerly 
typed by hand. 

Most of the city's 10 libraries 
iare currently on-line; when the 
remaining ones are brought up, 
another benefit is expected from 
the system - a complete book in¬ 
ventory. 

Previously, the inventory was 
incomplete and it was a nearly 
impossible task to keep track of 
all the books, Robison said. 

Evaluated Its Options 

The city evaluated many op¬ 
tions before choosing the turn¬ 
key system approach, Terrell 
said. Among those options were 
putting additional terminals on 
the city's Honeywell 6000 sys¬ 
tem. Terrell and Robison el¬ 
iminated that choice because the 
mainframe’s processing would 
have been degraded, he said. 
Turnkey library systems were 

examined next. Terrell and Rob¬ 
ison looked at one from 3M, one 

Reality Still 
Upgradable 

IRVINE,' Calif. - When 
Microdata Corp. introduced its 
Royale system [CW, Oct. 31], 
the question arose of how the an¬ 
nouncement would affect pres¬ 
ent Reality users. 
The answer, according to 

Microdata President Donald W. 
Fuller, is that the Reality will 
continue to be supported. Pres¬ 
ent users, however, have the op¬ 
tion of upgrading to the Royale 
for $2,500, which includes the 
price of the CPU and the addi¬ 
tional firmware. Once the CPU is 
upgraded, the user can choose to 
increase disk capacity or memory 
or add other peripherals as they 
see fit, he said. 
The Reality user's present 

software investment is protected, 
Fuller claimed. "You don't have 
to change a line of code" if it was 
developed with standard Micro- 

from CL Systems, Inc. (CLSI) 
and one from a Toronto based 
company called Universal 
Library Systems. 
"We chose Universal's Ulisys 

system because it used Digital 
Equipment Corp. hardware with 
standard operating software and. 
a tandard programming lang- 

, uage," Terrell said. The others 
used a unique language and, in 

■ the case of the CLSI system, a 
unique operating system. 

In addition, with the Ulisys sys¬ 
tem, "we could rely on DEC for 
hardware maintenance," which 
Terrell said was a big benefit. 
Universal was also the low bid¬ 
der. 

Based on a PDP-11/70 running 
under RSTS/E operating soft¬ 
ware, the system includes 26 ter¬ 
minals that are distributed 
among the main library and the 
nine branches for data base crea¬ 
tion and circulation control.. The 
DEC VT50 terminals are used in 
combination with a scanner pen 
which reads the bar-coded labels 
placed in the libraries' books and 
on patron cards. 

In preparation for the system, 
the bar-coded label was attached 
to each of the more than 1 million 

(Continued on Page 54) 

Supported, 
to Royale 

Several features of the Royale 
differentiate it from its predeces¬ 
sor, Fuller noted. For example, 
memory capacity, is double that 
offered on the Reality, increased 

hardware." 
Applications languages have 

been moved into firmware, he 
said, and the method of perform¬ 
ing disk I/O has been totally 
changed to produce improved 

The high end of the Royale 
family uses Reflex disk drives, a 
product Microdata introduced in 
June 1976, Fuller noted. 

Just Look at These Terminals! 
DEC writers - LA36/LA3S Lear! 
DEC writer III - LSI20 Lear I 
DECprinters LA180 DEC 
Le5r Siegler AD Ml DEC 

DIABLO Hyterm 
and OMNI TECH Modei ’ MFE Cassette Data Terminals, and 

rr your Communications Network 

'l( Tl1 HLE 800 645 8016 

It 212 895 7177 Ask lor Bert Or ter 
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With No Added Labor Costs 

Newspaper Scoops Savings Via In-House Mini 
By Paul J. Zindell of the annlirafinnri _.1. j.n..  i___ _  ... .  . By Paul J. Zindell of the applications software. payment journals, daily and produce a monthly budget 

MI inc/™la ki°'5VV tl. 'ns tailed in May 1977, the monthly space summaries and analysis broken down by 
HUDSON, N.Y. - The system supplied by Vision monthly aged-trial-balance re- category within the various 

Hudson Register-Star here, a Data Equipment Corp. con- ports by alphabet, salesman, newspaper departments. In- 
,P?I!;8/A con?Pli,er geographic area and type of put time for the payables is 

approximately two hours per 
sists of __,_ 

has drives with 16K bytes of main 
switched from using a DP ser- memory, a VT52 terminal, 
vice bureau that cost it two floppy disk drives and a 
$18,000 per year to an in, 180-char./sec. printer, 
house minicomputer system Applications software, writ¬ 
costing $18,000. ten in Dibol under the 

Programming for the Digital COS-310 operating system, 
Equipment Corp. Datasystem. consists of accounts 
310 cost another $9,000 for a ble, accounts payable, drcula- facilitate solicitation. All of Weekly ledgers by zone and by 

account. 
The system is capable of week, 

printing 800 itemized monthly r.. , 
bills in three hours. It also .Circula.“°n programs pro- 
produces delinquent account duCe ,a dally ,cash transaction 
lists broken down by over-30, rep°r'u weekly coUef«on 
over-60 and over-90 days, P®?'5 by rOU,e' agad we,ekly 
with telephone numbers to bllls. for. c?rner.s and vendors, 

conform t Audit payback in one and one-half tion receivables, circulation these reports and the invoices „ . _ - 
years. No additional labor mailing lists, payroll, budget result from an input time of Bureau of c|rcu|ation require- 
costs were incurred because analysis and editorial story one hour per day. ments weekly aging report 
each department using the analysis. A general ledger pro- „ , , „ . and a draw llsl for the follow- 
system also provides person- gram is. scheduled to be in- Payables Run Weekly 
nel to input the data. Com- stalled soon. Accounts payable programs 
puter operation and input is Accounts receivable pro- are run weekly and produce 
eased by the prompting nature grams produce daily sales and check register and print ven 

dor. checks. The payables 

ing week. 

FOB BUSINESS APPLICATIONS / PROCESS CONTROL / GENERAL COMPUTING 
• 10 Digits BCD . File I/O . Character Strings 

•Fast Execution • Long Variable Names 

•Single Instruction Slep 
• Multiple Conditional Breakpoints 
•Block Display (Hex and ASCII) 

HOW TO PREPARE FOR 

EDP AUDITORS 

16 DIFFERENT CATEGORIES 

w&'if s°on 
MORE^rnpts S§£Eiv,P,?S.UMEN^ATION,DESI<3N°"d 
RATiniJ^a!7E|nA,2IiSA,i??£S.',rBPM ACCRA CORPO- 
U&R? fts'lOE 'th! l?S Vn CALIFORNIA ^5P& 
DCS) .S.?2u^?REDUE&v*E5R8V°0 "NT,L :,Am§S?v*26'r2 

Daily bundle labels showing 
the driver, carrier and number 
of papers are also printed. The 

. . carrier programs allow for 
n against the budget to temporary starts and stops 

Vendor, User Visits 
Key to Paper's Search 

By Esther Surden For example, the HIS Level 6 
CW Staff systems, which were in the 

HUDSON, N.Y. — When right price range, had only re- 
the Hudson Register-Star here -cently been announced and 
decided to bring its DP in- HIS did not provide support- 
house it conducted a year-long ing software, 
investigation of small business Hewlett-Packard's prices 
systems,, according to Paul J. started at $99,000 "for any- 
Zindell, production manager, 'thing other than a sophisticat- 
The investigation included ed calculator." The Olivetti 
four weeks of visits to instal- had "no area outlets with de¬ 
lations both at user sites and monstration capabilities." 
vendor offices, he noted. "We eliminated IBM first,' 

"We were looking for a sys- Zindell noted. According to 
tern that cost less than the report issued, IBM had 
$50,000," Zindell explained, "maintenance charge o 
At that price, the newspaper software which we feel is ex 
would receive a three-year orbitant. In addition (it had) 
payback on the system when no CRT for inputting data." 
comparing that cost with the NCR was also eliminated be- 
projected service bureau costs, cause of its maintenance 

Zindell was knowledgeable charge, 
about computers before he Philips was "more a ledger 
made the search. "It's always card system than a computer" 
been a hobby of mine and for and along with Burroughs had 
the two years preceding (the no CRT for data input. The 
investigation] I went back to Basic/Four and Microdata 
school at night" to pick up systems did not have local ser¬ 

vice or software support, he 
added. 

...... , . , Wang's policy of separate 
With this up-to-date back- hardware and software ven- 

and individual mailing labels 
are printed presorted by Zip 
Code. 

Automatically Billed 

Mail subscribers are auto¬ 
matically billed prior to their 
expiration date and subscrip¬ 
tions are extended accord¬ 
ingly. Circulation input time 
amounts to less than one hour 

All required payroll reports, 
including W2 and 941 forms, 
are produced by the payroll 
programs. Payment is optional 
by check and/or cash and a 
weekly cash breakdown is 
provided. Input time for 75 
employees is approximately 
one-half hour weekly. 

The editorial program keeps 
track .of each reporter's daily 
story copnt and average count 
month-to-date and year-to- 
date. Also provided are totals 
and averages for the entire de¬ 
partment daily, month-to-date 
and year-to-date. Input time is 
less than five minutes per day. 
Zindell is production man¬ 

ager for the Hudson Register- 
Star, Hudson, N.Y. 

computer courses. 

Contacted Vendors 

ground in programming, Zin¬ 
dell contacted the 14 com 
panies involved in the search. 

dors, the production manager 
said, "opens the policy of dis¬ 
pute over reponsibilities after 

Hayward,California 

The salespeople, he found, installation. 
would assume you didn't DG .lacked proven applica- 

know much and "practiced tions programs, the report 
outright deception," he noted. This left Digital Equip- 
charged. ment Corp. as the final choice. 

I he systems considered in¬ 
cluded those from Basic/Four 
Corp., Burroughs Corp,, Data 
General Corp., Digital Equip¬ 
ment Corp., Hewlett-Packard 
Co., Honeywell Information 
Systems, IBM, Microdata 
Corp., NCR Corp., Olivetti 
Corp. of America, Singer 
Business Machines, Texas In¬ 
struments, Inc. and Wang 
Laboratories, Inc. 
Several of the manufacturers 

were not visited, he reported. 

168 
M35 or U35 

25 mo. Lease 
Jan. 1, 1978 

Call: Pat Baker 

C#mDI/CO 
312-698-3000 

FOR RENT 
OR SALE 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

MORE 
FREE SOFTWARE 

*1.B0 for postage & handling, 
line: A/R, A/P, Inventory, 
Oepr, Payroll, P/L, moral 
CASH/CK/MO/BAC/MC - NO 
P.O.'s. Send to S.R.I. 1712 
Farmington Ct„ Crofton, MD. 
21114. Phone orders call 
(800) 638 9194. 

721-1148. 
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Typeset Options Extended 
PLAINVIEW, N.Y. - Three modular, on-line micro¬ 

computer-based systems designed for commercial, inplant 
and newspaper type-setting applications are available 
from Varisystems. 

The systems use a distributed approach, with microcom¬ 
puters of the company's own design distributed 
throughout the system, a spokesman explained. 
The three products include the Varicomposer Multiter¬ 

minal Systems (MTS) for high-speed information proc¬ 
essing, and editing, the Varicomposer 1A, a single-CRT 
system that interfaces up to three floppy disk drives; and 
the Varicomposer Data Gathering System, designed to in¬ 
put to the Varicomposer 1A or the MTS from 
simultaneously operating work stations. 

The basic MTS, which includes two CRTs, five floppy 
drives and a multiplexer, costs $32,120. The Varicomposer 
1A costs $13,340: 

The Data Gathering System, which permits input from 
up to 10 CRTs and interfaces the CRTs to a single proces¬ 
sor and two floppy drives, is priced at $30,470, the com¬ 
pany said from 80 Skyline Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803. 

Calma Turnkey Gives Graphics 
SUNNYVALE, Calif. - Cal- The system features 32-bit Data General Corp. Eclipse 

Ir-amc rap- C ^ata System 11 inte8er coordinate precision, S/230 CPU, 12.5M-word re- 
(GDS II) is a turnkey mini- data bases that accommodate movable disk pack, magnetic 
computer-based system de- both graphics and non- tape and a system console. De¬ 
veloped to provide a solution graphics information and a sign stations, plotters and as 
to the problems of design, command language that can many as six CRTs can be add- 
documentation and artwork be used by both novice and ed to the system 
generation, according to a experienced ur— 
spokesman. A GDS II system includes ; Users who have the ad¬ 

vanced version of the GSD I 
system which uses an Eclipse 
CPU can upgrade to the GDS 
II for $10,000, the spokesman 
noted. 

A typical system with 80K 

Doctors Get Turnkey 
PHOENIX — An on-line, zona, 

real-time turnkey medical Based on Microdata Reality 
management system designed equipment, the system is 
for both doctors and dentists structured to accomplish 12 
is available from Escom Ari- major tasks for the profes- 

DEC Disk Subsystem 
Fits PDP-11, VAX-11 

MAYNARD, Mass. - Digi- The subsystem features data core memory, magnetic tape 
tal Equipment Corp. has in- protection and diagnostic drive, disk drive. Digital 
troduced two large-capacity software. Average access time Equipment Corp. Decwriter, 

•*udunVnAnbSyVemsf0r,J‘Se is 38 msec and data is trans- dual 19-in. CRT with con- 
with the PDP-11/70 as well as ferred at 1.2M byte/sec, DEC strained cursor, California 
VAV iS/ru, n,r0du^ Sa,|d' i Computer Products, Inc. 960 
VrAuX l 780L[CW'Oc,-31)e a one-drive subsystem costs plotter and floating-point 

I he disk subsystems use the $25,000; an add-on disk drive board costs $250,000 
RM03 disk drive and include costs $19,000, DEC said from Calma is at 707 Kifer Road! 
controllers to allow the drive Maynard, Mass. 01754. Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 

d the n 

E^V?"0us4UT,,l 

(402) 392-2606 

QE3QM9QDE3 
Wd America Plaza. Suite 144 

7171 Mercy Road 
Omaha. Nebraska 68106 

They are patient and respon¬ 
sible party registration; trans¬ 
action processing; billing and 
insurance claim form process¬ 
ing; inquiry; report genera¬ 
tion; file maintenance; report 
printing; • security/password 
control; file backup; micro¬ 
fiche formatting; patient 
scheduling; and medication 
control. 

A typical system including 
32K of core, a lOM-byte disk 
drive, 800, bit/in. tape, 300 
line/min printer, four CRTs 
and the software costs 
$72,405. 

That price includes training, 
documentation, preprinted 
forms and conversion assis¬ 
tance. Hardware maintenance 
is furnished by Microdata. Es¬ 
com Arizona is at Suite 400, 
Building B, Phoenix, Ariz. 
85034. 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
ONE 1 CORPORATION HARDWARE 

+ = HELUIVA I 
svmBOLic® SYSTEM | 
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
svmBOLic svsTems® 

» For 9 years providing turnkey ty 
tions, process control and coi 
industries. 

» Extensive experience with RSX-11M, RT-11, DOS, OS/8 
» Experienced in structured programming techniques 
• Can also provide just software on a fixed price basis. 

For further information, 
call, write or telex; 

_ Frank J. Ponzio Jr. 
(201) 277-6100/TELEX No. 136476 

svmBOLic svsTemsinc. 
26 Chatham Road Summit. NJ 07901 

The RM03 drive handles 
67M bytes of storage; a single 
subsystem can be expanded tc 
536M bytes of on-line-format- 
ted capacity, a spokesman 
said.. 

Serial Printer, 
Teleprinter Added] 
By Decision Data 

HORSHAM, Pa. - Decision 
Data Computer Corp. has 
troduced a printer terminal 

.and a serial printer for 
minicomputers. 

Forms can be moved both 
forward and in reverse in r 
tial line increments, Decision 
Data. said. This reportedly al¬ 
lows the units to print busi¬ 
ness graphs, charts and math¬ 
ematical expressions. 

The printers have 
96-character set of symbols 
and a print line of 132 posi¬ 
tions. Both require an 
232-C interface. 
The Model 3240 printer 

minal sells for $2,850 and the 
Model 6540 is priced at 
$2,395. Decision Data is at 
ICO Witmer Road, Horsham, 
Pa. 19044. 

Cabinet With Fan 
Holds 300 Disks 

PALO ALTO, Calif. - A 
disk cabinet with a "clean 
room" package is available 
from Minicomputer Acces- 

The storage system includes 
a two-drawer cabinet, filter 
and fan. It can hold up to 300 
floppy disks. 
The fan circulates cleaned air 

through the cabinet, forcing 
out dust and dirt, the com¬ 
pany claimed. When a drawer 
is opened the rush of clean air 
out of the cabinet prevents 
dust from settling on the con¬ 
tents. 
The cabinet costs $295 plus 

shipping and applicable sales 
taxes, the firm said frorh 1015 
Corporation Way, P.O. Box 
10056, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. 

NAME and ADDRESS 

CAPTURE 

TYPE/SCAN 
.025 P*r Nam* 

DATA-MIDWEST (AOI 

TO ALL 
I.B.M. 360/30, 40, 50 & 65 USERS 

Recently I B M. has announced that model changes, 
special features and RPQ's for System 360/30.40,50 
and 65 will be withdrawn from marketing. 

© ties 

Hayward,California 



Keeps Membership Data Up-to-Date 

Mini Helps Industry Group Flow Smoothly 
By Esther Surden 

CW Staff 
DENVER — Every industry has an 

association whose mandate is to keep 
membership up-to-date on issues con¬ 
cerning its specialty. But just keeping 
track of the membership has become 
an increasingly complex problem as 
associations grow and add functions, 
One such organization the American 

Water Works Association here, is 
keeping track of more than 26,000 
members using an on-line minicom¬ 
puter system. 

Founded in 1881, the association is 
dedicated to improving both the qual¬ 
ity and quantity of water available, ac¬ 
cording to Ralph Uhlenburg, director 

of administration. When the present 
water crisis increased the demand for 
the organization's services, it turned to 

But that soon became inadequate 
“We were faced with continuously ris¬ 
ing costs,” Uhlenburg recalled, "and 
we wanted an on-line system." 
The service bureau updated the 

membership lists monthly while the 
organization prepared labels daily, and 
“sometimes we were issuing incorrect 
labels," he said. 
The association decided to study in- 

house DP systems. Uhlenburg re¬ 
ceived quotations from 16 different 
vendors and service bureaus and then 
contracted with a consultant to come 

up with an independent recommenda¬ 
tion. 

Both the consultant and Uhlenburg 
arrived at the same conclusion — that 
the Microdata Corp. Reality system 
with software written by a local ven¬ 
dor would be the best solution. 

The major reasons for choosing the 
system were its ability to fit into an of¬ 
fice environment, its on-line capability 
and its ability to acommodate variable- 
length records, Uhlenburg said. 
The association had been locked into 

fixed-length records on the service 
bureau's IBM 360 system, he ex¬ 
plained. 

Preparing three labels for various 
publications is ope of the system's ma- 

PRnrawizflRD 
That's SSI for you. 

Southern Systems Inc. We're specialists in 
printers for the mini computer user... we believe 
in the wizardry of our 21st century technology. 
So do our customers. They like the way we take 
existing technology and build on it to make SSI 
printers work trouble free... even in environments 
as exotic as Lock heed Corporati on's wi nd tunne I 
testing facility in Atlanta. a 
If you're a DECsystem-10 user... A 

You'll be glad to know that, like wizardry, ^A 
our technology knows no boundaries.. 
not even the point where the mini computer ^^A 
market ends and the mainframe begins. 
That's why our printer system for the 
DECsystem 10-incorporating our newl^ 
developed S-10 controller - is the hottest 
new system to hit the marketplace. 
Technology for today and tomorrow. 

Our technological expertise is an 
integral part of our SSI printer system 
...in configuring the system to your 
environment and in our continual 
development manufacture and testing a 
of our own interfaces and controllers. *'% 
Whether you want 3001pm, 15001pm 
or any speed in between... for your . 
DEC, Data General, Interdata or any 

of numerous other mini computers. And don't 
forget what we've done for the DECsystem-10 
user with S-10 controller and 1200 Ipm band 
printer. 
Save money and time. 

Southern Systems Inc. can also save you up to 
50 percent on your new printer system. We 
typically ship within 30 days and offer complete 

| installation and nationwide service. Just a few 
k more reasons why more than half our business 
ft is in repeat sales to past customers ready to 
■ update or expand their printer systems. 
I Sure there are other places you can buy 
■ your printer system... but there's only one 
■ company that offers you printers and 
■ printer wizards, professionals in the art of 
^ft making a printer work right in your 

particular business environment. 
That's what you really want for your 

money. 
For more information, write to: 

ida- jor tasks, along with keeping tabs on 
the payment of dues, address changes 

urg and other roster information. In addi¬ 
ct lion, the system tracks orders and in¬ 
tern voices for the publications. 

Speeds Cash Application 

the "We are able to process our cash ap- 
of- plication in one day; it formerly took a 
lity week," Uhlenburg said. The system 
"e" also enabled the organization to reduce 

personnel by one person, 
nto The system has 24K of core memory, 
'ice a lOM-byte disk drive, a 300 line/min 
ex- printer and two CRT terminals. The 

software was developed by Electronic 
aus Systems of Colorado, customized to 
na- -the association's application, and "we 
—> wouldn't have it any other way," 

Uhlenburg said. 

Ampex Add-On 
Fits DG, DCC 

EL SECUNDO, Calif. - Ampex 
Corp. has an add-on memory designed 
for users of Data General Corp. and 
Digital Computer Controls, Inc. 
(DCC) equipment. 
The ARM-1280 provides J6K words 

of memory and is reportedly pin- 
compatible with all Nova 800 and 1200 
and DCC D116H and D116S minis. 

Selectable Speed 

Memory cycle speed is switch- 
selectable to match the performance 
requirements of each of the models, 
Ampex said. Cycle time is 800 nsec, 
for the Nova 800, 1,200 nsec for the 
Nova 1200 and DCC D116S and 960 
nsec for the DCC D116H. 
Contained on a single board, the unit 

can be plugged into any memory slot 
and will operate in any address field 
up to the maximum addressable field 
in any of the models, according to the 
vendor. 
The ARM-1280 costs $1,725 from 

Ampex at 200 N. Nash St., El 
Segundo, Calif. 90245. 

Mini Locks Out 
Tardy Borrowers 

(Continued from Page 51) 
library book? in the various branches. 
This was primarily a library personnel 
effort, Terrell said, and resulted in the 
development of the library data base. 

No DP Personnel 

The system performs a number of 
functions for the libraries, all without 
the help of DP personnel. Aside from 
checking the books in and out, it pre¬ 
pares overdue notices on a daily basis 
and alerts the terminal operator when a 
book placed on reserve is checked in. 
That night a notice that the book is in 

the library is mailed to the patron who 
requested it. 
The operator is also alerted when a 

patron with an overdue book tries to 
take out another book. This effectively 

locks out" delinquent borrowers. 
All of the functions the system per¬ 

forms contribute to the statistical re¬ 
ports that are issued on a daily and a 
monthly basis. The reports are pro¬ 
duced off-line. 
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Micro Bytes Hobby Fest Set for NCC ... 

LSI-11 Types Gain 
Wire-Wrap Boards 
SAN CARLOS, Calif. - Artec 

Electronics, Inc. has introduced 
two wire-wrap printed circuit 

• (PC) boards for users who want 
to build their own Digital Equip¬ 
ment Corp. LSI-ll-type I/O and 
memory systems, according to a 
spokesman. 
The full-size board, totally un¬ 

committed and designed for the 
insertion of wire-wrap pins, can 
accommodate approximately 130 
standard 14-pin and 16-pin dual- 
in-line packages (DIP) plus pas¬ 
sive components. 

Artec's half-size version, S.22S 
in. wide by 8.4 in. high, sells for 
$35. The full-size version, 10.45 
in. wide by 8.4 in. high, costs $75 
from the firm at 605 Old County 
Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070. 

MONT VALE, N.J. - A Per¬ 
sonal Computing Festival will be 
featured June 6-8 at the 1978 Na¬ 
tional Computer Conference, 
scheduled for the Disneyland 
hotel complex in Anaheim, Calif. 

Hobbyists, consumers, students 
and computer professionals are 
invited to participate in the fes¬ 
tival, which will include exhibits 
of personal computing products 
and services, a program of papers 
and presentations and a display 
of individually designed personal 
computing systems and applica- 

A portion of NCC's profes- future direction, organizei 
sional program and the profes- Both one-day and thi 
sional development series will registrations are available for the 
concentrate on subjects closely conference. Additional informa- 
related to personal computing, lion is available from the NCC 

of these pre- sponsor, the Am 
sentations will be to bring those tion of Information Processing 
in the computing field up-to-date Societies, Inc., at 210 Summit 
on personal computing and its Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645. 

.. Papers Sought 

Approximately 30 sessions are 
planned as part of the festival. 
They will cover such topics as 
graphics, music systems, speech 
synthesis, computer games, com¬ 
puters for the physically handi¬ 
capped, software design, optical 
scanning and floppy disk sys- 

Cassettes Protected 

WALLINGFORD, Conn. - 
Certified digital cassettes that are 
designed for use on home com¬ 
puters have been announced by 
Good Image, Inc. 

Each cassette contains 290 ft of 
tape that is certified at 800 bit/in. 
and is labeled, boxed and sealed 
for environmental protection, ac¬ 
cording to a spokesman. 

The cassettes sell for $4.79 each 
from Good Image, 412 South 
Cherry St.,.Wallingford, Conn. 
06492. 

The Festival Program Commit¬ 
tee will review and select papers 
from those submitted for con¬ 
sideration. These papers and pre¬ 
sentations will be gathered in a 
soft-bound volume, Festival Di¬ 
gest '78, which will be available 
during the festival. 

Prizes will be awarded for the 
most innovative hardware and 
software systems and applica¬ 
tions. These will also be on dis¬ 
play throughout the festival. 

MONTVALE, N.J. - A call for 
papers — and session chairmen — 
has been issued for the Personal 
Computing Festival to. be held in 
conjunction with the 1978 Na¬ 
tional Computer Conference 
June 5-8 in Anaheim, Calif. 

Included as part of the three- 
day program that will begin one 
day after NCC opens will be pre¬ 
sentations of invited papers, con¬ 
tributed papers and tutorials, as 
well as panel discussions relevant 
to personal computing. 

Approximately 30 sessions are 
planned for the festival, acording 
to Jim C. Warren, chairman of 
the program. 

Emphasis will be on tutorials 
for computer novices, speech 
synthesis and recognition, com¬ 
puter-driven and assisted music 
systems, computer graphics and 
art, personal computers for the 

physically disabled, computers 
for education, business systems 
using "home" computers, 
.hardware and software design 
and computer implementation. 

Papers and session proposals on 
other topics are also encouraged, 
Warren noted. 

Potential authors should send a 
"letter of intent" including an 
abstract of their proposed topics 
to Warren as soon as possible. - 
They will then be mailed the Fes¬ 
tival Author Kit, which contains 
instructions and materials for 
preparing camera-ready copy. 

People interested in chairing 
sessions should submit by Feb. 1 
two copies of a 250-word ab¬ 
stract describing the scope of 
their proposed sessions and a 
tentative title of presentations to 
Warren at Star Route, Box ill,. 

(Continued on Page 58) 

TDL Makes Four Offerings 

Micro, Phones Linked 

LAFAYETTE, Ind. — A module 
that permits bidirectional com¬ 
munications between a . micro¬ 
processor and the telephone sys¬ 
tem was announced by the Win- 
tek Corp. 

Th'e Wince Touch-Tone 
Transmit/Receive Module can be 
Used in such applications as 
automatic telephone dialing/- 
receiving, automatic credit car.d 
verification, point-of-sale ter¬ 
minals and mobile radio tele¬ 
phone systems. 

It is available on a 44-'pin print¬ 
ed circuit board for $1,499 from 
Wintek at 902 N. 9th St., Lafay¬ 
ette, Ind. 47904. 

MAMARONECK, N.Y. - A 
programmable read-only mem¬ 
ory (Prom) matrix kit has been 
introduced by the Sealectro 

The board comes with 10 diode 
pins to provide "simple" byte 
programming with visual read¬ 
outs by means of a pin display, 
according to the vendor. 
The Prom matrix kit sells for 

$37.50. Sealectro is in 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543. 

One- through four-year lease 
rates on the Texas Instruments, 
Inc. Model 810 microprocessor 
controlled printer [CW, Nov. 7] 

■were reduced $15/mo. 

PRINCETON, N.J. - Four products - a data 
base management system (DBMS) a text¬ 
editing language, a video interface board for 
S-100 micros and a wiring accessory for its 
own System Monitor Board (SMB) — have 
been introduced by Technical Design Labs, 
Inc. (TDL). 
Mfcro-Seed, DBMS designed to operate on 

TDL's Xitan Z80 microcomputer, will support 
both hierarchical and network data structures, 
providing both schema and subschema views, 
TDL said. 

The package consists of a data definition 
language processor that checks and compiles 
the data definition into a schema table; data 
manipulation language subroutines that can be 
invoked from Fortran or Assembly language 
'programs to retrieve and update the data base; 
and a data base initialization program that pre¬ 
pares a disk area for the loading of a data base, 
according to a spokesman. . 

Micro-Seed is applicable to any situation that 
involves working with data in the hobby, 
scientific or commercial fields, TDL said. The 
price of the package, which requires the TDL 
Z80 disk system configuration and an addi¬ 
tional 48K of memory, is $1,250. 
The Z80 Text-Editing Language (Z-Tel) 

software is a utility program that provides a set 
of techniques for manipulating and editing text 
files, TDL said. It was designed for the user 
who requires absolute control over his text en¬ 
vironment, the spokesman noted. 

Some features of Z-Tel include the ability to 
move large blocks of text around inside the 
buffer; the ability to write macro expressions 
which become actual text-editing programs; an 
expression evaluation capability; and branch-, 
ing and conditional branching command/ 
within the text-editing structure, TDL said. 

A read-only memory program that requires 
less than 7K Z-Tel is available for $50 on paper 
tape and for $40 on cassette.. 

The Video Display Board (VDB) S-100 bus 
microcomputers consists of two boards joined 
" piggyback" style; only one acts as a connector 
on the bus, the spokesman said. 

The VDB contains its own display buffer 
memory and provides two pages of display, 
each with 25 rows of 80 characters, he added. 

It also features 96 upper/lower case Ascii 
characters with descenders and 64 unique sym¬ 
bols, permitting a graphic resolution of 160 
horizontal elements by 75 vertical elements. 
The display can accept data at 400,000 char./- 
sec, TDL said. 
The VDB does not require a high-resolution 

monitor but can work with a modified televi¬ 
sion set or available video monitor. It is priced 
at $349 in kit form and $499 assembled. 

The final product introduced. Interface One, 
is a "plug-in" connection that eliminates the 
necessity of hand-wiring the 26 wires of the 
SMB ribbon cable to its I/O devices, TDL said. 

Interface One consists of a PC board into 
which are soldered three female DB25 connec¬ 
tors and one male flat ribbon connector. The 
module is also accompanied by a ribbon cable 
with female connectors on both ends. 
The module includes an 18-in. length of rib¬ 

bon cable with molded connectors on each end 
to connect the Interface One to the SMB. Both 
serial I/O ports (teletypewriter and video) of 
the SMB as well as the parallel port lines are 
each brought to a separate connector. 

The board can be mounted to the inside back 
of the Xitan computer system or any other 
cabinet that will accept three DB25 connectors 
on 1-in. centers, the spokesman noted. 

The price of the interface, with all necessary 
mounting hardware, is $27 in kit form and $40 
assembled and tested. TDL is located at Build¬ 
ing H, Research Park, 1101 State Road, Prince¬ 
ton., N.J. 08540. 



Our Level 6 Minicomputers: 
modular hardware, modular software 

all under one umbrella. 

fit * ram 

The flexibility of having software that's as modular 
as your hardware. The security of having it all from a single 
vendor-with worldwide maintenance and support. 

Honeywell has your requirements covered. 

Modular Hardware. Level 6's fully open-ended architecture 
lets you select processors, memories, communications, • 
and peripherals to meet just about any system requirements. 

Packaging includes table-top, rack-mounted, and 
office versions. Options include the ability to 
address up to 2 million bytes of 
memory, a memory management unit, 
a powerful scientific instruction processor, and a A 
wide choice of peripheral devices. m 

Modular Software. Our new GCOS 6 operating 
system features an array of software modules that 
you can assemble to match your individual needs. 
It's a multifunctional system that supports functions such 
as forms data entry and remote batch with local processing. 
Plus time-shared program development, terminal con¬ 
centration, transaction processing, data base management, 
and file transmission modules that allow connection 
to Honeywell and other host processors, all in a real-time, 
distributed systems environment. 

And GCOS 6 lets you run your own applications. 

utilize Level 6 functions like transaction processing, and 
communicate simultaneously with a host processor- 
all on a single Level 6 system. 

And Support. Level 6 is backed by Honeywell's 
worldwide support: systems analysts, instructors 
and a field maintenance force of over 3,500 
in the United States alone. 

Honeywell Information Systems, 
200 Smith Street (MS 487), Waltham, MA 02154 

Please send me more information on Level 6. 

□ I'm an OEM. C3 Put me on your mailing list. 

O I'm an end user. HU I've read enough; let's talk. 

Honeywell 
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B bit — 1. Bit is an abbreviation for binary digit. 
Most commonly a unit of information equalling 
one binary decision, or the designation of one 
or two possible and equally likely values or 
states, usually conveyed as 1 or 0 of anything 

used to store or convey Information such as 1 or 0, which 
may also mean "yes” or "no." 2. A single character In a 
binary number. 3. A single pulse in a group of pulses. 4. A 
unit of information capacity of a storage device. The 
capacity in bits in the logarithm to the base two of the 
number of possible states of the device, 

bit slice microprocessor — The bit-slice microprocessor 
represents a new class of semiconductor device for com¬ 
puters. Bit-slice circuits are being produced In Schottky- 
TTL form by many companies. One of the first was Intel’s 
3000 series chip, two bits wide, but other manufacturers 
are offering slices four bits wide. Some are building chips 
with integrated Injection logic (1*L), and others are build¬ 
ing chips of emitter-coupled logic (ECL). 

blocks — Records are transferred to and from tapes in 
the form of blocks (sometimes called physical records). A 
block (physical record) may contain one or more records 
(logical). Records may be reduced to blocks on tape to re¬ 
duce the acceleration and deceleration time. 

Boolean algebra — A mathematical system of logic 
named after George Boole, English mathematician and 
logician. It deals with classes, propositions, on-off circuit 
elements, etc. Associated by operators as AND, OR, NOT, 
EXCEPT, IF... THEN ... which permits computations 
and demonstrations as In any other mathematical system. 

bootstrap — 1. A technique or device designed to bring 
Itself into a desired state by means of its own action, e.g., 
a machine routine whose first few Instructions are suffi¬ 
cient to bring the rest of Itself into the computer from an 
input device. 2. To use a bootstrap. 3. That part of a com- 

• puter program used to establish another version of the 
computer program. 

branch instructions — An instruction logic which when 
executed may cause the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) to ob¬ 
tain the next instruction from some location other than the 
next sequential location. A branch is one of two types- 
conditional, unconditional. 

breadboard — Usually refers to an experimental or rough 
construction model of a process, device or construction, 

break — Can refer to either an open circuit or an interrup¬ 
tion in transmission to allow transmission from the other 

LEARNER’S LEXICON 
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In New York, Anaheim 

'Impact' Seminars Scheduled for Both Coasts 
NEW YORK — A one-day con- grammable Calculator Market," "The Isaacson, who is involved in the 

terence on The Impact of Personal Development of a Home Market," ownership and management of several 
t.omputers, sponsored by The "Technology," "Applications,' "Mar- retail computer stores, is president of 
Yankee Croup, a consulting firm, will kets," "Communications" and "Im- the Comptuer Stores Retailer Associa- 
be held tn New York City on Dec. 6 pact: Future." lion. She organized this year's Na- 
and in Anaheim, Calif., on Dec. 9. The featured speakers are Alan Ka- tional Computer Conference sym- 

Four speakers will address topics of plan, Dr. Portia Isaacson, Carol Ogdin posium on personal computing 
personal computing organized under and Howard Anderson. Ogdin, technical director of Software 
eight headings: The Effect on the Kaplan has researched "the effects of Technique, Inc., has reseatched 
-Tif11 ®us,ness Computer Market, ", emerging semi-conductor technology minicomputer design and applications 

1 he effect on the Sophisticated Pro- into personal computers." Anderson, president of The Yankee 

Soace Rvfp ROfi.5 Dphufc c,oap,™m,«"„‘pd“,k,"eo‘^in Space Byte 8085 Debuts 
"The first impact of personal com- 

LOS ANGELES - A microprocessing tape and disk software resident in pro- pufing will be on the small business 
unit (MPU) with full I/O capabilities grammable read-only memory, four computer," according to a spokesman 
and 256 bytes of random-access vectored interrupts and a progtamma- for The Yankee Group. "A substantial 
memory (RAM) has been introduced ble 14-bit binary timer/counter. part'of this market will be stolen by an 
by the Space. Byte Corp. The price of the unit, which can re- upward migration from personal com- 

The Space Byte 8085 features, two Por,e<lly serve as the heart of its own puting. 
RS-232C serial I/O ports, one for a software development system, is $499. "The second impact of personal com- 
CRT and the other for a printer. Both Space Byte is at Suite 201, 1720 Pon- puting will be on the home market ... 
have software-selectable transmission tius Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. Home Computers are an upward mi- 

PaPers Sought for NCC 
ble with all 8080' software, a spokes- , , _ , 
man claimed. It also has a 1.302 (Continued front Page 55) Papers that are presented during the 
microsec minimum instruction cycle Ret*'V°od City, Calif. 94062. festival will be published in a soft- 

time, he added. In the case of panel sessions, a poten- b°UIYi b°?k" F‘St™1. D‘Se!*'78' 
This MPU card, containing an S-100 tial organizer should list proposed ,*5b will be available during NCC. 

bus, provides all the facilities neces- panelists, their titles and affiliations In!°^atlon C°nc<;rn'nS the festival 
sary for operating a disk system, con- and a brief biography of each speaker. °,X N , ln 8enera cal? °e obtained 
sole CRT or high-speed serial printer, A . ,c. . ... tro,m the sponsor, the American 
Space Byte said Applicants will be notified on the dis- Federation of Information- Processing 
xu Mm,, j,. . . , ..... P°s,tlon of suggested sessions by Feb. Societies, Inc., 210 Summit Ave., 
The MPU is delivered complete with 10. Montvale, N.J. 07645. 

Papers Sought for NCC 

gration from programmable cal¬ 
culators. 

"The third impact of personal com¬ 
puting will be on communications. 
The first thrust will come from per¬ 
sonal business computers with a need 
to exchange information. 
"The second may come from innova¬ 

tive electronic mail delivery systems 
and true dispersed processing applica¬ 
tions," the spokesman said. 
The registration fee for the con¬ 

ference is $300; the fee is $250 each for 
additional attendees from the same 
company. The fee includes attendance 
at all sessions of the conference, "The 
Yankee Group Research Manual" and 
lunches. • 
The Yankee Group's mailing address 

is P.O. Box 43, Harvard Sq., Cam¬ 
bridge, Mass. 02138. 

NEC Aids Users 
LEXINGTON, Mass. - NEC 

Microcomputers, Inc. has published 
documentation for its UPD371 
magnetic tape cassette/cartridge 
controller, according to a spokes- 

The 58-page users manual pro¬ 
vides a product description, includ¬ 
ing timing and circuit diagrams. 
The manual costs $10 from NEC 

at 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, Mass. 

(A Where to find bargains, 

0 

< 

06 
U 

buyers,- programs, 

peripherals.or personals. 

mZM BASIC course. 4 

D 
rt„?is$ranoi «MJ^mCompu,er Pr0' prin,ed tB*,s $19-95- By community ducts (609) 662-5100. college professor. Checks accep- 

& 
Publlshlng^Co., Inc., Box 237, Wil- 

MICROOATA REALITY CORE 

S 

0 

memory. 8K and 16K modules. 

Microdata. Jack Hardman (201) 
751-3000. 

WANTED SYSTEMS AND AP- 
-- PLICATION SOFTWARE lor 6800 

OPPORTUNITY FOR BUSINESS addVeM^ZTJZ.^M^s^ 

o 
ERl5fpCS0MPUCT^orn,» ^ 
computer Comp^lcMC^ D8'e" 'L 60191 <312> 

0 
vious ads In Computerworld has re¬ 
sulted In several established deal- 

CMC Dealership for a small busi¬ 
ness microcomputer system that In¬ 
cludes CPA approved business BUSINESS ACCOUNTING PRO- 
sottware. cal or write us. 1 year free GRAMS WANTED For professional 
sortware releases to customers, and small business aDDllcations in 
Complete leasing and maintenance BASIC or 8080 ASSEMBLY 

DanUC?Rourkeal(415) P968^9690Cat 
IMi-?;io9:Ch,co"CA 95927- g~,453 RLn>drM9,69v^: 

Immediate delivery 
on 3270 replacement 

systems. 
Computer Optics offers 
immediate delivery on 
displays, controllers and 
printers, in any system 
configuration/for . 
either local or remote I 
installation.. • 

Computer Optics 
systems are plug-to- 
plug compatible 
with IBM 3270 
equipment. And 
they cost substan- 
tially less in nearly ■ 
all configurations, H 
whether you buy or I 
lease. V 

Call today for prices ■ 
and specifications. I 

® Computer Optics Inc. 
, Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 06801 

ticut call 1-744-6720 collect. 



McAdams' Figures Show 

IBM Stunted Tape, Disk Makers' Growth 
By CCWs"effArnSt °TI?L!?ir CU,S lnd interface chan«es' , ,In a »raPh devel°p^ by McAdams' staff 

NEW YORK - IBM's success in imDact Ranges were made to lock depicting the market share of IBM, Potter, 
ing the growth of disk and lane Sr.Je out competitors from the disk market and so Telex, Storage Technology Corp. (STC), 
manufacturer's canbe seen by staying the %S5*J** C°^ a"d "others"' ill the 

ipSE 
err:::::::: ;: 

to testimony by Dr. Alan McAdams, the 
government's chief economist, at the U.S. 
vs. IBM trial here. 

IBM had 70% of the tape drives installed 
domestically on IBM systems and 72.7% of 
the disk spindles as of 1975, according to 
charts developed by McAdams and two of 
his staff rrlembers, Richard Baeyen and 
Charles Osborn, for the trial. 

The firm's market share of tape and disk 
drives corresponded closely to its share of 
the computer market, which was 72.2% in 
1972, according to other McAdams charts 
[CW, Nov. 7]. 
Consequently, even though the economist 

only measured tape and disk drives installed 
on IBM, computer systems, those' systems 
make up the bulk of the market, by his 
calculations. 

With disk spindles, McAdams developed 
percentage figures for the IBM 2311, 2314/- 
2319, 3330 and 3340-type disk drives for 
the years 1970 through 1975. The percent¬ 
age, plug-compatible manufacturers (PCM) 
had for each of these models got smaller as 
IBM introduced newer products. 

In the disk drive market, PCMs gained a 
larger share of the market until 1972, when 
their growth leveled off, according to the 
charts. In August 1972, IBM made its 
"smash'' announcement (so-called by in¬ 
ternal IBM documents), which bundled the 
control unit for the disk drive with the CPU, 
on the 370/158 and 168, as well as several 

creasing their share from 19.1% in 1974 to 
26.7%, which caused IBM's overall share to 
drop 3.6% to 72.7% in 1975. 

Tape Drive Arena 

In the tape drive market, McAdams looked 
at the market share of IBM 729, 240X, 2420 
and 2320-type tape drives f.or the years 1967 
through 1975. 

Aweida, a cofounder [CW, May 30], 
IBM's share of the installed base of tape 

drives has dropped steadily since 1967, 
when it had 99.3% of the market. The 
greatest loss was experienced between 1968 
and 1971 when its share dropped at an 
average rate of about 5% a year. In 1970, 
IBM announced the 3420, which was similar 
to the 2420 but lower in price. 

Series/l Sales Seen Moving 

Through OEMs to End Users 
By E. Drake Lundell Jr. And that's just about what is happening to 

ati amta .CWStaf.f ,BM- according to Robert M. Umbreit, 
ATLANTA-Apparently even IBM has to worldwide director of special systems re- 

go through the normal growth cycle in the quirements for the firm's General Systems 
minicomputer "iron" marketplace, accord- Division and the man in charge of market 
ing to its experiences in the first year of planning for the Series/l since it was an- 
marketing the Series/l mini. nounced Nov. 19, 1976 

In this cycle, firms generally do most of Admitting that'the Series/l was a "dif- 
their initial business with OEMs and sys- ferent" concept for IBM initially, Umbreit 
terns houses, then add improvemei 
make the product more appealing 
users with a resulting increase in ei 
business. 

Committee to Manage Entrex 
BURLINGTON, Mass. - Nixdorf Com¬ 

puter AG has initiated a management 
change at Entrex, Inc. Former president and 
chief executive officer Donald Fedderson 
was replaced with a four-man management 

Inc. Former president and Others on the committee are Ken Butler, 
ifficer Donald Fedderson recently named executive vice-president, 
i a four-man management who will retain responsibility for marketing;' 
teei, , , _ Eric Jackson, senior vice-president, 
will oversee both Entrex, engineering and development; and John 
Computer, Inc., both of Lyons, senior vice-president, manufactur- 

'ements that said IBM was surprised by the degree of ai¬ 
ding to end ceptance for the product in the OEM and 
in end-user systems'integrator marketplace, particularly 

since IBM does not offer quantity discounts 
like most minicomputer companies do. 

3V Apparently, he said, the IBM reputation 
for service and the widespread availability 

.of its service organization are the major 
rman of the reasons for this. 

The OEMs "seem to feel that is a marketa- 
Ken Butler, ble quantity," he said, 
e-president, .. „ 
• marketing More Than 50% OEM 

Inc. and Nixdorf Computer, Inc, both of Lyons, 
which are owned by the German firm Nix- ing 
dorf Computer AG. Conw 

Fedderson resigned by mutual agreement, ployee 
according to Tom Conway, who recently No d 
moved from vice-president of finance to ex- anticip; 

Conway said Fedderson was the only err 
ployee to depart during the recent shuffle. 
No changes in Entrex' product line ar 

anticipated, he indicated. 

Presently, more than half of IBM's 
Series/l business is with OEMs, Umbreit 
said, adding that IBM- had anticipated a 
larger end-user content in its first year of 
shipments. 

In either case, however, he indicated that 
IBM has been going after the multiple-unit 

(Continued on Page 60) 
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ICL Planning Moves to Penetrate U.S. Market 
I1* sai<*- . f°r particular markets, he added. capabilities and a lower price, he said. 

ICL looked at the U.S. market for Intermark Systems of Dallas created The initial campaign, called "Exit 3,” 
time and then bought manufac- the Stars-II, which provides order en- centers on the New York, New Jersey 

Ulica, N.Y. from try, general ledger and trial balance and Philadelphia area, according to 
d “ -*'J Rowett. "There are no immediate 

By Molly Upton 
CW Staff 

NEW YORK - ICL, Ltd. has a nu 
ber of product enhancements up its luring facilities 
sleeve in its efforts to penetrate the Singer Co. capabilities, Rowett said. „ 
U.S. marketplace, officers indicated at Now, it is "high time we attacked the ICL expects the 220 s chief market plans' to attack the System/3 na- 
a press conference here recently. largest market. You cannot be an in- will be wholesale distributors. tionwide until we can prove we can do 

In addition to the System Ten Ac- ternational success without being in The 1500 is directed at service what we think we can " he said 
counting and Reporting System II the U.S.," Rowett remarked. bureaus and large firms' remote data To lure System/3 customers, ICL will 
(Stars) announced for the upgraded Since introducing the System 220 in capture and cbmmunications func- aid in data conversion.The 2903 uses 
System 220 series, JCL expects to offer June in the U.S., ICL has sold 17, lions, he said, as well as large RPC, but with a different word struc- 

telephone companies. hire, Billings explained. 
The 1500's current software includes ICL provides service on the 2903 

a data entry language and PTE, a disk- while TRW provides maintenance on 
language. the System Ten and the 1500, Rowett 

With the 2903 sferies, ICL is attacking indicated. 

Cobol on its 1500 terminal, according which Rowett termed "pretty impres- 
to Kenneth Billings, vice-president of sive." 
systems support. In the seven months since the system 

Geoffrey D. Rowett, president of the was announced in the UK and Europe, 
marketing division, said ICL's thrust over 600 have been sold, he added. ___ 
in the U.S. is in the area of smaller Software for the System 10, 220 the System/3 market, but initially on a 
products in order to establish a base series includes data management facil- limited geographical basis. The advan- 
upon which it can build. "It would be ity (DMF-2), assembler, sort and Stars tages of the 2903 versus a 3/15 are 
stupid to bring in big products " at II, and there will be further software direct data entry, communications 

BEHIND EVERY DOLLAR 

ALANTHUS 
MEANS 

BUSINESS 
? When it comes to data communications 

terminals, Alanthus is in the business of 

' meeting your every need. With custom 

designed leases and a nationwide network, 

it’s no wonder Alanthus Data Communications 

' Corporation is one of the largest suppliers of 

1 terminals and related equipment coast to coast. 

Prompt delivery and expert installation are backed 

up by a computerized National Service Center 

capable of performing on-line diagnostic tests and 

r supplying customers with service performance reports. 

Cash in on value.. .Line up with Alanthus. 

YOUR BUSINESS IS OUR BUSINESS 

<l»ta ciMiiiiiimirnf ions 

20030 Century Boulevard 

Germantown, Maryland 20767 

301-428-0500 

More End Users 
Buying Series/l 

(Continued from Page 59) 
buyer marketplace, whether it was 
OEM or end users and that thesystem 
is "just about on plan." 
These users — who may be installing 

up to 100 or more minis for a single 
application or in a distributed network 
- want a system that has tightly con¬ 
trolled hardware and software, he said. 
They don't want systems that have ex¬ 
tra capability they can't use since they 
have to pay for that capability and 
those costs can mount up very f?st for 
users buying many systems, he in¬ 
dicated. 
That's why IBM went with the 

modular approach for both hardware 
and software with the Series/l, he 
said. 

In particular, the system is designed 
for people who don't want "man¬ 
ufacturer-dictated" operating systems 
■’" that it allows them to design their 

m operating systems or purchase 
them separately. 

End-User Business 

While the first year's U.S. business 
for the firm has been more than 50% to 
OEMs, Umbreit said end-user busi¬ 
ness was picking up in recent months 
and that the firm had been selling to 
more end users then OEMs in Europe 
right along. 

End users, he said, have been less 
willing to add independent peripheral 
devices to the Series/l than was ex¬ 
pected so there has been a lot of pres¬ 
sure on IBM to add more peripherals 
and software to the system. 
"We will need to upgrade the system 

over time," he said, adding that IBM 
currently has an "active development 
program" for the system. 
The biggest pressures from Series/l 

users today are for a larger disk, 
keyboard CRT, Cobol and a data base 
management system, Umbreit said, in¬ 
dicating IBM wants "to fill user 
needs." 

In addition, he indicated that super- 
minis in the 32-bit class of machines 
were the fastest growing area in the 
field and that IBM "probably couldn't 
ignore this field forever." 

There is also a great deal of user in¬ 
terest in Fortran and PL/I, he said, 
with European users showing more in- 
‘erest in PL/I then U.S. users. 

While many had felt that the in¬ 
troduction of the Series/l would lead 

the IBM organization, Umbreit said 
that to date the Series/l had mainly 
created new business for the firm. 



EMM BEATS THEM ALL 
WITH THE FIRST WORKING 
370/148 ADD-ON MEMORY 
We’ve just set a record with the first 

installed 370/148 enhanced add-on 

memory. Our new 370/148 plug- 

compatible add-on memory with the 

same static technology as IBM, was 

recently put on-line at one of America’s 

fastest growing service bureaus. And 

it’s operating beautifully. No brag, 

just fact. EMM continues to remain 

way out in front offill the other 

independent add-on memory houses, 

for a lot of very practical reasons. 

Including more years of know-how in 

IBM-compatible, static RAM tech¬ 

nology than any of the other inde¬ 

pendents. And vertically integrated 

manufacturing facilities that make 

everything from the plug-in 4K chips 

to the easy-to-install finished products. 

And an exceptional track ^ 

record with 370/158 and 168 /f / 

add-on memory packages. 

rnw 

Fast response to a fast changing 

market. That’s what you get 

from the company that’s 

committed to setting new 

add-on memory records. Who 

knows? Some day we may even 

make the Guinness Book of 

world records. 

COMMITTED TO (SRIin 
MEMORYALLTHEWAY A Division of Electr< 

MM■■■■■■ COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
A Division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation. 
3216 W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250 

ssofliee Eastern (201)845-0450 Central (312)297-3110 Western (213)4) 
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Judge Asks Memorex 
To Outline Issues Cl Notes 
SAN FRANCISCO - Preparations I_ 

for the Memorex Corp. vs. IBM anti- Conti will hold a pretrial i 
trust trial, scheduled to begin in here Nov. 21. 
January, are proceeding. However, the D. ... , _ - 
most recent filings were made under a P,ay U A8am' George? 
protective order and thus are not CUPERTINO, Calif. - Havin 
available to the public. ded one company — Diablo S 
Judge Samuel Conti asked Memorex Inc. — George Comstock is at i 

for a statement of proof, indicating he this time with a venture 
would not welcome the idea of a trial Durango Systems, Inc., which 
•that simply presented a rerun of issues to design and manufacture a fa 
that had been tried previously in other small business systems, 
courts. IBM has also filed its state- Joining Comstock in fo 

Conti will hold a pretrial meeting John M. Scandalios, formerly vice- 
lere Nov. 21. president of operations at Diablo, who 

■Uy I. Again, Ca.rgal Slit 
CUPERTINO, Calif. — Having foun- director of engineering. 

between failure of over five years in 
the field. 
With a fixed-mount bezel such as 

that found on the PDP-10, replace¬ 
ment is an awkward process, he said. 
The long life of the LEDs and the 
elimination of more frequent replace¬ 
ment of incandescent lamps should 
more than compensate for the in¬ 
creased cost of the parts, he indicated. 

DEC is not using LEDs on its newer 

small business systems. 
Joining Comstock in founding 

Durango are other old Diablo hands: 

WANTED 
MINI-COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE 

• Business Management 1 
• Engineering 
• Construction 
• Scientific 
• Others 

Qualifying packages should run on: 

DEC • Datapoint • Data General • Basic/Four 
IBM Series 1 • Nixdorf 

(Emphasis is on Datapoint systems) 
These packages need not be ot particular size, language 
function or use. Let the marketing people handle that. We 
simply require that it work! ... and that it be adequately 
documented and necessary operating instructions be 
provided. 

But here’s the best part-your sale to us doesn't prohibit your 
selling your package to others. We'll pay you for the source 
code and there are no restrictions. We'll simply be friendly 
competitors. 

Please call Jackie Lawson for more information or send us 
some information about your product. 
Please let us hear from you. > 

ranged the financing of Diablo Sys- Decsystem-lOs because they do not 
terns in 1969, is providing lead financ- have lights, Shebell said. 

a&ggff*"* *“<?“»» Amdahl Production Up 

Scandalios indicated Durango pro- SUNNYVALE, Calif. — Amdahl 
• ducts will be marketed in North CorP- increased its production capac- 

America, Europe and the Far East, ily 25% during the quarter ended Sept. 1 primarily through a network of dis- fO, up from four systems per month to 
tributors and dealers. five, the firm stated in a financial re- 

Three years after Diablo was started, P£.rt‘ . ...... . , 
it was acquired by Xerox for stock 0H,Unn8 the th,rd quarter Bhappcd 

MARLBORO, Mass. - Digital Ar"dahl plans 
Equipment Corp. has selected Data CreaSe ln caPaci 
Display Products' light-emitting quar,er when a , 
diodes (LED) as field replacements in n?w under consl 
its fixed-mount bezel display panel for . VVlth ,ts ,ncre‘ 
PDP-lOs, according to John Shebell,. mCreaSeS m. P( 
who is head of maintainability for the T°y' 
large engineering group at DEC. about f1* «real 

ning of the year, 
The LEDs were selected because of During the la 

their reliability, Shebell stated, adding was directly lea 

During the third quarter it shipped 
93% as many systems as it did during 
the first three quarters last year, the 
firm added. 
Amdahl plans to add another 25% in-' 

crease in capacity during the fourth 
quarter when a manufacturing facility 
now under construction is completed. 

With its increased production came 
increases in personnel. During the 

about 91% greater than at the begin¬ 
ning of the year, Amdahl indicated. 
During the latest quarter, Amdahl 

was directly leasing two systems to 

Supershorts 

BASF Systems, Inc. intends to begin changes between the U.S. and that 
shipping its version of the mini floppy country.' 
disk in,Mar<;h or April. _ 

Mohawk Data Sciences Corp. plans 
to announce expansion capabilities for 
the models 21/20 and 21/40 within the 
next few months and will introduce a . . .... , , , . 
new model within the Series 21 family . CPC lnte,rnat,0na1' Inc- has sold 1(5 
before next April, Ralph H. O'Brien, T**«*1 i" Information Science, Inc; to 
chairman and president, told a recent T Edgar B' Mltchfel C°rP-. headed by 
stockholders meeting. the ex-astronaut of the same name. 

We all know about stockholder meet- 
Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb, chief scien- ings, but Centronics Data Computer 

list and vice-president at IBM, will Corp. recently held its second annual 
chair the Cbmmittee on Scholarly employees meeting, which honored 
Communication with the People's Re- more, than 100 employees who have 
public of China, which promotes been with the company for more than 
scientific, technical and academic ex- five years. 

Sycor, Inc. has elected Data Systems 
of Traverse City, Mich., as a dis¬ 
tributor for Michigan's lower penin- 
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Firm Branching Out 

Basic/Four Sets Sights on Big, Distributed Sites 
By Esther Surden 

CW Staff 
IRVINE, Calif. — Basic/Four Corp. is 

branching out. 

After six years of "successful opera¬ 
tion” in the small business computer 
marketplace, the firm has added 
enhancements to its systems to allow 
them to be used in the distributed pro¬ 
cessing market area, according to 
Joseph F. Pleso, director of distributed 
processing. 

With the recent enhancements, the 
user can get a stand-alone turnkey sys¬ 
tem that looks like a remote batch ter¬ 
minal to an IBM mainframe, Pleso ex¬ 
plained. 

About 85% of Basic/Four's business 
presently comes from single-user sites; 
Pleso admitted the firm has not been 
"too successful" selling systems to 
users, in the $25,000 and above range. 
To attack this market, the firm is put¬ 
ting together a dedicated marketing 
force that "understands the large en¬ 
vironment," he said. 

Basic/Four thinks ifcan offer a viable 
product to large users because it offers 
many application packages that run on 
its small systems. This will make the 
systems attractive to those who don't 
have the resources at remote sites to 
write their own application programs, 
Pleso said. 

In the beginning, the systems will be 
specifically aimed at the wholesale/- 
distributor, manufacturing, hospital 
and insurance industries, he added. 

Basic/Four intends to upgrade' its 
communications capability next April 
with the introduction of a communica¬ 
tions controller that will allow the sys¬ 
tems to address bit-oriented protocols 
such as IBM's Synchronous Data Link 
Control (SDLC), Pleso stated. The de¬ 
velopment of distributed processing at 
Basic/Four will eventually evolve into 
a total architecture, with the largest 
system, the 700, used as a host and 
the smaller systems connected to it in a 
network, he predicted. 

While providing a network is an ul¬ 
timate goal, Pleso noted that Basic/- 
Four will not do specialized work. The 
company will present a package and 
will only bid in situations that can ben¬ 
efit from a packaged solution, he said. 

Prospective competitors in this area 
are IBM, Four-Phase Systems, Inc., 
Datapoint Corp., Harris Data Com¬ 
munications, Raytheon Data Systems 

Co., Digital Equipment Corp. am 
Hewlett-Packard, he noted. 

Another advantage to Basic/Four' 
approach, in Pleso's opinion, is thi 
availability of a field service organiza 
tion already in place. Basic/Fouf use; 
its sister company Sorbus; Sorbus per 
sonnel have experience in serving 
companies-that have communication' 
capabilities, Pleso pointed out. 

INTERACTIVE 
EXPENSE CONTROL SYSTEM 

Foreign Orders & Installations 

Crown Agents of Sutton, Surrey, 
England has ordered a Honeywell 
Model 66/05 computer system valued 
at $1.12 million. 

Britain's Royal National Institute for 
the Blind has placed an order with 
GEC Computers Ltd. of Hertfordshire, 
England, for the supply and main¬ 
tenance of GEC 4070 computer equip¬ 
ment to be used in the production of 
braille literature. 

Five European sites have installed 
Electronic Memories & Magnetics add¬ 
on memory systems with a value of 
more than $750,000. 

The UK Post Office has placed an or¬ 
der with Lundy-Farrington Ltd. for a 
data entry system for the National 
Giro Centre in Bootle, England. 

The Independent Broadcasting 
Authority of Brentford, England, has 
ordered a Honeywell Model 66/10 sys- 

The European Center for Medium 
Range Weather Forecasts, located in 
Bracknell, England, has chosen a Con¬ 
trol Data Corp. Cyber 175 computer to 
be used in conjunction with its Cray-1 
computer. The value of the contract is 
approximately $5 million. 

The Spanish Nuclear Energy Board 
(Junta de Energia Nuclear) has ordered 
a Univac 11110 system from Univac. 
The computer will be installed at the 
board's facilities in Madrid. 

Taihan Electric Wire Ltd. in South 
Korea has ordered DTS Series 100 
component kits from Data Terminal 
Systems, Inc., worth $1.1 million. 

riling and hoisting, has ordered I 
'wt;ll Level 62 small-scale sys-* II 
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After First 18 Months 

CA Seeking to Control Growth of Syfa Sales 
IRVINE, Calif. - About a 

year and a half after Com¬ 
puter Automation, Inc. (CA) 
introduced its Syfa system, 
about 150 such systems are in 
place at approximately 15 cus¬ 
tomer sites, according to Ivan 
Socher, general manager of 
the firm's Commercial Sys¬ 
tems Division. 
"The fewer customers we 

have, the better," Socher con¬ 
tinued. CA .has never been 
production-limited, he ex-, 
plained, ''but the fear is that 
we will become support- 
limited." As time goes on, it is 
becoming tougher and 
tougher to control sales 
growth for the system, despite 
the fact that CA has not added 
a salesman in a year and has 
no plans to, he stated. 
The Syfa system is sold in 

the distributed processing 
marketplace, but Socher pre¬ 
ferred not to give a precise de¬ 
finition of the term. Dis¬ 
tributed processing "is what¬ 
ever suits the speaker or the 
listener," he noted. He did 

venture the opinion that dis¬ 
tributed processing has 
nothing to do with computers, 
but rather relates to how all 
work is processed throughout 
an organization. 
"What we appear to be sup¬ 

plying to people are data 
networks," Socher pointed 

Decentralization, however, is 
"no doubt" the wave of the 
future, but at the moment the 
industry could be headed into 
an "unbalanced situation," he 
said. Centralizing all applica¬ 
tions was at one time the only 
way of doing things, he noted, 
adding that now people are 
saying "Why don't you dis¬ 
tribute all of the processing. . 

"I'm not sure its going to hit 
a happy medium," he con¬ 
tinued, "but the manufac¬ 
turers are going to win no 
matter what happens." 

Acceptance of decentraliza¬ 
tion won't happen "at the 
pace you hear talked about," 
he predicted, because "IBM 
decided it's not going to hap¬ 

pen at that pace . . . it's far too 
expensive for IBM to do it." 

Hard to Control 

What makes the Syfa 
system's growth so hard to 
control? "It wins bench-, 
marks," Socher said. The Syfa 
offers a better price/- 
performance than any com¬ 
parable system, he claimed. 
No one particular system fea¬ 
ture sells it, but the ability of 
all the parts of the system to 
work together to beat the com¬ 
petition is its biggest plus, he 
said. 

Compeition for the system 
comes from a number of quar¬ 
ters. "IBM is in there, but 
never seems to have the same 
product," he noted. The main- 
framer has bid systems rang¬ 
ing from the IBM System 32 
to the 3033. against the Syfa, 
he explained, adding that "We 
never miss DEC" in a bidding 
situation. "It never [initially] 
goes in with the 11/70 but we 
always end up competing with 
the 11/70," he said. Hewlett- 
Packard Co., Datapoint Corp. 
and Data General Corp. are 
other competitors for the sys- 

Socher noted that the Syfa 
performs three functions well: 
data capture, local processing 
and communications. 
It will not win in situations 

in which any one of the func¬ 
tions is needed to the exclu¬ 
sion of the others or an un¬ 
balanced situation, and the 
firm prefers to withdraw from 
bids that require this, he said. 

About 80% of the business 
done with the product results 
from references from existing 
customers, he added. 

entered into a systems man¬ 
agement contract with W.H. 
Sadlier, Inc. of New York 
City. The work will be proc¬ 
essed at Data Dimensions' 
data center in Greenwich, 

THE TRAVELERS 
OFFERS YOU A 
CUSHION BETWEEN 
A ROCK AND 
A HARD PLACE 
Unemployment, even if it is temporary, 
can be like being between a rock and a 
hard place. With all the job hunting, in¬ 
terviewing and decisions to be made, the 
last thing you need to worry about is 
your health insurance. 

Until, of course, you need it. In many 
cases, your group health plan expires 
when you leave your company. If you are 
currently “between positions,’’ or have 
just started a job where your health ben¬ 
efits aren’t yet in effect. The Travelers 
has the answer for you. 

It’s our 60- or 120-day interim medical 
COM PAC policy. COM PAC covers hos¬ 
pitalized covered family members up to 
$100 a day for roortn and board. And, this 
benefit is payable for up to 500 days. 
The Travelers COM PAC plan also pays 
for: 
• Intensive Care Charges « Physician's 
In-Hospital Visits • Specific Surgical 
Charges • Home Health Care • Emer¬ 
gency Room Charges Specific Out¬ 
patient Surgical Charges • Up To The 
Limits Provided 

COM PAC- also offers other innovative 
coverages, including coverage for Sec¬ 
ond Surgical Opinion Charges and Post- 

. operative Outpatient Care Charges. 

COM PAC may also be the perfect tem¬ 
porary health insurance program for 
your son or daughter who is now out of 
college, seeking his or her first job, and 
who’s no longer covered under your 

• health insurance plan. 

The Travelers COM PAC plan is a non¬ 
renewable contract. For further details 
of the coverage, including its exclusions, 
limitations and costs contact your local 
Travelers independent agent or broker. 
Or, write Frank Forbes, Program Man¬ 
ager, LHFS, 8GS, at The Travelers for 

new "IF” brochure - with no obliga¬ 

te Travelers COM PAC Plan. It can 
cushion you against the rock and the 
hard place. 

ffl 

Computer Network Corp. 
has been awarded a facility 
management contract valued 
at approximately $3 million by 
MCI Telecommunications 
Corp. 

Data Dimensions, Inc. has 
Keane Associates, Inc. has 

received a two-year contract 
from the State of Rhode Island 
to develop an integrated state 
payroll and personnel system. 
TKe contract is valued at over 
$150,000. 

Cambridge Memories, Inc. 
has been awarded a contract 
by the Automated Data and 
Telecommunications Service 
of the General Services Ad¬ 
ministration to provide core 
memory systems to federal 
agencies using certain models 
of IBM computers. 

Sorbus, Inc. has signed a 
five-year national service con¬ 
tract with Omnitec Data of 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

The Western Union Tele¬ 
graph Co.'s Government Sys¬ 
tems Division has been 
awarded a contract to provide 
a digital data communications 
system consolidating high¬ 
speed data and secure voice re¬ 
quirements of various U.S. 
government defense and intel¬ 
ligence agencies in the 
Washington area. The award 
was made by the U.S. Army 
Electronics Command and re¬ 
presents approximately $17.5 
million in revenues over its 
10-year service life. 

Macrodyne Industries, Inc. 
has signed an agreement with 
Uppster Corp., which granted 
it the exclusive right to 
manufacture and assemble the 
Uppster Model PEP 6510 Ul¬ 
traspeed nonimpact printer in 
North America and the ex¬ 
clusive worldwide right to 
manufacture its logic and 
power supply assemblies. 

Datacrown Ltd. has signed a 
three-year contract with 
Agriculture Canada. The con¬ 
tract for DP sendees is valued 
at $850,000 per year. * 

The Travelers Insuranee Company, One Tower 
Square, Hartford, Connecticut 061 IB 
This program 
following state 
Hampshire, Pennsylvania,Youih'camlinZ'TexlZ 
Wisconsin, South Dakota, Nevada, Minnesota, 
Michigan, Maryland. 

Texas Instruments, Inc. has 
begun 'a $500,000 program 
with Walgreen Drug Stores to 
install computer systems in 
that chain's pharmacies 
throughout the U.S. • 

Penril Corp. has received a 
contract from Western Union 
for nationwide maintenance of 
its Data Communications 
Division product line. 

Digital Equipment Corp. has 
signed a multimillion-dollar 
contract with Heath Co. for 
LSI-11 microcomputers and 
related products. 

On-Line Systems, Inc. has 
had its contract with the De¬ 
partment of Health, Education 
and Welfare Office of Educa¬ 
tion renewed to develop and 
operate an automated student 
loan management system. 

The Montek Division of E- 
Systems, Inc. has been award¬ 
ed a $2.1 million contract for 
the manufacture of-75 ship- 
sets of automatic flight con¬ 
trols for the 747 series aircraft 
by Boeing Commercial Air¬ 
plane Co. of Dallas. 

Electronic Memories and 
Magnetics Corp.'s Severe En¬ 
vironment Products Division 
has received a contract from 
the Aerospace Division of 
Control Data Corp. to become 
the second-source supplier of 
memories for the AYK-14 
program. 

"I LOVE MY 
COMPUTER" Statues 

wRlcn *1 Show7Ea 

Pe welght/convarsat oif*p ec each, postpaid. 
Brian Productions 
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Microdata Eyeing Growth Above Industry Rate 
By Esther Surden svstem at thP cnnki.HV,*^ ..... u._. By Esther Surden 

CW Staff 
IRVINE, Calif. - Although "we 

didn't make up the loss of OEM busi¬ 
ness that left when Basic/Four Corp. 
built its own mini," Microdata Inc. is 
still growing and is "in pretty good 
shape," according to Donald W. Ful¬ 
ler, Microdata's president and chair¬ 
man of the board. 

In a recent interview here. Fuller said 
the only problem Microdata faced was 
that "it didn't grow like hell last year" 
as Fuller had publicly predicted it 
would. "We are not making any overly 
optimistic projections ... but we still 
intend to grow in excess of the in¬ 
dustry .growth rate," he continued. 

Microdata recently reported a drop in 
net income from almost $3 million last 
year to close to $2 million this year. 

Right now the firm doesn't have an 
OEM customer that accounts for more 
than 10% of its business, and Fuller 
would like to keep things that way. In 
fact, although it takes a great deal of 
stamina and wherewithal! to turn 
down any business, the president said 
that if a major company wanted to give 
the firm that much business "we 
would encourage it to take a license 
and go to manufacturing as opposed to 
having our whole production totally 
skewed by one large customer." 

The OEM business at Microdata is 
built around the firm's Express Cobol- 
oriented mini system and a line of 
OEM peripherals introduced at the 
National Computer Conference in 
June 1976. 

"We are selling the Express in a 
directed method" and only to OEMs or 
large-scale end users, he said. "We 
were late with the software," Fuller ad¬ 
mitted, but said all those problems 

. have been "solved. " 
The major reason for targeting the 

Customer Terminals 
Subject of Project 
For Savings Banks 
NEW YORK — The Mutual Institu¬ 

tions National Transfer System, Inc. 
(Mints), an organization serving the 
savings bank industry and other thrift 
institutions, is instituting a project to 
develop guidelines for the deployment 
of terminals capable of providing 
customer-activated financial services. 
The guidelines will include system 
specifications, detailed procedures, 
terminal requirements and audit and 
control requirements. 

Customer activated terminals can 
range from simple check-authorizing 
terminals to complex devices capable 
of providing depository services. 
These terminals will be deployed by 
thrifts both in their own branches and 
merchant locations. The project is in¬ 
tended to accelerate the rate of deploy¬ 
ment. 
The cost of the project will be borne 

by Mints member institutions and 
others such as terminal manufacturers, 
who wish to participate. At the conclu¬ 
sion of the project, each participant 
will receive all terminal and systems 
specifications and procedures (project 
deliverables). 

Those interested in participating or 
learning more about this project 
should contact Denis Manelski, vice- 
president of operations at 200 Park _ 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. ■ 

system at the sophisticated user is the 
use of Cobol. Fuller said the first-time 
user should be able to learn, the 
language used on his system within a 
week. By concentrating on large users, 
Microdata "can stay out of any con¬ 
flict" with the Reality dealer. 
The firm does npt want the dealers 

"to sell it to the end user at the expense 
of a Reality sale. It's not intended to be 
a single end-user system," and if it 
were sold to that environment, prob¬ 
lems with support could come up. 

The firm has shipped "in excess of 20 
of the systems," most of which are 
software development machines. The 
first system was shipped in August. 
The peripherals introduced at NCC 

in 1976 are also in production and 
about 20 of the Reflex disk drives have 

been delivered and are undergoing 
customer evalution. The company has 
moved away from just being a CPU 
OEM, because OEMing systems and 
peripherals is less susceptible to the' 
" pricing tactics of the semis" he said. 

Attractive Features 

The firm decided to add a lot of fea¬ 
tures to its peripherals to make them 
easy to maintain and very reliable, 
making the units attractive to tech¬ 
nology - conscious companies. 

However, the market is both cost¬ 
and technology-conscious, he noted, 
so the company needs volume to drive 
the cost of the systems down. 
Microdata recently entered an agree¬ 

ment to acquire Computer Machinery 
Companies (CMC). The agreement 

calls for Microdata to acquire 75% of 
the common stock of CMC/UK, Fuller 
noted. 
The acquisition will give Microdata 

an entry into lucrative business 
abroad, he indicated. CMC, a supplier 
of data entry equipment, already has 
an able hardware and software 
capability in place, which Microdata 
intends to use to promote its product 
line. Presently Microdata's worldwide 
market is only 10% of its business, and 
Fuller said it could be expanded to 35% 
with the in-place support. 
It will be a mutually beneficial agree¬ 

ment, he noted, because CMC needs a 
pipeline to the technology in this 
country, while Microdata avoids the 
cost of setting up its own extensive 
operating abroad. 

NOWSTCBFFEJIS 
A TITU MU MIGRATION 

MCKAGE WTTH AUTtMATEI 

STC now offers you Automated Space 
Management (ASM2) of your online storage. 

ASM2 is today’s recognized leading direct access 
space management and data migration software 
package. Together with our offerings in IBM 
compatible tape and disk subsystems, it means STC 
can now provide a total facility. 

AUTOMATIC DATA SET MIGRATION, 
ARCHIVAL AND INCREMENTAL BACKUP. 

With ASM2, you enjoy increased space utilization 
and reduced DASD requirements, through ASM2 
data set monitoring and automatic migration of 
inactive data sets to tape, disk or mass storage. 

ASM2 offers you an incremental back-up 
function capable of meeting the continually 
increasing storage requirements of today's 
installations. And ASM2 means significant tape 
conservation and reductions in manual operation. 

TSO SUPPORT/SPACE COMPRESSION. 
Upon reload/restore, ASM2 compresses the data 

set to reclaim unused space and make it available 
for additional data storage. 

ANDBnIlNOTENDED SP<CE RE'',,RTIW; 
ASM2 provides users concise, easy-to-read user 

reports and profiles of space utilization and biUing. 
The logistical information in these reports can be 
used to establish user-supplied parameters for ASM2 
automatic functions. 

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION AND MORE. 
Even in anon-MVS environment, ASM2 supports 

its own dynamic allocation to increase the effective 
use of your disk storage space, and facilitate 
archival back-up and reload/restore functions. 

ASM2 also allows extended PDS, disk to disk and 
volume reconfiguration functions. 
STC IS YOUR BEST SOURCE. 

Only STC has this outstanding combination of 
Automated Space Management and our complete 
line of 100 to 800 megabyte disk drives, the 
space-controlling, cost-reducing disk subsystem. 

STC has always been the leader in advanced data 
storage technology. Now with ASM2, STC becomes 
your best source for a total data migration package. 

For more information, call Gary Holtwick 
toll-free, 800/525-2940. Or send this coupon. 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
CORPORATION 
2270 S. 88th St., Louisville, Colorado 80027 

Please send me more information about ASM2. 
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Jacquard Systems Starts Small But Thinks Big 
^ ECWStaffrden industry, Williams noted. mote data base applications. word processing and data processing 

SANTA MONICA Calif _ For > . the flrst slx years Jacquard was a To sell such a system, however Jac- systems introduced by Digital Equip- 
small company Jacquard Svstenfs has 6yst*mf,h,ouse dedlca,ed to customized quard had to market to the largest For- ment Corp. and IBM, he noted, 
some b^Tdeas' W°rk’.,t SUth SyStefS af an J^,1'000 were difficult The combination of word processing 
like to be in the small business market nra^k^f'i*^1"8 J°' SyStem ‘ j3! ,kept for the smal1 company to reach. The and data processing in the office is in- 
place. mess market- track of time and payments of drivers company decided to broaden its ap- evitable, Williams said. T believe there 

VS* syst- that «*" puter system 
Dick Williams, vice-president of mar- 

Jacquard plans to be in the forefront of 
. this marketplace. 

First Standard Product 
. -- - w°rd processing are 28 in the U.S. and several’hi 

software package. The package was foreign countries. 
T. , , developed in-house in response to re- The company, which is privately 

-ame from dSlS * V*** T JaCC’uard's °wn staff, Wil- held, did about half of its business 

.'Tly I™*?* M ***>■ designing JlOO system lith communictiofts Tthis marketplace, the system cr Quo,in* .lhe. Dunn. and 

years old and was founded by Presi¬ 
dent Edgar fcolton and others who 
came from several high technology in¬ 
dustries. 

hardware and software for critical ap- capability. It was billed as a 
plications such as those in the space tributed processing system" for 

a "dis- 

Surprise! Your UOO LPM 
Printer used up $100,000 
worth of paper this year. 
CPU capacity may be getting cheaper, but computer supplies certainly aren’t. 
Our example is true. An 1100 LPM printer running at full capacity will put out some 
700,000 pages per month, at a cost of five to ten thousand dollars! (Small wonder 
that the charges for paper are often the biggest "surprise" in your DP budget ) The 
need for protecting your DP investment - often at considerable expense - has also 
increased. And that’s why we’ve devoted our December 26th/January 2nd special 
report to the many ways to stretch your supply dollars, and safeguard your 
computer system. 

Edited by Ann Dooley, this report - titled Supplies and Security - will cover a 
wide range of supply problems, including everything from forms optimization to 
analysis of management utilization of DP-generated reports. Here are just a few of 
the areas to be covered: 

• The changing supplies market — demands on the mini user 
• An overview of DP media — what to look for, how to get it 
• Pooling resources — how four companies share quantity discounts 

We 11 also look at the practical aspects of computer security in this report, with 
articles like these: 

• Effective contingency planning — targeting danger areas 
• Computer crimes and disasters - how to cut losses and minimize risk 

If you're a DP Manager, MIS Director or Corporate Executive with responsibility 
tor DP cost control and security, be sure to read the special report in our year-end 
combined issue. And if you market products or services that cut the cost of compu¬ 
ting, or safeguard what's in the computer room — advertise in this report Ad 
closing date is December 9. For details, call your Computerworld salesman. To 
reserve your ad space, call Terry Williams at (617) 965-5800. 

IIS COMPUTERWORLD 
I1 ^ ^ 1 > K 'I THE NEWSWEEKLY FOR THE COMPUTER COMMUNITY 

Boston New York San Francisco Los Angeles 
BobZiege! Don Fagan Bill Healey BiUHealeT 
Mike Burman Frank Gallo Jim Richardson Jim Richardson 
(617)965-5800 (201)461-2575 (415)495-0990 (213)475*486 

.. , --,m' Bradstreet reporton his firm, Williams 
petes with shared-logic word process- said the company made about $2 mil- 
ing systems as well as the combination lion in sales last year and is looking 

forward to substantial growth next 
year. The firm has several hundred 
systems installed. 

"We are really a final assembly and 
test plant," Williams noted. The com¬ 
pany buys all PC boards from outside 
vendors and integrates them into a 
system. 

The CPU, however, is the firm's own 
and is designed around a Texas Instru¬ 
ments IMP-16 microcomputer, which 
is a component of the system like other 
components, he stated. 

Large markets for the system can be 
found in four professions, he stated. 
Lawyers, doctors, dentists and accoun¬ 
tants are prime targets because they 
have large word processing and data 
processing requirements. 

Calcomp Files 
For New Trial, 
Cites Greyhound 
SAN FRANCISCO - Citing the 

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals' ruling 
the Greyhound Computer Corp. vs. 
M case, California Computer Prod¬ 

ucts, Inc. said in its second filing with 
the court that it, too, should be granted 
a new trial. 
The filings by Calcomp are appealing 

the directed verdict Judge Ray 
McNichols granted IBM last Februry, 
thus removing the three-month-ol4 
trial from the jury. 

In the Greyhound case, the appeals 
court remanded the case for a new trial 
after years of deliberation over a direc¬ 
ted verdict. 
The Calcomp reply brief claimed 

Calcomp is "entitled to prove the 
whole of IBM's scheme to monopolize 
and to develop fully IBM's anticom¬ 
petitive intent." 

Calcomp refuted IBM's argument 
that because the Fixed Term Plan 
(FTP) was held lawful in the 
Greyhound and Telex cases, it cannot 
be an issue in the Calcomp case. 
Calcomp said the evidence it presented 
is "substantially different and far 
stronger than that presented by 
Greyhound.' 

In the Greyhound case, the court said 
Greyhound failed to show the FTP was 
"anything more than a reasonable res¬ 
ponse to competition." 

IBM has petitioned the court to reply 
to the latest Calcomp filing, which 
normally would be the last filing be¬ 
fore a decision by the court, sources 
indicated. 
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AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR LEASE 

SEMEN T INDUSTRIES INC. 
1975 Hempstead Turnpike 

East Meadow. N.Y. 11554 (5161 794-9722 

STAY ON TOP... 

... of cubsnt Dam Pnocessasq 
TRENds ANd INSTaIIaTIONS IS He SourftEASI 

nt SCUTtt AST 
hkctcpy or cchputcc 

INSTALLATIONS 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

MODEL 765.763 PORTABLE ASR S 

WITH BUBBLE MEMORY 



ARE 'OUR PROGRAMMERS 
ON-UNE 

ORINUNE? 
If you have already made the move to do online program development and 
maintenance, you know about the wasted time and clerical functions you have 
eliminated by being able to test, debug and text edit programs via the terminal. 
Because Pansophic is a company dedicated to programmer efficiency, we have 
developed PANVALET/ON-LINE to optimize your online programming efforts. 

Working through CICS, PANVALET/ON-LINE provides new tools that 
streamline the editing, display and processing of programs, while the program 
library is protected at all times. A complete hard copy audit trail of library 
change activity is produced automatically. And PANVALET security, control, 
compression, management reporting, level numbers and backup are all 
capabilities of PANVALET/ON-LINE. 

Across all industries, people in the IBM 360/370 environment USE Pansophic 
products... because they work and because they offer practical solutions 
to real problems. Call or write today for further information on our complete 
line of proven software products. 

PANSOPHIC 
709 Enterprise Drive • Oak Brook, IL 60521 

East (703) 821-8370 
Central (312) 986-6070 
West (214) 233-0486 



From Pertec's View, Tape Mart Not Shrinking 
Bv Esther Surden -ill-1__ ,L_ . , , ^ 
ByECWeSt!ff,den De?fo?Z,remdn-„the COf?ptany s hi»h- toward systems that have large data software picture. 

LOS ANGELES - A myth has been read and write rku! Can ba5ef on linej and manufacturers and The company is working on "new 
circulating in the minicomputer on drives containing four3 times The pend^m Xk%Snd^tUrnin8l'0‘"f6" 'ech.nolo6^s_such as charge-coupled 
peripheral business that says the tape capacity now standard while at the These |,r c i • tape ma^*rs ^eviccs (CCDs), which are often 
market is either bottoming out or will same time paying less in terms of cost Peripherals n "the SyS‘emS" he Sa'd' 'oulfed as disk replacements, but Gabai 

°nnglyto8R7phGaLrvfc"pyr^ide^Tndd Thedtek maSt is also expanding on Xs^the priced t CPU ^ CCD*' 
gEneral manager of Pettec Computer penphefa, p„«, 

“3HSSE slSj iSr “ to grow is that there is no real alterna- cessor he added P S! m°/e > th<!n tb m crocomputer Pertec has had a very good year, he 

myth that is clearly disproved in 

to 20% this year, he said, and the about a 15% incret 
primary reason thjs market continues occupies the same 
to grow is that thete is no real alterna- cessor, he added, 
tive to tape for backup. If offers the The products 
lowest cost per bit of any medium and tomer base for 
is also industry-compatible so that out. Minis a 
data stored on tape can be transferred _' 
to other systenfis, he noted. —— 
Pertec's tape operation is growing at 

the super mini end. The first deliveries 
of the firm's 125 in./sec autoload tape 
drive using group code recording 
(GCR) 6250 technology haye been 
made and the firm fs now working on 
and is "very close to bringing to mar- I 
ket" a GCR 6250 tape formatter. . 
The device has "upwards of 800 3 

chips" used to solve the "two out of 
nine bit error factor," Gabai noted. It 

Prime Head Sees 

More Growth 
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. - A key 

question for Prime Computer, Inc. is 
how fast can it continue to grow. Pres¬ 
ident Kenneth Fisher said recently. 
Thus far the firm, a $50 million 

manufacturer of general-purpose in¬ 
teractive computer systems, sees 
nothing in the economy, the competi¬ 
tive scene, its financial situation or its 
ability to obtain good people that 
should slow its growth, he told a meet¬ 
ing of the New England Council of the 
Western Electronics Manufacturers 
Association (Wema). 

Although Fisher acknowledged that l\ 
obtaining good people is not a trivial n 
problem, Prime's attitude is that it can 
get the talent it needs. If the firm can¬ 
not, it will slow down its development ™ 
plans, he said. a 
Currently, the firm is at least dou- ti 

bling its number of employees each i, 
year, he added. II 

Prime is very bullish on the computer 
industry for 1978, he stated and in the IV 
industry, Fisher sees a huge demand ,,, 
growing at least 25%/year for the next ” 
five years. Cl 

Looking at Prime specifically, he said C 
he sees an infinite, elastic demand with 
prices rising for software and declining 
for hardware. The demand will form 
an overall favorable picture of costs 
and pricing. £ 

Various factors influencing growth * 
are the marketplace, a firm's product _ 
strength and development plans, the 
competition, plant capacity, employee 
capability and financial strength, he Ple 
indicated. Na 
To aid in’ its planning. Prime has de¬ 

veloped a model, Fisher said. So far it P,r 
has performed 336 different runs, . 
anticipating different changes from a 
price drop to the impact of various Cit 
products. Prime is now fine tuning the 
model - and 1978 looks like a very Tel 
good-year, he said. 

that controls the c 
"The market place 

Pertec has had a very good year, he 
ntral processing, added, and it expect! 

base for Pertec, Gabai pointed system solution," Gabai said, and will fchilves !hat 

If your firm uses DEC RSTS (CTS500) 
you should be interested in: 

ire 
In use since 1972, MPG will be at 

FALL DECUS 77 RSTS-11SIG 
Contact T. Duddy at Town & Country Hotel 

MPG IS...the high-level language that generates Basic Plus 
programs for users of DEC Data Systems with RSTS (CTS 500). 

MPG IS...a programming resource that can reduce systems 
analysis and programming costs, shorten project development 
time, impose consistency across multiple projects, and 
improve program and application maintenance efforts. 

MPG IS...an easy to use high-level programming language 
which enables rapid development of standard DEC Basic Plus 
code for commercial applications on the DEC PDP-11 under 
CTS 500 (RSTS/E). 

OOSfRAS CORSTAR Business Computing Co., Inc. 
One Aqueduct Rd., White Plains, N.Y. 10606 
Tel. (914) 428-5550 • TELEX 7105681369 
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Orders & 

Installations 

•N.Y. Social Services 
Orders Univac 1100 

ALBANY, N.Y. - The New York 
State Department of Social Services 
has ordered a Univac 1100/43 system 
valued at about $9.6 million to imple¬ 
ment new centralized welfare and 
Medicaid Management information 
systems. 

VVhen completed, the Albany center 
will be one of the largest computer 
complexes operated by any state gov¬ 
ernment agency in the U.S. 

The first application is scheduled to 
begin running this fall. 

Other Orders 

Houghton Mifflin Publishing Co. of 
Boston has ordered Computer Au¬ 
tomation Syfa minicomputer systems 
for a distributed processing network 
that will link branch offices in six U.S. 
cities. The contract is valued at ap¬ 
proximately $700,000. 

American Cynamid and State Acci¬ 
dent Insurance Fund have ordered the 
System 2000 from MRI Systems Corp. 

The California State University and 
Colleges and CLSI hve signed an 
agreement for installation of the Libs 
100 circulation control system at the 
university's Sacramento campus. 

The Defense Logistics Agency has 
installed up to 40% of 200 Harris 8171 
terminal systems, up to 800 CRT 
keyboard/display units and up to 500 
Model 3115/88 printers. 

New Jersey Educational Computer 
Network, Inc., Continental Group of 
Manhattan, and Schmalbach in Ger¬ 
many will install the System 2000 by 
MRI Systems Corp. 

Martin Marietta Aerospace of Or¬ 
lando, Fla., has taken delivery on a 
Calma Graphic Data System for de¬ 
sign applications in its microelec¬ 
tronics operations. 

The Citizen and Southern Corp. 
(Charlestown, S.C.), the Shawmut 
Bank (Boston), the South Carolina Na¬ 
tional Corp. (Columbia, S.C.) and 
Western Bancorp Data Processing Co. 
(Los Angeles) have ordered computer- 
based personnel systems from Infor¬ 
mation Science, Inc. 

Great Western Sugar Co. of Denver 
has ordered three Series 21 source data 
entry systems from Mohawk Data 
Sciences Corp. 

Arthur Andersen St Co. has indicated 
its intent to purchase Reality systems 
valued at approximately $2.8 million 
from Microdata. 

Modular Computer Systems of Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla., has agreed to 
purchase from Applied Digital Data 
Systems, Inc. (Adds) 1,000 Adds Re¬ 
gent series CRT terminals valued at 
approximately $1 million. 

In the story headlined "1-8100 Called 
Cornerstone' for NCR" [CW-Oct. 24] 
the 1-8100 was compared with several 
other vendors' systems including the 
Burroughs Corp. B-80. Although the 
B-80 works in batch mode, it is 
primarily an interactive machine. 

To Be Evaluated 

NBS Gets Comments on I/O Revision Plan 
BETHESDA, Md. — The National 

Bureau of Standards (NBS) has re¬ 
ceived eight comments on the revised 
implementation procedures for the 
proposed channel-level I/O interface 
standard, according to Thomas Pyke, 
chief of the Computer Systems 
Engineering Division of NBS' Institute 
of Computer Sciences & Technology. 

Issuing a standard revision as NBS 
did this fall With the I/O interface, is 
"out of the ordinary," Pyke said (CW 
Sept. 12], 

Best Possible Standard 

NBS' revision represents an effort to 
make the standard as good as it can be 
regarding benefits to the federal gov¬ 
ernment, he observed. "We're going 

out of our way on a standard as impor¬ 
tant as this," he added. 
NBS has placed a high priority on 

evaluating the comments it has re¬ 
ceived during this latest round and ex¬ 
pects to have its analysis completed by 
mid-December, Pyke said. 

Pyke intends to prepare individual 
responses, treating those issues raised 
both in the spring and fall periods with 
point-by-po.int comments, he said. 

While it is too early to assess the con¬ 
tent of the recent comments, even¬ 
tually the NBS will compile a compre¬ 
hensive report on the comments as 
well as a summary, he said. 
After evaluating the latest round of 

comments, NBS must determine 
whether it should propose more revi¬ 

sions or whether the existing proposal 
should be submitted to the Depart¬ 
ment of Commerce for approval by 
Secretary Juanita Kreps. 

NBS will provide Commerce with a 
package that includes the comments 
received and NBS' responses, Pyke in¬ 
dicated. 

Respondents Named 

The respondents included 
Honeywell, Control Data Corp., Bur¬ 
roughs, IBM and the Computer and 
Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association (Cbema). The Computer 
and Communications Industry As¬ 
sociation (CCIA), Congressman Jack 
Brooks and Norman Ream, formerly 
with NBS, also filed this fall. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO THE 1977 
COMPUTERWORLD 
INDEX AND GET 
SIX MONTHS OF 
REFERENCE 
INFORMATION 
free: 

The new Computerworld Index, published quarterly 
and cumulative, is an invaluable reference tool 
for organizations that have a need-to-know 
about what's going on in the computer world. 

The first issue of the Index for example, covers the 
last six months of 1976, and it includes more than 
4,000 entries by subject, author and name of any 
company mentioned. It breaks topics down into 
highly usable and convenient categories: 
• There are entries by product or service, like 
PRINTERS, which has 37 entries in the six- 
month period covered; or LEASING, which 
has 10. 
• There are entries by industry, like 
INSURANCE, under which there are 17 entries 
for various stories on the use of computers in 
the insurance industry. 

• Types of computer applications is another 
way you can look something up in The Index 
The category INVENTORY SYSTEMS, for 
example, has 21 entries. 
• Regulatory, security and social issues are 
also indexed. There are 34 entries under 
PRIVACY, 10 under PRIVACY ACT and 9 under 
PRIVACY PROTECTION COMMISSION, 
for example. 
• The Index also makes it easy to look into ! 
legal aspects of computer use with categories i 
like LITIGATION, which has 24 entries in the 
last six months of 1976. j 
• Even foreign countries are indexed. The j 
category JAPAN, for example, has 9 entries. 
• • • • and there are others: KIT COMPUTERS j 
(the kind you build yourself) are the latest thing, 
and The Index shows 5 entries. POINT-OF- ! 
SALE SYSTEMS has 14 entries ... and there's 
much, much more. i 

Company Names, for example, are a very 
important part of The Index. Looking under 
IBM, we find ten categories: 
• IBM GENERAL . IBM HARDWARE 
• IBM LITIGATION • IBM PRICING 
• IBM SOFTWARE • IBM POLICY 
•IBM SYSTEM 3 • IBM SERIES 1 
• IBM SYSTEM 7 • IBM SYSTEM 32 

Our special, no-risk offer: 
Subscribe to one year of the Computerworld 
Index (4 quarterly issues, published three 
months after each quarter ends and cumulative) 
at the regular rate of $150; and we'll send you 
the Index for the last six months of 1976 FREE. 
In addition, we'll give you ten days to look over 
the 1976 Index AT NO OBLIGATION. Should 
you decide it's not what you need, just return it 
to us marked "cancel" and we’ll cancel your 
subscription. 

COMPUTERWORLD 

CIRCULATION OEPT. 
797 Washington Straet 
Newton, MA 02160 

the Computerworld Index lor $150 and'send memy copyo? 
the June-December 1976 Index tor 10-days Inspection, along 
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Engined 

|! hardware/soft ware 
planner 

m w You can get ahead faster with us 
than with anybody else. Here’s why: 

1 You are needed right now. of product fields. This leadership has 
Our project teams are crying for good produced more than 7,000 patents, 
professionals who can grab hold fast. 

2 You’ll get a chance to prove 
how good you are. Everybody is 
evaluated regularly; there are no 
missing persons at TI. If you’re good, 
you move up fast. No matter how long 
the people above you have been there. 

3 You’ll be involved in state-of- 
the-art projects. Advanced airport 
and airborne radars. New infrared and 
laser electronics applications. TI is the 
technological leader in literally scores 

4 You’ll work on a complete 
system. No threat of getting locked 
into a repetitious specialty. You’ll work 
on a small project team. You’ll interface 
daily with other disciplines and other 
phases of your overall program. 

3 You’ll be involved in state-of- 5 You’ll work in a job-stable, 
the-art projects. Advanced airport multi-market situation. We have 
and airborne radars. New infrared and a variety of products and markets. We’re 
laser electronics applications. TI is the not heavily dependent on any one of 
technological leader in literally scores them- and neither is your job. 

Live in Dallas. The Southwest’s 
largest and liveliest metropolitan area. 

Discover all the glitter and glamour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is 
famous for- yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of living is way below the 
urban U.S. average. And there’s, no state income tax. The country’s 8th largest city has 
year-round sunshine plus lots of lakes and facilities to enjoy it. The area has 34 
colleges, 102 major medical facilities, and a wealth of major media and entertainment. 

Openings also in Ridgecrest, California. 

All openings require a minimum of a 
Bachelor’s degree and U.S. citizenship. 

Software Engineers 
Application and Assembly language 
programmers are needed for implement- 
ng control, signal processing, and auto¬ 

pilot algorithms. 

RF Engineers 
Engineers required in all microwave 
disciplines including antennas, receivers 
and microwave components. 

Field Engineers 

Will support evaluation testing of 
weapon systems and subsystems. 
Specialized experience in software/ 
hardware design or microwave useful. 

Design Engineers 
Openings for all disciplines including: 
• Mechanical/Structural 
• Analog 
• Digital 

System Engineers 

Will provide conceptual design definition 
for a wide variety of systems and 
subsystems. 

Analysts 

System analysts to work with system 
engineers in trade-off analysis to support 
system concept and definition. 

Send your resume in confidence 
to; Staffing Manager/P. O. Box 6015, 
M.S. 222/Dept. C/Dallas, TX 75222. 

Texas Instruments 
INCORPORATED 

kn equal opportunity employer M/F 
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Computer Science Researchers 

Research us! 
advanced development, and^nternJ confidting ta^sHmidathig taformaJat, proffssiona!s in t{’e computer sciences blend research, 
We,ecUrrent,yseeki„gp„ 

If you re mterested m mvestigating just how advanced your work could be, we would like to hear from you. 

I/O Architecture 
Researcher 
You will be investigating new I/O 
architectures and bus structures, 
particularly those in the areas of 
intelligent, message-oriented, and 
microprocessor controlled devices and 
systems. 

CPU Architecture 
Researcher 
You'll perform research into CPU and 
computer system organization, and 

matters relating to the design and 
comparative analysis of new architec¬ 
tures Research areas to be considered 
include hard and soft architectures, 
impact of new technology, design 
simulations, and evaluation of current 

•designs. 

Memory Hierarchies 
Researcher 
Your principal responsibilities will be 
to provide insight, data, and tools for 
the design of hierarchial memory 
systems. The position involues under¬ 
standing how and when new tech¬ 
nologies affect memory hrarchies, 
creating various models to assess 
cost /performance, and developing 
mechanisms for determining the per¬ 
formance of individual programs and 

Researcher in 
Highly Available 
Systems 
You will be engaged in research and 
advanced development in the highly 
available systems, with research 
directed toward exploring and spe¬ 
cifying the software and hardware 
approaches to increasing the avail¬ 
ability of new and existing systems. 

Hardware Design 
Researcher 
You will investigate new design tech¬ 
niques and technologies in computer 
systems design. Your projects will 
involve intelligent peripherals, the 
role of VLSI in future systems, and 
applications of new technologies to 
computers. Interaction with product 
development groups within the com¬ 
pany will be an important facet of 
this position. 

Computer Technology 
Researcher 
This position requires uncovering, 
following, interpreting and commun¬ 
icating new developments in related 
technologies that may affect computer 
systems of the future. Your interest 
areas should include printer tech¬ 
nology, mass storage devices, and 
video techniques. The ability to main¬ 
tain effective communications with 
other areas of the corporation will be 
necessary. 

Human Factors 
Researcher 
You will be responsible for research 
and consulting within the corporation 
on human factors problems associated 
with all aspects of computer systems, 

, emphasizing the application of exist¬ 
ing human factors knowledge. This 
key position will be the nucleus for 
present and future human factors 
activities in the Digital Research and 
Advanced Development Group. 
Leadership experience would be a 

Microcomputer- 
Multiprocessor 
Researcher 
Responsibilities include researching 
and comparing the available methods 
for interconnecting small processors 
to achieve greater performance, reli¬ 
ability, or both. You’ll also determine 
the hardware and software architec¬ 
ture, choose the implementation tech¬ 
niques for construction of prototype 

Software Engineering 
Researcher 
Your goal will be to’ make substantial 
progress toward simplifying the use 
of our computers, enabling anyone 
With an understanding of the applica¬ 
tion area to use the resulting system 
tor a broad range of laboratory 
requirements. Major problems to be 
addressed include determining how 
the modules should be intercon- . 
nected, specification of the user-inter¬ 
face, and evaluation of costs and 
benefits of using the modules for 
applications developments. Knowl¬ 
edge of signal processing and labora¬ 
tory applications would be a plus. 

Researcher in 
r Natural Language 

Data Base Systems 
You will contribute to the investi¬ 
gation and implementation of a 
natural language interface to data 
base systems. This interface should be 
usable by professionals who have 
little or no knowledge of programming. 

Software Methodology 
Researcher 

I You will participate in the design and 
implementation of a prototype System 
for support of software development. 
This project will utilize the latest soft¬ 
ware engineering methodology to 
provide a complete environment for 
software design and implementation, 
with a goal of substantially 
improving software quality and 
increasing software engineers’ 
productivity. 

Numerical Analysis 
Consultant 
As a consultant for internal customers 
on questions involving numerical 
mathematics, your typical assign¬ 
ments would include detailed verifica¬ 
tion of numerical accuracy of logic 
and microde, analysis of the accuracy 
of mathematical software, and 
making recommendations for 
improvements in the accuracy or per¬ 
formance of various products. 
Applied research on numerical mathe¬ 
matic topics will also be expected. 

Artificial Intelligence 
Applications Researcher 
You will apply cu,rent technology in 
artificial intelligence to develop proto¬ 
type peripherals that use human- 
oriented media. Emphasis will be on 
using this technology to develop prac¬ 
tical, cost effective devices for tasks 
such as optical scanning of printed 
pages, voice input and voice output. 

Security And 
Protection Researcher 
Your research and consulting in 
security and protection will concen¬ 
trate on operating systems. You will 
develop a security model which can 
objectively compare different operat¬ 
ing systems. The goal is to evaluate 
the strengths and weaknesses of 
existing systems, and especially to 
influence future ones. 
These positions are located iri our 
corporate headquarters in Maynard, 
Massachusetts^ approximately 25 

and its surrounding communities you 
and your family will find excellent 
school systems, contemporary or 
colonial homes on large parcels of 
land, equestrian and hiking trails, 
camping, and all of the things that 
make life in New England unique. In 
addition,.we're just minutes awav 
from some of the nation's premier 
educational, cultural, and recreational 
resources. In Massachusetts, you'll 
find what are unquestionably some of 
the finest lifestyles in the country. 
If you are interested and qualified in 
the above positions, please forward 
your resume, indicating position 
desired to Joe Hart. Digital Equip¬ 
ment Corporation. Dept. BU21 3807. 
146 Main Street. Maynard. Massa¬ 
chusetts 01754. We are an equal 
opportunity employer m/f. 
We're the company looking for people. 

mo 
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SYSTEMS EN6INEER 

P.O.S. TERMINAL 
DESIGN ENGINEER 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
FOR SYSTEMS 

SYCOR 

Sycor 
is leading 
the way in 
Distributed Data 
Processing 
Technology 

SENIOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEER 





DO YOU HAVE 
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN ONE OR MORE 

OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS? 
r . - ^ 

• Multiple Virtual Systems (MVS) 

• Job Entry Systems • Virtual Telecommunications 
(JES2/JES3) Access Method (VTAM) 

• Network Job Interface (NJI) • Virtual Storage Access 
• Network Job Entry (NJE) Method (VSAM) 

• Time-sharing Option (TSO) • System Network Architecture 

• Conversational Monitor (SNA) 

System (VM/CMS) • Network Control Program 

• Information Management (NCP) 

System/VS (IMS/VS) • Resource Measurement 

• Customer Information Facility (RMF) 

Control System (CICS) 

mmcv 

• Mass Storage Systems (MSS) 

i___J 

Morino Associates, a leading firm in the development and implementation of pro¬ 
gram products and services for large-scale users of MVS, has openings for profes¬ 
sionals interested in addressing the problems of application, education, implemen¬ 
tation, management, and performance of MVS-age technology. Persons interested 
in a challenging, and rewarding position, as an Associate or Consultant, are invited 
to respond. 

Morino Associates, Inc. 
1401 Wilson Boulevard • Suite 101 • Arlington, Virginia 22209 

(703) 524-5500 

Computer Science 

Coordinator COMPUTER SALES 



-esc-, 
PROGRAMMER 

ANALYSTS 

computer hardware # software 

candidates 

RELAX 
Your Professional Climate 

Will Be Beautiful 
In Jacksonville, Florida 

With 

CSC’s SYSTEM SCIENCES DIVISION 

PIEID 
svjTEms nnnivsTS 

Build your career 
on our mini! 



VTSYCOR 
MANAGER 

USER LANGUAGES ! 
SOFTWARE OEVELOPMENT 

SDC is looking for 

COMPUTER 

PROFESSIONALS 

SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMERS 

Son Francisco Bay Area 

STRONGEST PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. 
kTIONS 2ND LANGUAGE-- 
NANCE HARDWARE PROGRAMMED_ 
IS AREA OF EXPERTISE _ 

MAIL TO: ARDIE TRENHOLM, MAIL DROP 41-22 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

2500 COLORADO AVENUE 
SANTA MONICA. CALIFORNIA 00406... 

Equal bpportunity'Empl-""" 

System 
Development 





first class 

permit no 40760 

newton ma 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL no postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States 

<\ u ill !»• paid hv 10 Computer world 
797 Washington Street 

< IKK I UION DEPARTMENT Newton MA 02160 



Deta< t*re, moisten and seal envelope securely before mailing. 

Fold and insert order form (attached through binding) and remittance here. 

a new subscription 

new address 

new title 

new industry 
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Software 
Engineers 

San Francisco Peninsula 

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation has immedi- 
?“ oP!!!ln9S f°r ProiectJLeaders. System Designers. Analyst and Programmers to staff new programs and expected expan. 
«01n°L[!f ’tlmeJv,!fm.s buslness- Challenging assignments 
“ leYels. J" th« ‘toign of large nationwide computer 
systems including environmental systems, communications 

equipments is desired™™ °f 'he ,ollowinB disciplines and/or 

• Computer Networking 
• Distributed Processing 
• Packet Switching 
• Security Kernels 
• Operating Systems 
• On-Line/Off-Line T&Ds 
• Integration and Testing 
• Microprocessor Software 
• Data Base Management 
• PDP-11/70 
• DG Eclipse 
• 8080 Microprocessors 

WANTED: 
COMPUTER SALES 
PROFESSIONALS 

800-225-9228 
Our corporate sales managers are available TODAY to talk to you about your 
sales career at Digital. Y 

REWARDS: 

• stable financial/career development program 

TKhMTOBY: Continental U.S. 

<233* Ford Aerospace & 

Corporation 
Western Development Laboratories Division 

3939 Fabian Way. Palo Alto..California 84303 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. A 

CALL US TOLL FREE. MONDAY OR TUESDAY 

OW-AO-9ZZH 

M^ time'JCaU ** NePhew' a‘«■ number, Monday-Fnday 9-5 est) or send your resume to him at NORAM Central 
KTmJ^Corporation, 129 Parker St. Dept. 1121 3807, 
Maynard, Mass. 01754. We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f. 

I)GC 

SOFTWARE 
SPECIALIST 
MEET MOTOROLA 
AND THE SOUTHWEST 
TOGETHER... 
A WINNING COMBINATION. 

We have a vital professional environment that we'd 
like to acquaint you with...first hand. 
If you’re a DEC Software Specialist with RSX 
internals experience and exposure to data base 

abou^^e1’ YMolorofant that0115?*'breSSf The 

PDP° 1°1/70and 1^370/168 SyStCmS U5i"g DEC'S 

g«F5f 3-Sf the® finest school °sy«e^ fa 

abundant C|akesaexccllent1roraboatingaandCf!shing°a 
fncom tturc W,th ,ow unemPloyment and no state 

MOTOROLA INC. 

COMMUNICA 7IONS GROUP 
6363 Grapevine Highway 
Ft. Worth, TX 76118 

• 
• 

EAST COAST DATA PROCESSING COMPANY 
• • 

• 
• 
• /Diniira^)PUTER5 
• PRODUCT MANAGER MINICOMPUTER 

• 

Minicomputer Systems 
Marketing & Pricing PRODUCT ANALYST 

Competitive Analysis 

• 

A 

Musi have 5 years experience in the 

in headquarters markebng^rograms fo! 

framesl in the U^mlnTrnalk.^Specific 

Requi-es several years experience in pro- 

CMO/33°-. Prime 400, Ha?ris. E520o! 
9 
• Vsis. indepth exposur^t^comme^cfal 

• 
• 

Background in Systems or Finance a background is broad ‘s't’n1!ysMm1™f!! 

• 
* w 
• 
• 

hardware as required and review any 

An^MBA o, MS in Finance/Maikenng is 

• 
• 

Here, employees enjoy a competitive salary and fiinae benefits nick me c„ 
consideration, please fo.waid you, .esurne indicating The position you ?«k ?o 

CW Box 3341 

• 
•• 

^ Washington St., Newton. MA 02160 

»• 





'T’^Advariced 
Software Design 

Applications, Systems and Data Base Design. 
Talk With Us About The Career Challenges 

In Telecommunications 
CALL TOLL FREE 

(800) 323-1966 
hi Illinois (800) 942-0491 

Monday thru Friday from 8am to 5pm cst 
orpmunications.is one of the most rapidly growing segments of the software front,er w. „ 

"wo^ki^from^^initiOTar^desfa^throImf^ri'e ^ comm!,me"t ,0 significantly advancing sVateof-tht 

an on-line, real-time environment. 
.I, , .u SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEER 

DATA BASE DESIGN 

system for a large on-going project including the ii 
and administration of systems. 

TELETRAFFIC & PLANNING ENGINEER 
nalysis of teletraffic probability and queuinq Droblems on,’ 

MINI-COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS 
snts available on project development teams responsible for 
:ation processing systems utilizing minicomputers as 
de the development of software programs for real-time op 
unique hardware elements incorporated into the systems 

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST 
newspaper Business Applications 

ATTENTION!! 
PERPLEXED PROGRAMMERS 

ANGUISHED ANALYSTS 
DEFEATED DESIGNERS 
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I I 029-Systems 32/; 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL-(201) 343^4554 

IBM UNIT RECORD EQUIPMENT 1 $29,000 
CALL 

COMARCO Inc 
(805) 488 6441 

Ask for BERNIE HEERE 

i nil ins Ik nis ns ■aiijt • in i!|si: 
THOMAS COMPUTER CORPORATIUN 

FOR SALE 
OPSCAN 17 

BUY - SELL 
SWAP 

For Sale Or Lease 

System 3/15 
Complete Systems 

Any configuration from B 19 to D24 

30 to 90 days delivery depending 

upon your requirements. 

Also complete inventory tapes —disks. 

Printers —CPU Upgrades 

Call Avery Reynolds 214-630-6700 

TWX 910-861-4936 

WANTED TO BUY 
Jl to K Model Change 

for IBM 370/155 
Contort: Harry Blair 

(713) 524-8249 

MODEL HO 
AVAILABLE 

IMMEDIATELY 
IBM 2314-001 

AVAILABLE FEB. '78 

CALL T.F. BROWN 
717-854-1550 x218 

NEW POP 11/70 
COMPLETE DATASYSTEM 

& APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Immediately Available Including Financing 

Terms $3500/mnnth 
(617) 890 9393 

WTELLIGENT SYSTEMS p O. Box 348 
Bedford, MA 01730 



November 21,1977 
L£! COMPUTERWORLD Page 87 

j j ouy sell swap | buy sell swap 1 

FOR SHORT TERM LEASE 

buy sell swap 

370/158 K 5 Channels, ISC, Madrids & 3213-1 
Available January 10, 1978 - Any Term 

370/158 U34 5 Channels, ISC, Madrids & 3213-1 
Available February i, 1978 - Any Term 

370/145 12, 1421, 4660, 6982, 6983, 

7855, 8810, 8100, & 3215 
Available November 15,1977 - Any Term 

370/168 U34 ISC, Madrids, 4525, 3855, 3066-2, 
3067-3,2860-3,2870-1,2880-1,(2)2880-2 

Available January 1978 - Any Term to 48 Months 

WE WILL MIX OR CHANGE CONFIGURATIONS AS REQUIRED 

FOR SALE OR LEASE 
360/50 H - 2 Channels Two 3344-B2 Disk Drives 

Available Now - Any Term Available March 1978 - Any Term 

512 K Intel 512 K Intel IBM 370/145 Memory 
370/145 Memory 370/158 Memory H2tol2 

Available Now Available Now Available January 1978 

FOR LEASE 

IBM Memory 370/158 IBM “Madrids” 370/158 

J to K U33 to U34 F.C. 2150, 2151, 6111, 9318 
K to KJ U34 to U35 New with ITC or Used 

Block Mutliplexer Channel 

(1435) for 370/155 

Contact: George Prussin 

QK3 
O.P.M. Leasing Services, Inc. 

99 Wall Street New York, New York 10005 

(212) 747-0220 

out of state call (800) 221-2674 



BUY SELL LEASE 

PURCHASE/LEASEBACK 

ill your needs; we buy 

fof proposal. 

4CSl 
EQUIPMENT CORP. < 

BUY-SELL 

TRADE 

(At 

51iY|NG*SELLING-LEASING-TRADING 

GlfiW 1800 654 9179 
'|! TOLL FREE! 

-WMTeir SAIFS IMTFDMlTinkm I 



AVAILABLE FOR LEASE 

PROCESSORS 
& PERIPHERALS 

IBM IBM 
PROCESSORS PERIPHERALS 
370/165-Now 3330-1, 11 

SEI LING: 370/155-2-Now 3803-1 
370/145HO-Now 2314-A1 
370/165 3344 

BUYING: 370/168 3333-11 
370/155 3420-6 
370/145 

Hie Logical Choice 

orriDi/co 
9701 W. Higgins Rd. Rosemont, III. 60018 

(312) 698-3000 

December 2, 1977 
December 23, 197/ 
January 6. 1978 

3148 
November 25. 1977 
December 9, 1977 
December 23, 1977 

370 CPU's; 370-155J w/dat, avail, dec. 15; 370-155J w/out 
dat, avail, dec. 30 
370 CPU's 20501 2 chan., avail, dec. 1; 2050H 2 chan., 
avail, dec. 1; 2040H, avail, dec. 30. 
peripherals; 2821 1, 2804 1; 2401-1; 2402-2; 2401-5- 
2803-2; 2804 2 
dearborn taketh; all tapes 8t disk 2401's; 2803's 3803V 
3420's; 3333's; 3330's; 3830's; 2501 's; 1442's; 1403's 
- Call Tom Millunchick or Jim Spalding: 312/827-9200 

Jcl | dearborn 
——I I computer company 

We are 

,*a«ns, 
Buying: 3830,3420 
Selling: 360/65,360/50,360/40 
Leasing: 370/155, 370/145,360/65 

Please contact: 
Linda Vaughn/(415) 955-0220 
Reenie McCarthy/(415) 955-0238 

36Q/30 Model F 
64K System 

• 2 Channels 
• High Speed I/O 

• Disk/Tape 

360/30 Model F 
64 K System 
• Disk Only 

• Lo Speed I/O 

360/40 Model G 
128K System 
• 2 Channels 

.• Hi Speed I/O 
• Disk/Tape 

370/115 Model H02 
Fully Loaded 

INDUSTRIAL »r. 
MACHINE ™‘“ 
PARTS >' '" 

Mini Computers 
BUY - SELL - TRADE - LEASE 

TRADE-IN! 

CPU BOUND? 
PRINT BOUND? 
DISC BOUND? 

TRADE IN YOUR OLD Digital 
Equipment Corporation system or 
components FOR NEW. 

DATALEASE can make upgradinq 
easy. 

Most new configurations available for 
immediate delivery from our huge 
inventory. 

(^DATALEASE 

700 North Vallby Street, Ananeim, CA 92801 I 

(714)533-3920 TELEX 692439 1 



(804) 683-4200 

Gilmore Leasing Co. 
(415) 493-1199 

John Withers 

Unbelievable Savings 
onComputerTerminals 

Sales, Leases, 
Rentals 

call collect: 
Sandy 

Schneiderman 
914-354-0440 

For Sale 

8K to 16K 
Buffer Expansion Feature (tt!435) 

for IBM 370/168's. 
Immediate Availability. 

FREE Installation. 
For additional information, tall 

Alan lofgren 

(312) 732-8565 j 



■ FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 

DEC DATASTYSTEM 340 

INCLUDING— 

PDP-8/E WITH 32KW CORE 

300 LPM PRINTER 

THREE VT05 TERMINALS 

• DUAL REMOVABLE RK05 DISKS 

► COS340 OPERATING SYSTEM 

•DEC MAINTENANPE 

For saLe or Lease 

165 kj 
WITH: 3066-1 

3067-1 
2860-2 
2870-1 

(2) 2880-2 

WITH Or WITHOUT D3T 

Call 

Ron Johnson 
Pioneer Computers 

Dallas, Texas 
214/630-6700 

/y PREVl 

jf N C R., 

077 402 523 
082 403 526 
083 407 548 

552 *2402 
557 *2403 
602 *2405 
604 *2406 
824 7330 

548 867 
(* Potter) 

Call Warner Rivera 

at (212) 557-3712 

*BEnE5l5 OflE 
1 COMPUTER CORPOlWlOn ' an MAI company 

300 East 44th St., Mew York, NY 10017 

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT 

BURROUGHS, OLIVETTI 

}■£■!?• TOQ/l™M.A?,iiE.TIC TAPE ENCODERS & LINE PRINTERS I.C.R. 299, 399. & 499 MINICOMPUTERS and CENTURY SYSTEMS 

»«,/^V,RdcoU„GHS' "L" 3000 THRU 9000 SERIES & TCS .IW/WO PERIPHERALS) also B-700 THRU 84700 SYSTEMS 
OLIVETTI "P" and "A" SERIES 

WE ARE AUTHORIZED N.C.R. DEALERS OF 
210 ECR S, SYSTEMEDIA, & MICROGRAPHIC PRODUCTS ' 

BUYING 6r SELLING - CALL US FIR! 

KEY EXIMPORT CORR 

20% SAVINGS 
DEC COMPUTERS 

YEAR END SALE LIMITED OFFER 

* DL11-W I/O 
* LSI20 Decwriter III 
LIST ERI 
$17,260.00 $13,808.00 

$8,245.00 $6,596.00 $13,270.00 $10,616.00 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
AVAILABLE 

DISC SYSTEMS 'MODEMS 'CRT 
MEMORY 'PRINTERS 'TERMINALS 

EQUIPMENT RESOURCES INC 
1022-3 Cherokee Rd. 

Smyrna, Ga. 30080 

404-434-1382 



BUY sell - LEASE - BROKERAGE 

COMPUTER WHOLESALE 

m 

'blM* 

AV 

•0>VV 

Call us! We’ll show 
you how to make money 
using your rental credits. 

For Sale or Lease 
135-145-155 

CPUs — Peripherals — 
Memory 

We’ll Buy 
Any 370 CPU 

Wanted 
Your 370 CPU for sublease 

For Sale or Lease 
3211/3811 3340/A2.B2 
3272/3277 3410/3411 
3330/3333 3420/3803 

STOP! Before you send 
any of the above machines 
back to IBM call us. We’ll 
show you howto make 

money. 

For Sale or Lease 
360/30-40-50-65s 

CPU — Peripherals — 
Memory 

We’ll Buy 
Any 360 CPU 

IBM Peripheral 
Non-IBM Perph/Memory 

For Sale or Lease 
5406-5410-5412-5415 
CPUs — Peripherals — 

Memory 

We'll Buy 
Your 5406/5410 

5415 — Rental credit 
machines 

Peripherals — Memory 

Wanted To Buy 

3672- Memorex storage 
coatrol unit 

3673- Memorex disc controller 
3670-Memorex disc module 
3675-Memorex disc module 

Harry Blair 713-524-1401 

dataseiv 

Call Toll Free 800-328-2406 
or 612-544-0335 

Or write: Dataserv Equipment, Inc., 9901 Wayzata Blvd. 
P.O.Box 9488, Minneapolis MN 55440 

The Lofical Choice 
BUYING SOLING 

LEASING"^ 
360/30-40-50-65$ 
CPU - Peripherals 
AND SYSTEM/3 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

WANTED 

WE BUY-SELL- 
INSTALL & REPAIR 

AT REASONABLE PRICES 
HONEYWELL USED 
SERIES 200 EQUIPMENT 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
PARTS — PERIPHERALS 

Now in stock 

BUY-SELL-LEASE 
360/30 - 360/40 - 360/50 - 360/65 

IBM PERIPHERALS 

ANY CONFIGURATION 

COMPUTER 
INDUSTRIES INC 

3570 American Drive • Atlanta, Georgia 30366 
404/451-1895 • TWX 810/757-3654 





W * 
SOFTW/1RC 

WdNT£D 

J/U/148 
Time Available 

1024K 
•3330 Disk Orivas 
2402 Tape Drives 1600 BPi 

call collect: 
Sandy 

Schneiderman 
914-354-0440 

1403-N1 Primer 
3RD SHIFT 

Contact: M.J. Rayno 
W. ATLEE BURPEE CO 

300 Perk Ave. 
Warminster, PA 18974 

121 SI 674-4900 

AMDAHL 470/V6 
• Remote batch and 

time sharing services 
through nation wide 

Burroughs 
Medium Systems 

Midtown Manhattan 
Tape & Disk 

Full Shifts Available 
Hourly Time 

Available Daily 
Remote Processing 

& Technical Support 
Available 

Please Contact 
EDP MANAGER 

12121 986 3900 

work 
• Wylbur 
• APL 
• IDMS 
• Mark IV 
• A complete array of 

support systems 
For Information Call Collect 

COMPUTER 
USAGE COMPANY 
Customer Services 

(408) 738-4300 



November 21, 
^COMPUTERWORID 



USA's General Ledger 

see it in action 
“We’ll show you how it helps call 
the management plays for one 
of our more than 600 clients.” 

Francis lartcenton. MSA 

MSA's General Ledger/FICS 
System is currently being used 
in virtually every kind of business 
endeavor you can think of. 

And as a tool for asset man¬ 
agement, profit planning, cost 
and general accounting ifs 
helping our clients keep track 
of an incredible amount of 
money. 

With new features like Data 
Base Management, On-line 
Data Entry and Inquiry, Data 
Base Security Protection as well 
as a Custom Report Writer and 
optional 12 or 13 period ac¬ 
counting. The System has be¬ 
come the most exciting 
product in the category. 

' For further information call 
Marge Kimbrough at (404) 262-2376 
or mail this coupon. 

and Reporting 
□ Payroll Accounting— 
QAllTAK” OFixedAsset/PiopertyAccounting. - 


